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ABSTRACT

RELIGION AND EDUCATION:

A STUDY OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

FUNDAMENTALISM AND EDUCATION IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA
by
Lanny R. Bowers

Problem. The problem of this study was to ascertain the extent
that education has become a focus of attack by fundamentalist groups
during the past two decades in America.
Design. The study was designed to consist of five chapters: an
Introduction, a Review of Related Literature, Methods and Procedures,
Presentation of Data and Analysis of Research Questions, and Summary,
Conclusions, and Recommendations. An attempt was made to present a
compilation of the literature published relating religious
fundamentalism to education in the United States. In Chapter 2, the
attempt was to provide a historical overview of the literature to
provide a definitive statement on the development of relationships
between Church and State and their appendages. Specifically, the
literature of the 1970s and 1980s were presented to establish resurgent
attitudes and patterns. In Chapter A, each of four basic questions
pertaining to the phenomenon was analyzed. There were: (a) Which
societal factors have been historically associated with a rise in
fundamentalism? (b) How has the role of the media Influenced
fundamentalist movements in shaping their focus of attack? (c) Why
is the educational system so crucial a subject for directing social
change?, and (d) Are there parallels between the Neo-Fundamentalist
movement and other political movements? In Chapter 5, tentative
conclusions were drawn based upon the observations.
Conclusions. It was concluded that rapidly changing social,
cultural, and technological conditions in society causes a concurrent
flux in social institutions resulting in various reactionary trends.
Rising pluralism, insecurity and frustration, feelings of Individual
powerlessness, institutionalization and Increasing secularism all give
rise to reactionary religious thought.
The use of modern media as an instrument of division and conquest
by fundamentalists is basic to their attack. The media is used to
network all fundamentalists and neutralize those individuals,
corporations, political parties, and groups declared in opposition to
fundamentalist beliefs.

iii

iv

The educational system has been Increasingly attacked by the
fundamentalists due to a perceived-or constructed conflict of purpose,
variant emphasis of subject matter, the end goals of the system, and
the school's visibility.
Finally, there is a substantial similarity between all social
movements that pursue varying degrees of totalitarianism in their
development of a national fervor, use of propaganda and force prejudice,
deception, and hatred for opposing ideas.
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CHATTER 1Introduction

The area of concern to which this study addresses Itself focuses
upon the Influence of religious fundamentalism on education In
contemporary American society.

Each day that passes witnesses an

attack upon some aspect of the education system by some individuals
who either label themselves or are labeled by others as religious
fundamentalists.

There appears to be a current trend toward

identification of public education as being problematic for the
attainment of a quality education.

On the surface, at least, it would

appear that fundamentalists have begun to synthesize their beliefs and
focus their attack on the educational practices currently extant in
America.
Education, like family, economics, government, and religion, is
often considered a cultural universal.

That Is, it is so fundamental

to the existence of any social grouping that such groupings could not
exist without it.

In a basic sense, each of these social institutions

provides a prerequisite for the existence of society.

Education,

oftentimes referred to in the broader sense as socialization, is the
process whereby man's cultural heritage is transmitted from one
generation to the next.
Religion is that system of beliefs and practices that focuses
attention upon the sacred and the supernatural and puts forth a body
of values and moral precepts.

It is to be expected that these

institutions will, at any given time, act upon and influence one
another to one degree or another.

The Problem
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to ascertain the extent that
education has become a focus of attack by fundamentalist groups during
the past two decades in America.

Subproblems
1.

Which societal factors have been historically associated with

a rise in fundamentalist thought?
2

. How has

the role

of the media influenced

movements in shaping their
3.

fundamentalist

focus of attack.

Why is the educational system so crucial a subject for

directing social change?
4.

Are there parallels between the neo-fundamentalist movement

and other political movements?

Significance of the Study
This study is significant in that it might aid in identifying
societal trends that could

point the way toward a

of contentions between two

basic and potentially explosive

human society.

positive

resolution

elementsof

Such findings may or may not be generalizable as the

data presented here are historical in nature, and historians are not
in agreement on the applicability of such finds to different times
and places (Best, 1981).

However, it is felt by this writer that any

findings here could serve to sensitize future Investigators, enlighten

future investigators, enlighten debate, and provide understanding of
a crucial element of society.

Additionally, this study may serve to

Identify problem areas within our educational system that could be
instrumental in elucidating the adversarial conditions currently
existing between certain aspects of religious doctrine and certain
elements of educational practice.

Limitations of the Study
The problems of limitations were those Inherent in any research
utilizing qualitative methods:

the independent variables (if such

exist) cannot be manipulated; no experiment is being conducted,
therefore subjects cannot be randomized and assigned to treatment
groups; and almost nothing in research can be reduced to singular
causal factors.

In addition, since the phenomenon under investigation

represents a current trend, information obtained or conclusions drawn'
may ultimately prove to be time-bound in that what Is currently extant
may be part of a process chat has yet to reveal its full
manifestations.

As a result, this investigator sought to create a

compendium of recurrent trends, not simply an unabridged collection
of facts, but a brief, concise analysis that might serve to illuminate
their significance.
While the investigation sought to Identify trends, if such
existed, relating fundamentalist religion and education, final
analysis sought to indicate operable variables extending to or running
throughout all of the basic social institutions.

As such presented

itself, the researcher was concerned primarily with fundamentalist

religion and education while the influence on other institutions was
chronicled for future study.

Assumptions of the Study
I

The only assumption Inherent in the current investigation is
that the activity of many of the fundamentalists and theopinions
expressed regarding education constitutes an "attack."

Random House

(1978) lists among its definitions of the word, "attack"
1)

to set upon violently or hostilely

2)

to blame or abuse violently or bitterly

3)

to criticize unfavorably

4)

to set about (a task) vlrogously

5)

onslaught or assault

Definitions of Important Terms
The terms defined below were used in this study.

While some

authors quoted used variations on these terms, the primary meaning,
as indicated below, served as the foundation.

Where individual

authors differed, the present investigator so noted.

Alienation
"Alienation" is defined as Che process of making indifferent,
unfriendly, or hostile (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1981).

Apostate
An "apostate" is one who renounces a religious faith or abandons
previous loyalty (Random House, 1978).

'5

Fundamentalism
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defined "fundamentalism" as
a Protestant movement that stresses the infallibility of the Bible
in all matters of faith.

The term neo-fundamentalism was used to

indicate modem advocates of this position, which is not restricted
to Protestants, but includes certain members of Catholic groups
(Bryson, 1983).

Future Shock
The term "future shock" was coined by Alvin Toffler (.1971) and
Is used to identify an inability of people to cope with very rapid
social and technological change in society.

Humanism
Random House defined "humanism" as any system of thought in
which human interests and values are taken to be of primary importance.

Intellectualization
"Intellectuali2ation" is defined by Webster's as a tendency to
consider the rational content, often by ignoring the emotional
significance.
Modernism
Webster's defined "modernism" as a movement in Protestant
Christianity that sought to establish the meaning and validity of the
Christian faith in terms of present human experience,

Moralist
A "moralist" is a person who believes in regulating the morals
(principles of right and wrong) of others (Webster's, 1981).

New Right. Mew Religious Right. Far Right,
New Political Religious Right
Throughout this study, the terms "Mew R i g h t " N e w Religious Right,"
"Far Right," and "New Political Religious Right" have been used
Interchangeably and appear In the literature as such with each author
using the term of his or her preference.

The term used by this

investigator was consistent with the term used by the author being
cited.

Rational
Random House defined "rational" as being based on reason; able to
think and reason; having sound judgment.

Reactionary
Webster's defined "reactionary" as an action in reverse direction
or manner; a movement in the direction of extreme political conservatism,
or a tendency toward a former or outmoded political or social order or
policy.

Sacred
"Sacred" was defined as pertaining to or connected with religion;
regarded with reverence (Random House, 1976).

Secular
"Secular" was defined as concerned with worldly or non-religious
things (Random House, 1970).

Social Movement, Mass Movement, Collective Action
For the purpose of this study, the terms "Social Movement," "Mass
Movement," and "Collective Action" were used interchangeably.
Totalitarian
"Totalitarian" was defined as of or relating to centralized
control by an autocratic leader or hierarchy; authoritarian,
dictatorial (Hebster's, 1981).

Procedures
This study began with the Identification of the problem to be
addressed.

A list of subproblems were identified for study and a

method of researching those questions was selected.

The writer chose a

qualitative method, historical-descriptive in this instance, to
research and analyze this problem because it was deemed an emergent
phenomenon and lacked a sufficient data base to warrant the testing
of hypothesis in the quantitative sense.

Organization of the Study
A number of authors (Best, Borg, & Gall, 1983; Seltzlg, ec al.,
1962) have noted that historical-descriptive studies do not always
adhere to the format of the more common studies in which hypotheses
are being tested.

This study was organized into five chapters.

Chapter 1 was the Introduction,
of Related Literature.
used In gathering data.
Analysis of subprobleras.
and Recommendations.

Chapter 2 consisted of a Review

Chapter 3 described the Methods and Procedures
Chapter 4 was a Presentation of Data and
Chapter 5 contained the Summary, Findings,

CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature

An Historical Overview of Fundamentallst-Rellglon
and Education In America
This chapter Is presented In four subsections:

a) An Historical

Overview of Fundamentalism In America; b) Modern Fundamentalist
Resurgence; c) The Humanist Tradition, and d) Religion, Censorship, and
Courtroom Controversy.

The attempt here Is to assimilate and

consolidate many of the major premises that are currently extant
relating fundamentalism and education as of this writing.
Early America to the 20th Century
Haskew and McClendon (1962) In a text once used for preparing
teachers described how America's ideas about education developed.
They made special note that the process of progression, from New
England Puritan attempts to provide for an educated ministry to making
provisionsfor an educated populace, took
America originated as

about 150 years.

arms or extensions, of the church.

Schools in
Haskew and

McClendon quoted from the pamphlet, New England First Fruits, printed
in London in 1643 to demonstrate the primacy and immediacy the New
England settlers apparently felt for the creation of schools and
preservation of knowledge.

Note the following:

After God had carried us safe to New England
And wee had bullded our houses
Provided necessaries for our livelihood
Reard convenient places for God's worship
And settled the civill government
One of the next things we longed for
And looked after was to advance learning
And perpetuate it to posterity
9

□reading to leave an illiterate ministry
To the churches when our present ministers
Shall lie in the Dust. (p. 234)
Commager (1950) pointed out that the United States represents the
oldest democracy and republic in history and, consequently, possesses
the world's oldest public school system in the world.

Historians differ

on the precise rationale for the origin of our school system.

Some

maintain that our system of public, free, democratic education Is directly
linked to Hew England Puritanism, while others maintain that the Hew
England educational practices were no more Chan self-serving efforts to
preserve religious faith in the form that it then existed.

Nevertheless,

the Hew England settlers, by 1635, had established the Latin School in
Boston to prepare students for higher education.

This Latin School

would lay the foundation for the form of the school until 1775.
In 1636, Harvard, the first school of higher learning, was founded
in America for the purpose of advancing learning and leaving a literate
ministry to posterity.

Haskew and McClendon believed that the Puritans

meant to supersede mere ministerial preparation.

It was maintained that

the Puritans believed that a knowledge of the Bible was a means to
personal salvation and that they felt that all children should be taught
to read.

This belief may be a peculiarly protestant phenomenon growing

out of the Martin Luther's break with Catholicism and the concurrent
embrace of the contention that each person could read and interpret
the gospel individually.

The task of educating the young initially

resided in the home and the individual community.

While commendable in

spirit, this task proved to be unacceptable in the new world and by 1642,
the legislature of Massachusetts Bay enacted a law directing officials of
each town to ascertain if the children of that community were being
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trained "In learning and labor and other employments profitable to the
commonwealth" and "to read and understand the principles of religion
and the capital laws of the country" (Haskew & McClendon, 234).
This effort also proved less than satisfactory.

In 1647 that same

colonial legislature passed a law requiring communities to establish
and maintain schools for all children.
such an act.

There was no precedent for

This law came to be called the Ould Deluder Satan Act (Law)

and set up a system of community supported schools in the Massachusetts
Bay Colony (Commager, 1950).

This act stated who was to be taught,

what each was to be taught, and‘why.

Tills act read as follows:

It being one chief project of that old deluder Satan
to keep men from the knowledge of the scriptures, as In
former times by keeping them in an unknown tongue, so in
these latter times by persuading from the use of tongues,
(that so at least the true sense and meaning of the
original might be clouded by false glosses of saintseeming deceivers)— []to the endj that learning may not
be buried In the grave of our fathers in the church and
commonwealth, the Lord assisting our endeavors.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, that every township In this
jurisdiction, after the Lord hath Increased them to the
number of 50 householders, shall forthwith appoint one
within their town to teach all such children as shall
resort to him, to write and read, fa teacher] whose
wages shall be paid either by the parents or masters of
such children, or by the inhabitants In general by way
of supply [general tad as the major part of those that
order the prudentials [govenunentj of the town shall appoint;
provided, £thatj those that send their children be not
oppressed by paying much more than they can have them
taught for in other towns. ADD IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
where any town shall Increase to the number of 100 families
or householders, they shall set up a grammar p-.e., Latin]]
school, the master thereof being able to Instruct youth
so far as Q-.e., thatj they may be fitted for the university
[Harvard], Provided that, if any town neglect the performance
hereof above one year, that every such town shall pay ^£5
to the next school till they shall perform this order.
Commager (1950) quoted Horace Mann, the true facilitator of the
public school movement that would characterize the middle years of the

nineteenth century, when Mann concluded that this act had no precedent
whatsoever In world history.

Further, it accurately reflected our

national character and foreshadoued our history.

Commager described

that national character as an Instant and persistent concern for
education so much so that it became the American religion,

lie further

maintained that it is education that we have put our faith in.

Our

1

schools and colleges became peculiar objects of public largess and
private benefaction.

Even in architecture we have proclaimed our

devotion by building schools like cathedrals.

Commager was quick to

point out that none of this reflected any peculiar respect for learning
or scholarship.

That, he concluded,never existed to any great degree.

It was not the promise of scholarship that made American education
great, but the promise to bring life to the American dream of the good
society.
Perry (1944), in a work called Puritanism and Democracy, conducted
an extensive analysis of the coexistence of these two, broad,
overarching conceptions in the history of the United States.

Perry

dealt with these concepts as if each constituted a cult movement with
its attendant followers;

He maintained that, while Puritanism was

authoritarian in its conception of God, the fact that the Bible was
taken by the general populace as the revelation of divine will, it was
at the same time placed in the hands of every believer to read and
interpret for one's self, thereby encouraging the individual to utilize
one's own wits.

Keeping*tne divine revelations as representative of

higher truth, Perry maintained that the Puritans enabled themselves to
establish grounds to appeal directly to God against the lower truths
of human authority.

This Biblical literalism tended to promote credulity
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and sanction the vagaries of ignorance, but it also taught the common
Derson to conduct a private search for truth and to regulate personal

belief by the evidence presented (Perry, 1944).
Perry noted that both cults exhibited a popular ideology chat
reflected a division between what both referred to as lower and higher
truths, with higher truths being the "plain" truths.

Each cult served

to stimulate popular education because each assumed the common people to
*
have minds and encouraged them to use those minds.

lie contended that

among the Puritans, religion itself was synonymous with education.

The

minister, who must be a learned man, was also a teacher and the
\
congregation intellectually responsive to his teaching. Whether man's
business was saving the soul or the conduct of temporal affairs>
a requisite base of information and judgment was apparent.
Perry described preaching as having an odor of intrusiveness but
contended that it differed from the act of teaching only in its tone
and manner.

Both imply an arc of communicating ideas and a capacity to

receive them.

The fact that these functions should be exercised in

some degree by all believers directed attention to free and universal
education.

The right of private judgment implies that truth is

accessible to the isolated individual,

Commager (1950) claimed that to

the schools went the momentous responsibility of inspiring a people to
pledge and hold allegiance to the historic principles of democracy,
nationalism, egalitarianism, and Americanism.
During most of the colonial period, the idea that education would
develop a free person was not an idea that caught on quickly.

Education,

primarily, consisted of moral training, more so than intellectual.
morality was bound up intricately with orthodox religion.

Teachers

That
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were expected to conform their beliefs to the dictates of whatever
group controlled the schools.

Rarely was it claimed that a teacher had

a claim to freedom of teaching as a basic characteristic of a free
society, a claim to deal freely with ideas even though they might be
distasteful to the Immediate managers ofthe school.
Gezi and Myers (1968) noted that inthe 17th century,

the "public"

or town schools of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Mew Hampshire taught
the doctrines of a specific religion, i.e., Congregational Calvinism
(this church was established by law of the legislature of these colonies).
This practice was known as "an establishment of religion" and was
common in the 16th and 17th centuries inEurope.

The laws required all

people to accept the doctrines of the established church and authorized
punishment for those who objected.

Gezi and Myers stated that the law

levied taxes on everyone to support the ministers of the established
church or churches.
During the course of the 18th century, a new phenomenon began to
assert Itself,

Religious freedom in the colonies began to make headway.

Gezi and Myers noted that such religious minority groups as the Baptists,
Methodists, Presbyterians, and Quakers, to name a few, sought and gained
the freedom to worship as they pleased.

Consequently, they were reluctant

to send their children to the town schools where they would be obliged to
accept a religious doctrine that they did not believe in.

On the other

hand, the established churches were reluctant to give any ground and
remove their religion from the "public" schools.

The 18th century

solution was to allow them to establish their own schools.

This solution

had the effect of creating the private religious school by right which
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could Chen operate alongside the public school.

Initially, this had

the effect of weakening the public school, but it also had the
monumental effect of permitting religious freedom to these various
religious minorities.
The major motive for education from its inception until the coming
of the Revolutionary War had been religious.

The separate colonies

were plagued with bitter dissension without and within over the question
of the "correct11 religious doctrine.

Gezi and Myers stated that most

people were still convinced that others should not have the same
religious freedom they had, nor were they convinced that an education
separated from specific religious doctrine was desirable.

William Smith

in Pennsylvania, William Livingston in Mew York, and Thomas Jefferson
in Virginia, had argued rather forcefully that if public schools did not
teach a sectarian religion, then all students could attend them freely
without fear of compromising their particular religious faiths.
As the end of colonial rule aoproached, the common school in which
children of differing religions and races learned together was, by far,
the exception rather than the rule.

It was generally felt that schools

should perpetuate the religious or cultural beliefs of the sponsoring
agency.

Gezi and Myers maintained that seldom was it argued that the aim

of eduation was to empower every person to develop as an Individual.
such, the first system of education in America was set up to serve and
maintain class distinctions which had been imported from Europe.
Michael Katz in The Irony of School Reform stated that the legacy
of the public school movement was the principle that "education was

As

something the better part of the community did to the others to make
them orderly, moral, and tractable, i.e., it served a social control
function,"

Shultz (1973) observed that research suggests that public

schools were widely supported by the upper classes, often against lower
class opposition, because the elite saw the public schools as an
Instrument for arresting the social chaos and disentegratlon of family
life that they identified as the most fearful side-effects of immigration,
urbanization, and industrialization.

Therefore, according to Shultz, the

public school was to be a classroom, family room, church house— all
things to all children.

Its purpose was to nurture the child to

adulthood, equip that child with the necessary skills of a livelihood,
and to serve as a social incubator of the responsible citizen.
The tradition of classical studies supported by religious discipline
during the colonial period resisted the egalitarian onslaught of that
segment of society exemplified by men like Jefferson.

The major colleges

founded during this period reflected the religious Influence.

Harvard

1636, Yale 1701, and Dartmouth 1769 were all congregational in outlook.
William and Mary 1693 and Columbia 1754 were Anglican.
was Presbyterian.

Brown 1764 was Baptist.

Princeton 1746

Rutgers 1766 was

Dutch-Reformed, and the College at Philadelphia 1755, originally
nondenominational, came under Anglican control shortly thereafter
(Gezi & Myers, 1968).

Hash (1972) noted that for the first two

centuries of our history secondary schools existed for only a small
minority of Americans and universities served only a small fraction of
that minority.
At the time of the meeting of the Constitutional Convention in 1787,
the delegates were faced with the problem of uniting a people of
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heterogeneous religious faiths.

They attempted to solve this problem

by making provisions in the Constitution guaranteeing religious freedom
and forbidding the government from ever establishing a state religion.
This action Is exemplified by the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
Amendment 1: Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof, (1791)
The Idea of government education divorced from religion was gradually
formulated.

Haskew and McClendon (1962) provided excerpts from

famous early Americans.

Herein quoted are

three:

Promote then, as an object of primary
importance,
Institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge.
In proportion as the structure of a government gives
force to public opinion, it is essential that public
opinion be enlightened.
George Washington
If a nation expects to be Ignorant and free in a state
of civilization It
expects what never
was and neverwill
be. . , , There is no safe deposit (for the functionsof
government), but with the people themselves; nor can they
be safe with them without Information.
Thomas Jefferson
The Instruction of the people in every kind of knowledge
that can be of use to them in the practice of their moral
duties as men, citizens, and Christians, and of their
political and civil duties as members of society and
freemen, ought to be the care of the public, and of all
who have any share in the conduct of its affairs, in a
manner that never yet has been practiced in any age or
nation. The education here intended is not merely that
of the children of the rich and noble, but of every rank
and class of people, down to the lowest and poorest, it is
not too much to say that schools for the education of all
should be placed at convenient distances and maintained
at the public expense.
John Adams (p, 234)

Non-sectarianism would provide a greater measure of national unity
than could be achieved when each sectarian group shepherded its own
children into its own schools which would restrict the range of
communications.

Gezi and Myers stated that separate schools would

perpetuate divisions among the people and narrow their outlooks by
reducing free exchange of ideas.

The educational Institution was seen

as a means of alleviating the tensions that might have existed between
the winners of the Revolutionary War— the English, Scotch, French, German,
Dutch, Swedish immigrants.

Of course, the new government would face

additional tests in its early years with the arrival of Irish, Italian,
Hungarian, Polish, and Russian Immigrants.

The task would be to turn

all these diverse peonies into a distinctly American People.

A free

society would require a public education system that would provide the
basic information, literacy, and moral teachings required by every free
man (.read "white man") during this oerlod.

The nation had to design a

free, universal, public school that would promote free institutions and
free citizenship.

Through the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution, this

task would fall to the 3tates, since education is not mentioned in the
document Itself,
Amendment 10: The oowers not delegated to the United States
by the Constitution or prohibited it hy the states are
reserved, respectively, to the states or to the neoole. (1791)
The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 stated that "religion, morality and
knowledge, being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind,
schools and the means of education shall be forever encouraged."

This act

had the effect of mandating public education throughout the society.
Comnager believed that our faith in education imnosed the following tasks

on the schools:

1) to provide an enlightened citizenry In order that

self-government might work (according to Benjamin Rush, "to be
long-lived, republics must invest In education.") The evidence indicates
that it worked.

He have had weak presidents, but none truly wicked; no

military dictatorships; no revolutions, most Issues, save slavery, were
settled by compromise; and we have generally selected able leaders.
Commager maintained that only a people taught self-government could do
that;

2) the creation of national unity out of diversity, nationalism

out of particularism, and 3) Americanization.

Commager quoted President

Lincoln when he intoned the "mystic chords of memory, stretching from
every battlefield and patriot grave to every living heart and
hearthstone" (p. 47), as reflecting the contribution of the school
through its products, poets, novelists, editors, naturalists, historians,
jurists, orators, painters.

These gave to a young America the model of

a common people, a common language, and a common heritage.
The task of Americanization was more difficult.
1840 saw two to eight million immigrants.

Each decade after

These immigrants had to

become "New Americans" in language, way of life, thought, and citizenship.
First and foremost in the vanguard was the school.

Through the school,

the young essentially taught the old how the new country operated.
Jefferson (1918) from his report of the Commission on Education
appointed by the Governor of Virginia, described what he perceived as
the objects of primary education.
1.
2.

These were:

to give every citizen the information he needs for the
transaction of his own business
to enable him to calculate for himself and to express and
preserve his ideas, his contracts, and his accounts in writing
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3.

4.
5.

6.

to improve by reading his morals and faculties and to
understand his duty to his neighbors and country, and to
discharge with competence the function confided to him by
either.
to know his rights, to exercise with order and justice those
he retains
to choose with discretion the fiduciary of those he delegates
and to notice his conduct and his diligence with candor and
judgment
to observe with intelligence and faithfulness all the social
relations under which he shall be placed. (Carter*.1898)

The fruits of public education were extended to a broader segment
of the society in the 19th century conception of education.

It quickly

became evident to the newly formed American government that religion
was

going to be a problem.

Obviously, if the public schools taught the

doctrines of a particular church, this would violate the freedom of
conscience of all those who did not agree.

Could the common school find

a common religious outlook and teach that?

Many Protestants thought so.

They tried to find the common religious doctrines of Christianity in the
Bible.

It was felt that if the schools would teach only non-sectarian

principles of Christianity as contained in the Bible, all sects would be
satisfied (Butts, 1960).

This might have been true if America had

remained exclusively Protestant.

The 19th century would witness the

arrival, in large numbers, of Catholics and Jews.
most forcefully with the public school.

Catholics disagreed

They claimed that non-sectarian

schools were really Protestant. They, therefore, following the spirit
of other Christian minorities that had preceded them, started their own
schools and demanded public monies.
opposed them.

Protestants and Jews bitterly

In the midst of all this bitterness, however, the

educational system continued to experience widespread growth (67
colleges and universities were founded between 1830 and 1840.
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Gezi and Myers contended chat a free society must delegate to Its
educational institution the task of constant study and criticism of the
free society.

No other kind of society prevents its government from

endangering the liberties of the people and at the same time entrusts
the government with the obligation to guarantee the rights of the people
against attack by powerful groupB or Individuals In the community.

As

indicated earlier, the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution assigns
responsibility for education to the states.

However, the Bill of Rights

(first ten amendments) had no claim of power over the state governments,
only over the federal.

Therefore, states could continue essentially as

before in their treatment of the educational system.

It would not be

until 186B that state actions came under scrutiny of the Bill of Rights
with Che passage of the 14th Amendment.

In part, it stated:

Amendment 14, Section 1; All persons born or naturalized
in the United States and subject to Che jurisdiction thereof are
citizens of the United States and the state wherein they reside.
No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of citizens of Che United States
nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law, nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. (1868)
Bartky (1962) citing the "New Haven Historical Papers"
noted:
Up until 1868, when the Fourteenth Amendment was approved, the
states were not forced to conform to the edicts of the First
Amendment that there be no state-supported religion and that
there be free exercise of all religions. Hence, Connecticut
supported an established state church for a full quarter of a
century after the passage of the Constitution of the United
States, and as late as 1791 passed statutes severely restricting
religious liberty, (pp. 401-402)
Cornelson (1895) added:
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The last religious disestablishment was that of the Congregational
Church In Massachusetts in 1833, but religious intolerance
persisted. For example, as late as- 1877 only Protestants could be
elected to the United States House of Representatives or Senate
from the State of New Hampshire, (p. 96)
Beale (1941) reported that religious instruction or religious
preference in public education continued long after the disestablishment
of state churches.

He noted:

Practically every public school system in America used public
money and property for the promotion of Protestantism until
the Civil War and even longer. Schools opened with prayer;
the Bible was read and portions of It memorized, hymns were
sung, and the principles of Protestant Christianity, insofar
as they were accepted by all Trinitarian sects, were Instilled
into the children.
Bartky (1962) concluded:
It was not until the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment
in 1868 that the First Amendment became religiously or
educationally significant within the various states. The
Fourteenth Amendment Insists that the concept of disestablishment
and religious freedom that prevails in the national picture shall
also apply to the state. To all intents and purposes it changes
the First Amendment so that it reads; The Congress and the
states shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.
The whole matter of religion in the schools is founded upon
interpretations of what this thus modified Amendment really
means. There are chose who Insist upon a strict interpretation
and there are those who would be very liberal in their reading.
In cases of dispute it is a legal technique to peruse the writings
and speeches of those who wrote ambiguous laws in search of clues
as to what those laws meant to their framers. Hence, the writings
of Thomas Jefferson were used to interpret the First Amendment.
In a letter sent to the Baptists at Danbury, January 1, 1802,
Jefferson wrote, "I contemplate with sovereign reverence the act
of the whole American people which declared that their legislature
should make no law respecting an establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof," thus building a wall of
separation between church and state. The last phrase has become
symbolic of the religious issue in education, although it says
even less than the First Amendment, (p.98 )
With the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, the idea of universal
education spread to the newly enfranchised black population.

In
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fairness Co Che church effort, many had Included blacks In their
dissemination of education long before che government officially
recognized them as pare of Che human family,
Shultz noted that by the latter part of the 19th century schools
had begun to perform many of the functions previously performed by
parents and religious leaders.

Instruction in the public schools

included che three (3) R's as well as moral Instruction.

Public

education partially eclipsed the family as the primary social institution
and became crucial for everyday life,

ho longer was It just the

advantaged who received an education.

The school joined the family and

church as primary means of disseminating skills, knowledge, moral precepts,
and attitudes from one generation to the next.
Commager quoted from Mary Antln's The Promised Land to Illustrate
the perception of the school by some of the new Immigrants during this
period:
Education was free. It was the one thing that [my father] was
able to promise us when he sent for us; surer, safer than bread
or shelter. On our second day I was thrilled with the realization
of what this freedom of education meant. A little girl from across
the alley came and offered to conduct us to school. My father
was out, but we five between us had a few words of‘English by
this time. We knew the word school. This child who had never seen
us until yesterday, who could not pronounce our names, who was not
much better dressed than we, was able to offer us the freedom of
the schools of Boston. No application made, no questions asked,
no examinations, rulings, exclusions; no machinations, no fees.
The doors stood open for every one of us. (p.46)
Traditionally it was thought that an enlightened and insistent lower
class, led by humanitarian reformers in the first half of the 19th century
fought an entrenched upper class in antebellum America for the right to
public education

and won.

Recently, historians have challenged this view

and now maintain that one of the primary alms, if not the central goal,
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of the public school movement, was to impose social control on an
increasingly multi-ethnic, urban, and impoverished lower class.

Close

examination of the curriculum, pedagogical techniques, and leadership
of the reform school movement of that period has led some historians
to conclude that schools were designed to inculcate values and patterns
of behavior that served those whose place in society was already secure
(Shultz, 1973).
It was entirely conceivable to the early American mind that education
could be operated by a private organization, a charitable body, or an
independent corporation.
readily acceptable.

The Idea that the state could do so was not so

Haskew and McClendon maintained that the Hew England

progenitors would have been receptive to the Idea of state education but
only because they regarded the state as the servant of the church (237).
Many others would have raised their hands in horror at the thought of a
godless agency entrusted with the training of children's minds.
That the founding fathers succeeded in separating church and state,
there is no doubt.
and God.

To many, this separation violated the nature of man

Many religious groups have resisted this separation almost from

Its inception.

The successors of the founding fathers In Congress and

the courts would be left the task of driving home the principle of
church/state separation.

The church and state were to be related as

brothers, not as father and son (Haskew & McClendon, 1962). The coming
of the 20th century would witness a heating up of tension between these
two fundamental aspects of society.
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The 20th Century Experiences
The dawn of the 20th century witnessed the advent of what has been
termed modernistic thought In religion.

Through the writings of

individuals since post-Civll War days, changes had occurred In the ways
in which men viewed the world they lived in.
which to view these writings.

There are numerous ways In

One may look upon these as enlightening

and lifting to the extent that they set the human mind free and allowed
it to soar among the cosmos, or one may look at these as a turning away
from the true path of the righteous and the descent of the soul into
darkness and degradation. How

one looks at the growth of this body of

literature called modernistic depends greatly upon the values one holds
about the nature of existence (Strober & Streiker, 1972).
George Dollar, a fundamentalist adherent, in his 1973 book,
A History of Fundamentalism in America, published through Bob Jones
University Press, provides a damning account of what he conceived as the
situation as it existed then.

He contended that on the heels of the

Civil War, the war against the Word began to take place.

This "Battle

over the Book," he maintained, was destined to do more damage, wreck more
churches, evade more theological centers, and Confuse more people than
any other struggle in history.

He noted that traditionally religious

institutions had generally been revered to near veneration and the Bible
had been the object of national obedience and study.

In the last quarter

of the 19th century, a massive attack was raised against the time-honored
place of the Bible as the verbally inspired and absolutely authoritative
Word of God,
Dollar maintained that scholars, teachers, denominational leaders,
and educators within and without Christianity redefined and rejected the
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historical truths of Christianity and Instead, opted for a new set of
values, more scientific than scriptural, more man-centered than
God-centered, more accommodating to the culture and political climate.
To be sure, there was some substance to Dollar's polemical argument
presented in this work; however, the division between those Individuals
pretending to modernist thought did not picture themselves as "opposed
to the valiant few defenders of the faith.

Dollar had called any

scholar who espoused a liberal philosophy "an enemy of the Bible" and
claimed that the forces of liberalism caused a collapse In orthodoxy.
Shailer Matthews, dean of the Divinity School of the University of
Chicago, in a 1924 essay, The Faith of Modernism, explained;
It is the use of the methods of modem science to find, state,
and use the permanent and central values of inherited orthodoxy
in meeting the needs of a modern world. . . . The modernist
movement is a phase of the scientific struggle for freedom in
thought and belief, . . . Modernists are Christians who accept
the results of scientific research as data with which to think
religiously. . . . Modernists are Christians who adopt the
methods of historical and literary science in the study of the
Bible and religion. . . . The modernist Christian believes the
Christian religion will help men meet social as well as individual
needs. . . . The modernist is a Christian who believes that the
spiritual and moral needs of the world can be met because they
are intellectually convinced that Christian attitudes and
faiths are consistent with other realities. . . .Modernists as a
class are evangelical Christians. That is, they accept Jesus
Christ as the revelation of a Savior God. (Strober & Strelker,
1972, p. 98)
Strober and Strelker (1972) noted that the modernist position often
occurred in a more extreme form as that ascribed to a "liberal" young
minister in Luther Little's 1927 fundamentalist novel, Manse-Dwellers;
Jesus was b o m of a human father and mother. He was divine
only as are other men. He was the greatest of prophets and
ethical teachers. He attained the highest degree of trust
in God. Ue are to imitate his religious life. He is himself
not the object of religious trust and worship. Ills recorded
miracles are mainly myth and fiction, the imaginings of fond
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disciples. In some cases of healing he exerted a kind of
magnetic power, such as we often observe today In so-called
'Divine healers.' there was no real resurrection and
ascension. There was doubtless, belief In the resurrection,
but it was based on manifestations like those of modern
spiritualism. They are simply psychic phenomena of the
subjective kind. There was no objective ground of forgiveness
in his death on the Cross. He taught that God forgives the
penitent and desires fellowship with men, but other prophets
taught the same. Christ's present Influence is like that of
many great men who have lived. It is mediated to us through
the Gospels, especially the Sermon on the Mount and related
ethical teachings. The New Testament records themselves are
conglomerates of a little truth and a great deal of fiction
drawn from the surrounding ethnic religions or the imagination
of the writers themselves. (P* ,89)
It was against such modern Vinfidelitv" that the militant forces
of fundamentalism arose.
Dollar placed the blame for the rise of liberalism on German
theology.

Though liberal trains of thought can be traced back to the

works of Locke, Rousseau, and Voltaire In 17th century thought, Dollar
began his attack on the German philosophers of the 18th and 19th
centuries.

Specifically, he blamed Kant's Religion In the Bounds of

Reason. 1793 for minimizing the power of spiritual relations to God and
straying from church attendance and che concept of atonement for sin.
Hegel, while a professor at Berlin, was accused of reducing Christianity
to a mere philosophy while his disciple, David Strauss's 1835 Life of
Jesus, Dollar claimed, denied the miracles of Jesua and pictured him
solely as a human being and questioned the "truth" of the gospels.
F. C.

Baur, at Tubingen, had also questioned the reliability of the

gospels.

Frederick Schliermacher's . 1899 Discourses on Religion had

defined religion not as truth, but as intuition and had advocated
reinterpretation of historic Christian truths* Of Schliermacher,
Dollar noted that liberals called him the Father of Modern Theology,
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but Dollar refers Co film as che "Hitler of Chris clan Empiricism and
Che Kaiser of True German Faith," inflammatory to say che least.
Dollar stated that fundamentalist belief incorporated a belief
in the literal teaching of the Bible concerning Che conduct of Che
Church, the two ordinances of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, separation
from worldly things, demands of che Bible for the service and obedience
of every truly reborn believer, a belief that Che Bible is the sole
and sufficient rule which is believed and practiced, and a calling to
expose every affirmation and actltude not found in the Bible (no creed
but che Bible}.
Strober and Strelker (.1972) noted that the latter portion of the
19th century produced che basic elements of fundamentalism:

che

revlvallstlc pietism of Che frontier, mlllenarlan fervor, strict
confessional theology and reactionary sociopolitical movements.

He

noted:
In this sense it is typical of American religion, which has
seldom manifested that harmonious integration of intellect,
emotion and will which is said to be the mark of the
well-adjusted individual. In every period in our history
there has been tension between religious movements which
emphasized rational thought, movements which stressed
feelings, and movements which encouraged direct action, (p. 89)
An important development during the frontier period was the
spread of millennialism. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, revivalistic Protestantism looked forward to the
gradual permeation of American society and its structures
by the gospel message. But disappointed expectations and
a general worsening in economic conditions gave birth to the
socially pessimistic premillenniallsm of later fundamentalism,
i.e., the conviction that no substantial improvement in the
human condition is possible before the second coming of Jesus.
The simple people of the frontier, impatient with the
unsatisfactory conditions of their daily lives, flocked to such
leaders as William Miller and Joseph Smith (founders of the
Adventist Church and the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter
Day Saints, respectively) who proclaimed the impending end of
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che age and che coming of a divine utopia. Miller made the
unfortunate mistake of predicting a definite date for the
second advent; and Smith was murdered by a mob in Carthage,
111. But the sense of dissatisfaction with the present world
and the expectation of a better age which may dawn at any
moment have never faded from American religion. As we
shall see, the doctrine of Che imminent return of Jesus has
always been a central fundamentalist conviction, (p. 91)
One of the most notable reactions Co Intellectual thought
characteristic of the day, Darwinism, had been brewing for years when
the 20th century dawned and would bubble and roll for 25 years
before the first major salvo would be fired.

Every fundamentalist has

identified Charles Darwin and his 1859 On the Origin of Species as one
of the fundamental "devils” of modern society.

Philip Kitcher,

Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Vermont, in an
article entitled "Darwin, the Bogeyman" printed in the Phi Kappa
Phi's national Forum 1983 examined Darwin's theory in light of his
predecessors in an attempt to understand why Darwin had been singled
out as Number One Devil by the fundamentalists.

He noted chat when

Darwin died in 1882 he received greater honors from his colleagues
than when he had lived.

He marvelled that in the succeeding centuries

Darwin's name continued to evoke sporadic anxiety in some religious
circles.

It would appear that what che Church of England, mother of

American churches, found acceptable in 1882 still threatens her
evangelical descendants a century later.

Kitcher reported a case of

a private school where children are asked to name Che man with the
most evil Influence on the 20th century.
Darwin,

The expected answer is

In essence, the fundamentalists claim a clearer picture of

truth than anyone else, the mother church included.
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Kitcher maintained that Darwin's theory raised no new difficulties
for religion, but did draw attention to some old problems (Kitcher's
presentation appears to load the cannon for the militant atheist).
The Genesis Account of Creation
1.

Darwinian Evolution

Creation took place in a
relatively short period of
time with all things in
their current immutable
forms. (Fossils were left
by Noah's flood.)

1.

Creation was sporadic and
evolutionary with some forms
ancestoral to others. (Thirty
years before Darwin pietous
geologists such as William
Buckland and Adam Sedgwick
admitted to the fossil record
of several waves of creation.)

The Bible is literally true
in all its aspects.

2.

The Copemican System (which
the church had rejected because
the earth was not placed in the
center of the universe) had
convinced most theologians that
literal readings of the Bible
were not always applicable long
before Darwin.

3.

Man was a unique special
creation of God.

3.

Vast time and multiplicity of
forms have participated in the
pageant of life. (Geologists
prior to Darwin contended that
the earth was very old.
Seventeenth century astronomers
had showed the universe to be
extremely large.)

4.

A creative design with an
all-loving, all-wise and
all-powerful God was evident.

4.

An account of life describes
a world of struggle and
competition which countless
organisms have suffered and died
over millions of years. Writers
as separated in time as Epicurus
and Hume had asked the same
question, again, long before
Darwin.

5.

There exists a soul which is
immortal.

5.

Appears to be materialistic and
reject the idea of the
immaterial, especially, how
something immaterial (soul) can
act upon the material world
(body).
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Kitcher maintained that Darwin raised no new questions, he merely made
che point of departure between faith and science more blatant.
Webb (1983) noted that the fundamentalist viewpoint revolved around
a literalistic account of the philosophy of Sir Francis Bacon which
emphasized a strictly empirical approach to the study of nature.

Bacon

had believed that the external world was just as it appeared and that
man could directly know the facts of nature and discover rational laws in
all areas of nature.

Webb, citing George Marsden's Fundamentalism in

American Culture, noted that the fundamentalists:
. . . stood in an intellectual tradition that had the highest
regard for one understanding of true scientific method and
proper rationality. In science they were steadfastly committed
to the principles of . . . careful observation and classification
of facts. These principles were wedded to a "common sense"
philosophy that affirmed the ability to apprehend the facts
clearly, whether the facts of nature or the even more certain
facts of Scripture.
Proceeding from this philosophy, conservative American
religionists emphasized the scientific nature of the Bible
throughout the late-nineteenth century. The Bible presented
"hard facts," while evolution presented speculation. (Marsden,
p. 10A) Later fundamentalists repeated this argument even more
forcefully, stressing the value of the Bible as a scientific
work because it reported facts accurately, (p.34 )
There developed a general Intolerance of the scientific enterprise
as a result of attitudes toward Darwin and the modern scientists. Garraty
(1983)

noted that the rapid social change that characterized early 20th

century America exacerbated the problem of the clash that was taking
place between traditional values and those growing at modern improvements
such as radio and the automobile.

Society began to divide along rural/

urban lines, with the urban dwellers taking on the role of sophisticates
and dismissing the rubes and country bumpkins that fought so tenaciously
to hold on to the values that they felt were being displaced by modernistic
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thought.

Strober and Strelker Indicated that the peace, prosperity,

and technological progress of the early 20th century seemed to confirm
the Darwinism of the Christian Liberals.

Mankind was making progress

and little by little the world was getting better.
be able to arrest this upward course.

Nothing seemed to

An 1895 Bible conference at Niagara

Falls had drawn up a statement of "fundamental" truths which separated
"true" Christian from modern "apostates" (Strober & Strelker, 1972).
These essential doctrines were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the virgin birth of J.asus
Christ's death on the cross as payment for man's sins
Christ's bodily resurrection
The actual bodily return of Jesus to earth to establish
the earthly kingdom of God.
the absolute inerrancy of the Bible (p. 93)

By 1909 two wealthy Californians, Lyman and Milton Stewart, underwrote
the publication and distribution of Fundamentals, a series of 12
volumes which defended the five essential truths which attacked the
modernist position.

Since that time the term "fundamentalist" has

referred to those who combined the emotionalism of the revivalists with
uncompromising dedication to the "fundamentals."

American Christianity

has since been split into two warring camps (Strober & Strelker, 1972).
The first call-to-arms occurred in 1925 in a sleepy little hamlet
in eastern Tennessee.

The fundamentalist's resentment of modern urban

culture had become focused in the 1920s on1 the teaching of evolution.
Garraty (1979) noted that they harrassed liberal ministers regarding
this issue, but otherwise their religious attitudes had little public
significance.

However, their efforts to impose their views on public

education were another matter.

Insisting that the teaching of evolution

must be prohibited, they campaigned throughout the early twenties
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vigorously for laws banning discussion of Darwin's theory in textbooks
and classrooms.

Their leading spokesman during this period was

three-tine Presidential hopeful William Jennings Bryan who spearheaded
the fundamentalist movement.

Garraty offered this appraisal of Bryan:

Age had not improved the "Peerless Leader." Never a profound
thinker, after leaving Wilson's Cabinet in 1913 he devoted
much time to religious and moral issues uithout applying
himself conscientiously to the study of these difficult
questions. He went about charging that "they"— meaning the
mass of educated Americans— had "taken the Lord away from
the schools" and denouncing the expenditure of public money
to undermine Christian principles. 3ryan toured the country
offering $100 to anyone who would admit to being descended
from an ape; his immense popularity in rural areas assured
him a wide audience, and no one came forward to take his
money, (p. 624)
The fundamentalists realized a minor victory in 1923 when Tennessee
passed a law forbidding instructors in the state's schools and colleges
to teach "any theory that denies the story of the Divine Creation of
man as taught in the Bible" (p. 624).
big majorities.

The bill passed both houses by

Garraty maintained, because few legislators dared

expose themselves to charges that they disbelieved in the Bible.
Educators, desirous of obtaining larger appropriations for the schools
from state leglslture hesitated to protest.

Governor Austin Peay,

described as an intelligent and liberal-minded man, feared to veto the
bill lest he jeopardize other measures he was backing.

Garraty

reported his words when he signed the bill, "Probably the law will
never be applied" (p. 624).

Bryan, who had used his Influence to get

the measure passed, urged unsuccessfully that no penalty be attached.
Garraty described the course of action that followed almost Immediately:
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Upon learning of che passage of this act, che American
Civil Liberties Union announced chat it would finance a test
case challenging Its constitutionality if a Tennessee teacher
would deliberately violate the statute. Urged on by friends,
John T. Scopes, a young biology teacher in Dayton, reluctantly
agreed to do so. He was arrested. A battery of nationally
known lawyers came forward to defend him, while the state
obtained the services of Bryan himself. The Dayton "Monkey
Trial" became an overnight sensation.
Clarence Darrow, chief counsel for the defendant stated
the issue clearly. "Scopes isn't on trial,” he 3aid,
"civilization is on trial. The prosecution is opening the
doors for a reign of bigotry equal to anything in the Middle
Ages. No man's belief will be safe if they win." The comic
aspects of the trial obscured this issue. Big-city reporters
like H. L. Mencken of the Baltimore Evening Sun flocked to
Dayton to make sport of the fundamentalists. The judge, John
Raulston, was strongly prejudiced against the defendant,
refusing even to permit expert, testimony on the validity of
evolutionary theory. The conviction of Scopes was a foregone
conclusion; after the jury rendered its verdict, Judge Raulston
fined him $100. (p. 625}
Garraty pointed out that the trial did expose both the stupidity
and the danger of the fundamentalist position.

He reported:

The highpolnt came when Bryan agreed to testify as an
expert witness on the Bible. In a sweltering courtroom,
both men in shirt sleeves, the lanky, roughhewn Darrow
cross-examined the bland, aging champion of fundamentalism,
mercilessly exposing his childlike faith and his abysmal
Ignorance. Bryan admitted to believing that the earth had
been created in 4004 B. C., that Eve had been created from
Adam's rib, and that a whale had swallowed Jonah. "I believe
in a God that can make a whale and can make a man and make
both do what He pleases," he explained, (p. 625}
Loud (1928) recorded this conversation between Darrow and Bryan
on the stand:
Question: Do you claim that everything in the Bible
should be literally Interpreted?
Answer: I believe that everything in the Bible should
be accepted as it is given there.
Question: But when you read that Jonah swallowed the
whale— or that the whale swallowed Jonah— excuse me, please,—
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how do you literally interpret it?— You believe that God nade
such a fish, that it was big enough to swallow Jonah?
Answer: Yes sir.
believe as another.
Question:
the whale?
Answer:

Let me add— -one miracle is as easy to

Perfectly easy to believe that Jonah swallowed
If the Bible said so.

(p. 347)

Maguire (1982) in an acerbic assault on the fundamentalists in
his book, The New Subversives, described the situation in Dayton,
Tennessee, at the Scopes trial as follows:
On a simple scale of ridiculousness the New Rightists rank
high. They combine all the elements of exquisite farce. Sadly
for those who value religious experience, much that is funny about
them comes from the deviant "Christian" fundamentalism that
thoroughly animates the movement. This kind of deviant
fundamentalism has always had a flnir for a kind of comedy of the
absurd. Some though this had died away after the Scopes trial of
1925. John Scopes, a biology teacher, was put on trial in Dayton,
Tennesse, for violating state law by teaching che theory of
evolution. The trial became a test of fundamentalism in the face
of modernity. It was an epic moment of theatric absurdity not
easily recaptured. H. L. Mencken's account of that event half a
century ago serves to highlight the absurd comic possibilities of
all deviant fundamentalism, lie summed up the overall scene as "an
obscenity of the very first calibre." His further descriptions
fill that bill. "There was a friar wearing a sandwich sign
announcing that he was the Bible champion of the world." There
was a Seventh Day Adventist arguing that Clarence Darrow was the
beast with seven heads and ten horns described in Revelation XIII,
and that the end of the world was at hand.
There was an evangelist made up like Andy Gump, with the news
that atheists in Cincinnati were preparing to descend upon Dayton,
hang the eminent Judge Raulston, and burn the town. There was the
ancient who maintained that no Catholic could be a Christian.
There was the eloquent Dr. T. T. Martin of Blue Mountain,
Mississippi, come to town with a truckload of torches and
hymn-books to put Darwin in his place. There was a singing brother
bellowing apocalyptic hyronB . ■. . Dayton was having a roaring time,
(pp. 6-7)
Maguire used H. L. Menken's A Mencken Chrestomathy. Knopf Press, 1974,
and Carl Bode's The Hew Mencken Letters, The Dial Press, 1977 as his
source material for the above quotation.
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Garraty described the aftermath of the trial:
The Monkey Trial ended in frustration for nearly everyone
concerned. Scopes moved away from Dayton. Judge Raulston
was defeated when he sought reelection to the bench. Bryan
departed amid the cheers of his disciples only to die in
his sleep a few days later. In retrospect the heroes of the
Scopes trial— science, tolerance, freedom of thought— seem
somewhat less stainless than they did to liberals at the
time, (p. 625)
It is also good to note that stupidity at this time, as anytime,
was not the exclusive possession of one group over another.

On the

liberal side Garraty reported:
The account of evolution in the textbook used by Scopes
was far from satisfactory, yet it was advanced as unassailable
fact. The book also contained statements that to the modern
mind seem at least as bigoted as anything that Bryan said at
Dayton. In a section on "The Races of Man," for example, it
described Caucasians as "the highest type of all . . .
represented by the civilized white inhabitants of Europe and
America." (p. 625)
(For a detailed analysis of the trial, see Six Davs or Forever?
Tennessee vs. John Thomas Scopes, by Ray Ginger, Quadrangle Books,
Chicago, 1958).
Strober and Strelker (1972) have related that the fundamentalists
did succeed in resisting the tendency to confuse religious tradition
with the spirit of the age, but by attacking the wrong targets, evolution
and biblical criticism, Instead of the unprincipled pursuit of wealth
and pleasure that characterized the age, they doomed themselves to the
fringes of American religious and social life.
, . . the newspaper coverage of sharp-tongued H. L. Mencken
turned public sympathy against the fundamentalists. Also, the
death of Bryan within days of the conclusion of the trial left
the movement without a leader. Interest in fundamentalism
drained away, attendance at their annual conventions declined
sharply, the old ardor disappeared. At the 1930 convention
of the WCFA, not one of the scheduled speeches even mentioned
modernism or evolution.
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The tide had turned. Before the Scopes trial the
fundamentalists in the major Protestant denominations had
caused the dismissal or resignation of a number of modernists.
Shortly before the Scopes trial, Harry Emerson Fosdlck
abandoned the pulput of the First Presbyterian Church of
Hew Yorlt City rather than submit to the jurisdiction and
authority of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Hut in 1929
the conservative forces of J, Gresham Machen suffered defeat
before the General Assembly of the same denomination when they
attempted to prevent the Infiltration of the faculty of
Princeton Theological Seminary by liberals. The separatist
course had been set. Ho longer would the fundamentalists
force the modernists to leave the major Protestant
denominations. How the conservative forces would separate
themselves from the "apostate" parent bodies, and create their
own orthodox seminaries, mission boards, local congregations,
vacation resorts, periodicals, radio stations, and
denominational structures, (p. 95)
Ecclesiastical power had shifted from the fundamentalists
to their opponents. But more harmful to the fundamentalist
cause was a general change of attitudes. As Allan H. Sager
remarks, "Fundamentalists were not defeated; the climate
changed and they found themselves no longer a viable force
on the American theological scene." For the authoritarian
faith of the fundamentalists ran counter to basic assumptions
of twentieth-century culture: the confidence in the power of
human reason, science, and technology to solve all human
problems; the belief that man should be free to solve his
problems untrammelled by government or religious restrictions;
the unwillingness of free men to allow traditional norms and
conventions to interfere with the pursuit of pleasure. The
widespread hedonism of America in the twenties was Immune to
fundamentalist preachments, (p. 96)
The years following che 1920s were years of unrest, peppered with
problems at home as well as abroad, and attention in the public sector
went away from the conflict between religion and the school.

America

in the late 1920s and through the 1930s struggled in the grip of a
world-wide economic depression.

The 1940s would reintroduce her Co the

theater of world war, the aftermath of which witnessed the growing fear
of Communism (which had actually been introduced with the advent of
the American Communist Party in January, 1920), and the problem of the
Korean Conflict and the ultra-conservatlve-insplred demagogery of
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Joseph McCarthy, junior senator from Wisconsin.

McCarthy spearheaded

a conservative resurgence closely akin in ideology to early
conservative movements like those inspired by fundamentalism, except
that the bogeyman had become Communism Instead of Darwinism.

McCarthy

targeted his political enemies for defeat in elections and succeeded.
By the early 1950s McCarthyism was a watchword for demagogery.
During the years that separated World War I and the end of the
McCarthy Era (1918-1955), the liberal side of the current controversy
had not been idle.

Education increasingly took on a democratic flavor

through the efforts of the progressive movement spearheaded by John
Dewey, a philosopher and professor at the University of Chicago.

Dewey

was concerned with the implications of evolution and science for
education.

For Dewey, education was "the fundamental method of social

progress and reform."

Education should center on the child and new

information related to what the child already knows.

The school was to

take the lead in broadening the child's outlook and increasing his/her
store of Information.

Education ought to build character, teach good

citizenship, transmit knowledge and be an instrument for social change
by "saturating the child with the spirit of service . . .

to produce a

society which is harmonious, worthy, and lovely" (Garraty, 1979; P* 626),
Dewey's book, The School and Society (actually published in 1899),
created a stir for this entire generation and would become a bone of
contention in some religious circles to this day.

For this among other

reasons, Dewey is held in rather low esteem among fundamentalists.
Dewey, a leader among liberals of his day was involved in most of the
liberal platforms of this day.

tie was a founder in 1909 of the National
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), a signer
and instigator of Humanist Manifesto I; pro-science, and
anti-traditional.
Efforts (secular) by groups such as the National Education
Association (NEA) sought to objectify the alms of teaching.

In 1918

the NEA published the Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education,
commission on The Reorganization of Secondary Education.
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.
6.
7.

These were:

Health
Command of fundamental process
Worthy Home membership
Vocation
Civic Education
Worthy use of leisure
Ethical Character (Haskew & McClendon, 1962, p. 484)

The NEA built upon this framework in their Education Policies
Commission's The Purpose of Education in American Democracy in 1938.
The Objective of Self-Realization

1.

The inquiring mind

2.

Speech

3.

Reading

4.

Writing

5.

Number

6.

Sight and hearing

7.

Health

8.

Health habits

9.

Public health

10.

Recreation

11.

Intellectual interests

12.

Aesthetic interests

13,

Character

II.

The Objectives of Human Relationship
1. Respect for humanity
2. Friendships
3. Cooperation
4. Courtesy
5. Appreciation of the home
6. Conservation of the home
7. Homemaking
8.

III.

Democracy in the home

The Objectives of Economic Efficiency
1. Work
2. Occupational Information
3. Occupational choice
4. Occupational efficiency
5. Occupational adjustment
6. Occupational appreciation
7. Personal economics
8. Consumer judgment
9. Efficiency in buying
10. Consumer protection

IV.

The Objectives of Civic Responslvllity
1. Social justice
2. Social activity
3. Social understanding
4. Critical judgment
5. Tolerance
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6.

Conservation

7.

Social applications of science

8.

World citizenship

9.

Law observance

10.

Economic literacy

11.

Political citizenship

12,

Devotion to democracy (Haskew & McClendon, 1962), pp. 485486)

can be seen, the school had now taken on the decidedly
Jeffersonian flavor of educating for citizenship.

Furthermore, the

school had begun to take on, not only the task of education for good
government and citizenship but also many roles that had formerly been
the primary responsibility of the family and the religious Institutions.
By 1955 the President of the country had requested and received from
The Committee for the White House Conference on Education a report that
identified fourteen alms of education for the nation’s schools that
remarkably resembled those of the NEA and the progressive movement:
1. The fundamental skills of communication— reading, writing,
spelling, as well as other elements of effective oral and
writing expression; Che arithmetical and mathematical skill,
Including problem solving . . ,,
2. Appreciation for our democratic heritage,
3. Civic rights and responsibilities and knowledge of
American institutions,
4. Respect and appreciation for human values and for the
beliefs of others,
5. Ability to think and evaluate constructively and creatively,
6. Effective work habits and self-discipline,
7. Social competency as a contributing member of his family and
community,
8. Ethical behavior based on a sense of moral and spiritual values
9. Intellectual curiosity and eagerness for life-long learning,
10. Aesthetic appreciation and self-expression in the arts,
11. Physical and mental health,
12. Wise use of time, including constructive leisure pursuits,
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13.
14.

Understanding of the physical world and man's relation to it
aa represented through basic knowledge of the sciences, and
An awareness of our relationships with the wodld community.
(p. 406)

The School and the Courts
A summary of important court cases relating to religion and the
school during the nearly forty years between the Scopes Trial in 1925
and the Schempp Case in 1963 reads like a testament to the philosophy
of church and state separation,
1925

Pierce v. the Society of Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus
and Mary.

The Supreme Court supported the right of private

schools to exist, affirming that the child is not merely
a creature of the State but of the private sector us wellinsisting that those who nurture the child and direct his/her
destiny have the right and duty to educate additional to
the state.
1930

Cochran v. Louisiana State Board of Education
The Supreme Court ruled that public funds used to purchase
school books and distribute them freely to parochial school
children did not violate the 14th amendment inasmuch as the
benefit is to the child and not directly to the school.

1947

Everson v. Board of Education of Ewing Township (New Jersey)
The Court extended "Child Benefit Theory" to permission to
use public transportation to transport parochial school
children.

1948

Illinois ex rel. McCollum v. Board of Education School
District, No. 71.

The Court ruled that use of the school
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building by the board of education for religious instruction
during school time was a violation of church and state
separation and amounted to establishment of religion.
1952

Zorach v, Clauson (Mew York)
The court rules that released time arrangements away from
the school during school hours,' with parental consent, was
constitutional.

The year 195A was a pivotal year for the school.

The Supreme

Court heard a case that eradicated long-held traditions of public
schooling,

involving the doctrine of separate but equal treatment of

blacks.It had been 105

years since a higher court first leglmlmated

the doctrine of separate but equal in the Roberts v. City of Boston
(59 Mass. 198, 18A9) case.

It had been 58 years since the 1896 case

of Plessy v. Ferguson seemingly stamped this doctrine in the concrete
of federal law.

The states had been sanctioned in their segregationist

efforts by the federal government under the guise of states rights.
The results of the Supreme Court's 195A action had ramifications that
reinforced the private school and private academy growth through
"white flight" to avoid Integration.

This action found Its greatest

proponents in the conservative tradition of the fundamentalist churches
and their Christian academies (Hamilton & Mort, 1959).
195A

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
The May 17, 195A ruling stated:
Me conclude that in the field of public education the
doctrine of "separate but equal" has no place. Separate
educational facilities are inherently unequal. Therefore
we hold that the plaintiffs and others similarly situated

for whom the actions have been brought are, by reason of
the segregation complained of, deprived of the equal
protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. This disposition makes unnecessary any
discussion whether such segregation also violates the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Realizing that the decision would be far-reaching in its
implications, the high court, in an unprecedented move, postponed the
implementation of the decision pending further study.

On May 31, 1955,

the Court handed down a directive Implementing the May 17, 1956 decision
(369 U.S. 296, 1955).

Responsibility for placing in effect the

decision rested with the appropriate federal district courts. These were
designed to admit on a nondiscrlmlnatory basis the parties to these cases.
The courts were further ordered to take into account the circumstances
under which the decision uas to be carried out, including problems
related to administration and redistrlcting in each of the states
affected.

Burden of proof that more time was necessary for full

integration was placed upon the defendant school districts "in the public
Interest and consistent with good faith" (Hamilton & Mort, 1959).
1962

Engle v. Vitale (Hew York)
The Court in a vote of 6 to 1, struck down a state-sponsored
prayer (See Appendix D) that was optional and
non-denominational in the public schools.

The Court

maintained that the practice violated First Amendment
disestablishment clause In that the very nature of the prayer
is religious.

It maintained that it was not the business of

the government to compose official prayers for any group to
recite as part of a religious program carried on by the
government.

They defended their position, claiming that it

did not constitute a hostility to religion, but was consistent
with the founding fathers' draft of the First Amendment in
which they demonstrated awareness that governments in the past
had shackled people's tongues to make them speak only the
religious thoughts that government wanted them to speak and
pray only to the God that government wanted them to pray to.
The exclusion did not prohibit the Declaration of Independence
and songs and anthems which expressed the composers' belief
in that they bore no true resemblance to unquestioned
religious exercise.
1963

Abington School District v. Schenpp and Murray v. Curlett.
The Supreme Court, in the Schempp case, voted down 8 to 1
a Pennsylvania statute requiring at least ten verses of the
Bible to be read, without comment at the opening of each day
in public schools.

Children could be excused upon request

of parents or guardians.
In the Maryland case of Murray v. Curlett, the recitation of
the Lord's Prayer was declared unconstitutional as a
requirement of the public school program.
In a sense, the Court stated the conditions under which a statute
would be in violation of the establishment clause of the First Amendment;
i.e., if the purpose of the act, or its primary effectt either advance-*
or inhibits the free exercise of religion.
The upshot of these decisions was that more grist for the mill was
provided for a nearly dormant fundamentalist movement.

The social

unrest of the 1960s and its culminating changes that it wrought in the
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1970s provided a platform upon which the fundamentalists have built
their program.

The civil rights movement, women's movement, gay's

movement, the Vietnam War, busing, unrest on the college campuses,
and numerous other items that emanated from this period, all traceable
back to the schools and its "humanistic" concerns laid the foundation
for the modern fundamentalist resurgence that grips present-day America.
Chicago professor Martin E. Marty, in an article entitled "Things
Fall Apart" in The Christian Century. 1980 quoted TV Evangelist James
Robison's description to Congress of the "plagues" that descended upon
America after the banning of prayer in schools by the Supreme Court in
1963-64.

These included acceleration of the Vietnam War, the

assassination of prominent leaders, escalation in crime, disintegration
of the family, racial conflict, rise in teenage pregnancies, and a rise
in venereal disease.

California evangelist Bill Bright also believed

that the ban on school prayers was responsible for the rise in crime,
racial conflict, drug abuse, political assassinations, Vietnam, sexual
promiscuity and a demise in American family life (Maguire, 1982).
Marty, somewhat tongue-in-cheek, also noted that after people
started wearing yellow smile buttons, the rate of venereal disease
increased.

After the emergence of the electronic church, the divorce

rate rose.

When born-again celebrities started writing born-again

autobiographies, teenaged pregnancies increased, and when fundamentalists
started writing sex manuals, the Vietnam War accelerated.

Right after

America decided that God was not dead, executive crime increased
(Maguire, 1982),. One might indeed be forced to wonder what caused
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crime, racial conflict, political assassinations, sexual promiscuity,
drug abuse, and family disintegration before prayer was banned in
public schools.
Reverend Tin LaHay, a leading fundamentalist minister, in his
The Battle for the Mind ranked the school and its product high among
the list of things he opposed:

public schools, intellectuals, artistic

genuises, big government, John Dewey, federal aid to education, the NEA
and the Department of Education, and civil rights organizations.

His

reasoning included his perception of the school as the area where the
battle was to be played out, his belief that Intellectuals and genuises
tend to be melancholy of temperament which, he claimed, leaves them
liable to atheistic and humanistic ideas and plunges them toward
disorder, anguish, and despair (Dollar, 1973).

The civil rights

organizations, in his perception, were products of atheistic humanism.
The civil rights movement of the 1960s spawned considerable
reaction among the American people, both

liberal

and conservative.The

movement itself was an expression of the

liberal

sentiment

that

challenged the status quo of conservatism that had reigned supreme

in

American culture.

precurser to

The Brown decision in

1954-55

was but a

the turmoil that the 1960s would bring as various minority segments of
American society struggled for equality and the American Dream.
The modern Fundamentalist resurgence appears to have been born
amidst and in response to the liberal ground swell of the 1960s.

While

the movement has spawned a number of spokespersons, none have been more
in the limelight than the Reverend Jerry Falwell, leader of the Moral
Majority, one of the most vocal of fundamentalist groups,

Falwell, by
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his own admission to Robert Scheer of the Los Angeles Times, is a
segregationist and the son of a segregationist.
renounced this philosophy as early as 1968-64.

He claimed that he
Scheer, however,

pointed out to him that he was dencounclng civil rights leaders as
late as 1965.

As late as 1967, other ministers in his hometown of

Lynchburg, Virginia, were denouncing his setting up of a "Christian"
school which denied admission to blacks and other non-whites as a move
to avoid integration.

Young (1982) noted that the list of guests on

his radio program, "The Old-Time Gospel Hour," read like a Who’s Who of
Southern Segregationists Including both Georgia'a Lester Maddox and
Alabama's George Wallace, and Falwell returned the favor to the noted
segregationist governors by speaking in their legislatures.
A sermon delivered at Thomas Road Baptist Church on Sunday night,
March 21, 1965, titled "Ministers and Marches," outlined not only his
attitude toward the civil rights movement and its leaders but also
what he felt the role of the minister was in today's society.
Dr. Falwell's sermon revolved around the quest "Does the Church
have any command from God to Involve itself in marches, demonstrations,
or any other actions such as many ministers and church leaders are so
doing today in the name of civil rights reforms?"

He questioned the

sincerity and non-violent intentions of civil rights leaders such as
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Mr. James Farmer and others "known to
have left-wing associations."

He blamed the Communists, by implication,

for aggravating and Instigating the civil rights movement.

He also

noted that he felt the marches had done more to damage race relations
and to gender hate than to help.
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His statements on church responsibility, Christian citizenship,
and Jesus and politics were notable.

They were as follows: (Young, 1982)

Church Responsibility
Citing Matthew 28:18-20, Mark 16, Luke 24, John 20, and Acts 1:8,
he contended that there were three (3) directives given to the Christian,
a) to make disciples (win souls); b) baptize in the name of the Trinity,
and c) teach the Christlike (whatever Jesus commanded).

The

relationship of the church to the world was to preach the Word (Paul to
Timothy).

His argument contended:

Nowhere are we commissioned to reform externals
-not told to wage wars against bootleggers, liquor stores,
gamblers, murderers, prostitutes, racketeers, prejudiced
persons or institutions, or any other ex-prejudiced
persons of Institutions, or any other existing evil as such . . .
-ministry is not Reformation but Transformation, (p. 311)
He rejected the applicability of the Mosaic experience saying that
it was related to the Law of the Old Testament, which would be absurd
in practice today, and not to the Grace of the New Testament.
Christian Citizenship
Christian citizenship is in Heaven with few ties with this earth—
the only purpose on earth is to know Christ and make Him known states;
I would find it impossible to stop preaching the pure saving
gospel of Jesus Christ, and begin doing anything else— including
fighting communism, or participating in civil rights reforms. As
a God-called preacher, I find that there is no time left after
I give the proper time and attention to winning people to Christ.
Preachers are not called to be politicians but to be soul winners.
When the 2,000 members of Thomas Road Baptist Church attend
our services, they do not hear sermons on communism, civil rights,
or any other subject except the gospel of Christ, If as much
effort could be put into winning people to Jesus Christ across

the land as is being exerted in the present civil rights
movement, America..would be turned upside down for Godi.
Hate and prejudice would certainly be in a great measure
overcome, (p. 312)
Jesus Christ and Politics
Matthew 22:15-22
-when Jesus stated "Render therefore unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's,"
he meant In other words, he said: "Pay your taxes, forget politics,
and serve Me with all your heart." He very tactfully sidestepped
any involvement in a political argument. He was not here to reform
the Roman Empire. In Luke 19:10, He said: "For the Son of man Is
come to seek and to save chat which is lost" (pp. 313-14).
Jesus did not fight Segregation:
John 4:6-13 gives the story of Jesus and His meeting with
the immoral woman at Jacob's well. Jesus was tired after his
long journey into Samaria. A woman of Samaria came to draw
water and Jesus asked her for a drink. She replied, "How is
it that thou, being a Jew, askest drink of me, which am a
woman of Samaria? for the Jews have no dealings with the
Samaritans." This woman was saying to Jesus that the Jews
were segregated from the Samaritans. They discriminated against
the Samaritans. It was much like many of the situations existing
today in America and in other countries between different nations
and races. But as we read the rest of the account, we see that
Jesus totally Ignored her attempt to involve him In a discussion
about segregation. He immediately began to tell her that her
need was spiritual water. He told her all about her sinful life
and her great need of salvation. She was converted and then,
through her testimony, her home town turned to God. Jesus could
have spent the rest of the day telling her how terrible it was
for her to be a segregationist. He did not. He told her that
her need was in the heart. She was a prejudiced person because
she was a sinner In need of a Saviour. He did not work from the
outside in, but rather from the inside out. When she became
a Christian, she forgot all about any racial differences. She
immediately became a soul winner herself. She even brought
other Samaritans to this formerly despised Jew. What a wonderful
lesson for Christians and churches to follow today, (pp. 314-315)
Jesus did not attack sinful people
The Pharisees, the church leaders of that day, criticized
Him for such identification with sinners. He never attacked
sinful people~but rather displayed love toward them. The
only thing Jesus- ever demonstrated against was the desecration
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of His Temple, when thieves, money changers, and ungodly people
Invaded the House of God. He quickly cleared them out with a
barrel stave. I believe that If we spent enough effort trying
to clear up our churches, rather than trying to clear up state
and national governments, we would do well. Dances, parties,
bingo games, many other forms of gambling, and other disgraceful
things are going on right In the churches today. Worse than that,
a liberal gospel has come in. The Bible Is rejected as being the
verbally inspired Word of God. Fundamental Christianity has been
junked. And yet, there seems to be very little concern over this
spiritual degradation inside our churches today. I'm afraid the
church Is casting stones while living in a glass house, (p. 315)
The Christian should not strain to have one's way.
Does this present civil rights program promote the Love of
God?" The leaders are always crying out against prejudice and
hate. They are always talking about love. Romans 12:9 says
"Let love be without hypocrisy." I am fearful that all of the
rioting and demonstrating has produced a great amount of hate
as.evidenced through the recent murders and other forms of
violence. In Romans 13:13 we read: "Let us walk honestly, as
in the day; not in rioting." In II Timothy 2:24, Paul says:
"And the servant of the Lord must not strive; but be gentle to
all men," The word "strive" could be translated In a modern form
as "straining to have one's way." When we as Christians see an
existing evil, it is our responsibility to pray. It is also our
responsibility to preach the message of a living Christ to those
who are in bondage to such sin. But it is never our duty as
servants of God to exert physical force or effort which constitutes
striving. In II Corinthians 10:3-4, we read: "For though we walk
in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh; for the weapons of
our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling
down of strongholds; casting down imaginations and every high
thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ,"
The Bible teaching here Is very clear and needs no explanation.
(p. 316)
The Christian's role is a passive one.
As Christians, we detest discrimination. But we do need to
see that we can never stop it through any other means than that
weapon which was given the church 2,000 years ago— the preaching
of the gospel of Christ.
Education, medicine, social reform, and all the other
external ministers cannot meet the needs of the human soul and
spirit. If money and education could raise the moral standard
of a nation, America would be pure Indeed. It cannot be done
this way. (p. 316)

By 1979 Reverend Falwell's position had changed substantially.
Or. Falwell, most visible of the neo-fundamentalist leaders, was
selected to lead a loose coalition of fundamentalist groups called
Moral Majority, Incorporated,

Since that inception, the organization

has taken a decidedly secular turn that stands in diametric opposition
to Dr. Falwell's previous position,

Zwier (1982) noted that early

brochures and mailings were full of quotations from the Bible and
references to God,

An early pamphlet said that the organization "was

created to give a voice to the millions of decent, law-abiding,
God-fearing Americans who want to do something about the moral decline
of our country.

Zwier noted, however, that beginning in late summer,

1981, the organization began a media and nail campaign to identify itself
as a moral rather than a religious organization,

Falwell's 1981

interview with Christianity Today demonstrated the change.
him as stating:

Zwier quoted

"The Moral Majority is a political organization.

not going to hear doctrine there.

You're

We are not going to try to witness

to you there" (Moral Majority, "Fighting For a Moral America in This
Decade of Destiny," 1980).
Zwier would have us believe that this group, along with a number
of similar groups, have focused upon a platform of issues that sees all
political issues as having moral implications.

The program is wide

ranging and includes four major points of attack:
economic policy, education, and social issues.

foreign policy,

The remainder of this

study shall be to address the extent that education has served as a
focus of attack for these associated fundamentalist groups.

The Fundamentalist Position
There Is a multitude of descriptions of religious groups in the
United States) and the distinctions social scientists choose to emphasize
depend largely upon the orientation of the Individual.

For present

purposes, sociological descriptions, as opposed to theological, shall be
utilized.
Vernon C1962), Professor in the Sociology of Religion at
Brigham Young University, described fundamentalists as endorsing the
premise that the Bible is divinely inspired by a supernatural source, and
that its concent is beyond question.

Hence, a very literal Interpretation

of the scriptures is the hallmark of fundamentalism.

The fundamentalist

tends to think in terms of value dichotomies, right and wrong, holy or
unholy.

Man is the creation of God, created in his present form, thus

rendering evolutionary theories propounded by some scientists null and
void.

Vernon stated;
Fundamentalists define the world as containing considerable
evil and sin and feel chat the most effective way of combating
these "forces” is by working supernatural intervention and by
converting nonbelievers to religious premises. Fundamentalists
usually believe that the second coming of Jesus in bodily form
is destined to occur in the not-coo-distant future, and that
desirable social changes will be introduced into our social
system through this supernatural agency. Thus, social action
programs do not usually receive strong endorsement from
fundamentalists, (p. 178).
As can be inferred from the final statement in the above passage,

fundamentalism in Professor Vernon's day of 20 years past was rather
otherworldly and dissociated from the social action front.
today.

Not so

Today's fundamentalist movement is spearheaded by one Reverend

Jerry Falwell and Che backing of a group he calls "The Moral Majority."
In September, 1981, Christianity Today conducted an interview with
Reverend Falwell about his fundamentalist movement.

Reverend
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Falwell compared his fundamentalist-nationalist movement to that of a
labor union.

He Is quoted as having stated that the movement Is

organized through 50 state chairmen who meet regularly and conduct
seminars.

He quotes membership at more than four million actively

Involved with 72,000 priests and rabbis.

At these meetings they educate

each other and orchestrate philosophy, goals, and methodology.

In the

article, Reverend Falwell noted the goals for the movement as follows:
1.

for theMoral Majority to become a very powerful and
positive movement for morality in this country

2.

to bring back traditional values and moral principles
that have been the American way for 200 years

3.

to make the family prominent again

4.

to have television feature united families rather
than broken distorted ones

5.

to have language on television assume some dignity and
gravity; no profanity

6.

to make the country more sensitive, with the Moral Majority
creating more sensitivity, for the needs of the unfortunate,
the poor, the disenfranchised; to have government withdraw
from this sphere and allow the churches to fill the vacuum
created by their withdrawal

7.

to be non-partisan in the two-party system (pp. 23-24)

Reverend Falwell is identified by Mlnnery (1981) in that same issue
of Christianity Today as having a rather unique conception of the
concept of separation of church and state.

He clearly sees himself as

Jerry Falwell, the preacher, and Jerry Falwell, the Moral Majorltist,
as two distinct personages.

Falwell freely admits that the Moral

Majority is not a religious movement, but a political one.

To Reverend

Falwell, fundamentalism embraces an inerrancy of scripture and Biblical
separation in the world and the lordship of Christ (by this he proclaims
a separation from rock-music culture, immorality, and Hollywood culture).
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Further, he Identifies liberal sociologists and educators as proponents
of such societal ills as legalized abortion and as championing the
position that abortion Is not murder.

He concludes that the Moral

Majority position was established in June of 1979 and cannot change.
Specifically, the Moral Majority is
pro-life, pro-traditional family, pro-moral, opposed to
illegal drug traffic end pornography, pro-American
(national defense, State of Israel) . . . we have to
stay away from helping the poor, , , . for fear of
alienating our members, (p. 27)
Carl F. H. Henry, former editor of Christianity Today, in a book review
on the fundamentalist phenomenon written with Ed Dobson and Ed Hlndson,
associates of Reverend Falwell, quoted Falwell as declaring Che modern
day fundamentalists as the modern heirs of Biblical Christianity In
opposition to liberalism, communism, and left-wing evangelicalism.
Falwell's volume provided no precise statement of the real theological
philosophical enemy of Biblical theism today except for some rather
vague references to humanism.

Building upon co-founder Reverend Tim

LaHaye's view that humanism espouses amorallty, Reverend Falwell pleaded
his case as follows:
Divergent groups of Bible-bellevlng Christians who hold
to the basic tenets of the faith can cooperate together
in order to develop a broadly united front against the
real enemies of Christianity. Let us once again focus the
theological guns at liberalism, humanism, and secularism, (p. 30)
The trichotomy of liberallsm-humanism-secularlsn appears to be at
the heart of the fundamentalist movement.

The fundamentalist movement

in politics assumes the popular moniker "the new right."

This moral

majority-new right movement attacks the Federal government for fostering
socialism, the public schools for making humanism its religion, and
Hollywood for making the nation think dirty (Time. 1979).

There is some
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evidence that what is emerging out of the religious fundamentalist
movement is a clash of ideologies,

Krauthammer (1981) suggested that

literature published on the subject of humanism generally polarizes
into two camps reflected by the new right on the one hand and the
humanists on the other.

Krauthammer calls the resultant confrontation

"a clash of ignorant armies."

The fundamentalists base much of their

attack on the school system and what they refer to as the religion of
secular humanism.

There seems to be only a vague idea as to what

humanism actually is.

Humanism, as it has been traditionally conceived,

had its beginning about 400 years ago in the Renaissance of Italy and
Germany and depicted one who was versed in Greek and Latin and classical
forms of art and literature.

George Santayana noted that a humanist is

"a person saturated by the humanities'* (p. 26).

Krauthammer adds

"humanism is something cultural, not a doctrine" (p. 26).

For this new

rightest movement, humanism has taken on a far different connotation.
Disregarding that the first humanists were Christians and theologians,
Jesse Helms, a United States Senator from North Carolina and a
fundamentalist, is quoted as saying, "basically [when we use the term]
we are talking about faith in God versus 'secular humanism,'" the
assumption being that humanists do not have faith in God.
Falwell utilized the term "secular" to mean a satanlc influence-atheism, and warns that this secular humanism challenges every principle
on which America was founded.

Krauthammer quoted Falwell as claiming

that "secular humanists" were advocates of abortion on demand,
recognition of homosexuals, free use of pornography, legalized
prostitution and gambling, free use of drugs, among other things" (p. 26).
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These "ocher things" included the promotion of the socialization of all
humanity into a world community.
Krauthammer, who is the Associate Editor of the New Republic,
provided numerous quotes from leaders in the movement that serve to
illustrate their point of view.

He noted the following:

Reverend Tim LaHaye, co-founder of the Moral Majority and author
of the so-called anti-humanist blble, stated in his The Battle for the
Mind;
Humanism "snuck into" America via European rationalists
such as Voltaire and now it has become "the most dangerous
religion in the world."
Phyllis Schlafly, leading Anti-Equal Rights Amendment proponent
added that one shouldn't worry:
The tide is turning. "The humanists should be worried—
because the public has begun to see through their hypocrisy
in fastening their atheist ideology on the public schools . .
Pastor Leo Wine, of Ashland, Oregon, in a radio program stated:
Why are the humanists promoting sexual perversion? Because
they want to create such an obsession with sex among our
young people that they will have no time or Interest for
spiritual pursuits . . . . So what do we have? Humanist
obsessions: sex, pornography, marijuana, drugs,
self-indulgence, rights without responsibility.
Then he panned upward for the larger overview and stated:
Humanists control America. America is supposed to be a free
country, but are we really free7 Now the humanist ■>
organizations— ACLli, AHA fAmerican Humanist AssociatlonJ —
control the television, the radio, the newspapers, the Hollywood
movies, magazines, porno magazines, and the unions, the Ford
Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation. They, 275,000 humanists,
have infiltrated until every department of our country is
controlled by the humanists. And they have plans for the future:
Humanists will continue leading us toward the chaos of the French
Revolution. After all, it is the same philosophy that destroyed
Franch and paved the way for the dictator Napoleon Bonaparte. This
time the humanists hope to name their own dictator who will create
out of the ashes of our pro-moral republic a humanist utopia,
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an atheistic, socialistic, amoral humanist society for America
and the rest of the world. In fact, their goal it to accomplish
that takeover by or before the year 2000. (Krauthammer, 1981, p. A)
The clash of public school and the religious fundamentalist is not
a new one.

Since the advent of the public school, itself an outgrowth

of a private school experience which was usually religious supported,
the public and private sector has clashed mightly.

Notably, such groups

as the Mormons, the Mennonites, and the Old Order Amish have borne the
brunt of the conflict in times past.

Kephart (1982) noted that the Old

Order Amish, tracing its origin to the Anabaptist movement of the 16th
century, was founded by Menno Simons as the Mennonite movement.

It was,

itself, a splinter group, led by Jacob Amman around 1693 in Switzerland.
While no one knows specifically how the Amish came to America, we do
know that by the early 1700fs, they were present in Pennsylvania.

The

Amish have successfully fought the enroachment of modern society on
their way of life, which is rooted somewhere in the seventeenth century
mode of culture.

They have generally refused to send their children to

non-Amlsh grade schools, or high schools of any kind, noting that the
public school is a source of worldliness that they do not want their
people subjected to,

Separation from society is promoted by them and is

considered established and accepted practice.

In their schools, no one

(not even the teachers) were trained beyond the elementary levels, which
Included instruction in reading, arithmetic, penmanship, sentence
construction and some elements of geography, history, and hygiene.
The campaign of the mainstream fundamentalist (if the terms are not
inherently contradictory) not only highlights separation but coercion
and pressure politics as well.

Throughout the country, school boards
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are basing their textbook adoption policies on the critique of the
Education Research Analysts-, a textbook reviewing firm run by a Texas
couple, Mel and Norma Gabler.

Krauthammer, basing his assessment on

the 1979 American School Board Journal, cited them "as perhaps the two
most powerful individuals in American education" (p. 26).

Mel refers to

public schools as "government seminaries" of secular humanism and notes
the kinds of humanist Influence he ferrets for in textbooks:
1)

situation ethics, self-centeredness

2)

evolution, negations of Christianity, death education

3)

internationalism andsexual freedom

The Focus of the Fundamentalist Attack
The fundamentalist attack was brought into sharp focus through the
efforts of the Gablers, textbook crusaders operating out of Longview,
Texas, who have taken as their responsibility to identify and
disseminate Information on the threat of secular humanism in the schools.
In 1983 the Mel Gablers, the name they publish under, oublished a tract
that detailed their perceptions of the problem, called "Humanism in
Textbooks; Secular Religion in the Classroom."

This document was widely

disseminated for the purpose of aiding their public in recognizing the
humanistic content of public textbooks.

To be sure, the magazine called

The Humanist provided plenty of grist for the mill.

This publication

focusedupon the January-February 1983 issue.The following excerpts
were taken directly from that document:
The January/February 1983 issue of The Humanist magazine, mouthpiece
of the American Humanist Association stated on papes 25f 26;
. . . If God has failed in his role as cosmic policeman and
if Christianity has failed to uphold the dignity of humankind and
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Co procecc the Inalienable rights of all— and who can argue with
either hypothesis— then a viable rvl.ternatlve to both must be
sought. That alternative is humanism.
I am convinced that the battle for humankind's future must
be waged and won In the public school classroom by teachers who
correctly perceive their role as the proselytizers of a new faith:
a religion of humanity that recognizes and respects the spark of
what theologians call divinity in every human being. These
teachers must embody the same selfless dedication as the most
rabid fundamentalist preachers, for they will be ministers of
another sort, utilizing a classroom Instead of a pulpit to
convey humanist values in whatever subject they teach, regardless
of the educational level— preschool, day care or large state
university. The classroom must and will become an arena of
conflict between the old and the new— the rotting corpse of
Christianity, together with all Its adjacent evils and misery,
and the new faith of humanism, resplendent In its promise of a
world in which the never-realized Christian ideal of "love
thy neighbor" will finally be achieved,
. . . It will undoubtedly be a long, arduous, painful struggle
replete with much sorrow and many tears, but humanism will emerge
triumphant. It must if the family of humankind is to survive.
Commenting upon this ideology, the Gablers concluded:
Humanists believe that man (individually or collectively),
not God, determines values, and that these values are based upon
prevailing circumstances. Humanists enthusiastically seek to
remake the world in man's Image.
Nobody thinks without making assumptions. Those assumptions
are a person's religion. It makes no difference whether God or
man says those assumptions are true, as long as people accept
them without question. No religious leader ever spoke more
dogmatically than humanists speak. Yet In the name of churchstate separation humanists have largely censored from textbooks
all religious doctrines but their own. Not all religions are
institutionalized In churches. Not all sectarians believe in
the supernatural. Not all catechisms are thelstlc.
Many people accept all of Humanist Manifestos I & II except
the denial of the supernatural. Whether such persons admit to
being functional humanists Is unimportant. What is Important Is
that textbooks indoctrinate children with the dogmas of Manifestos
I & II.
Generally, the Gablers contended that though humanism is very old,
the blame for Its current wide acceptance falls squarely upon the
shoulders of John Dewey, who they contended won wide acceptance of the
belief In the educational establishment.

Dewey, a signer of Humanist

Manifesto I, promoted they maintained a view of humanism that rejected
Biblical restraints on human action.

Dewey's influence was Illustrated

as follows:
The Spread of Humanism

^ohn Dewey

Dewey » uxaciples teach
teacher colleges

\
Teacher College Graduates

Humanistic Teachers

Educational Establishment Becomes Humanistic
k
V
\
Public Schools graduate students with humanistic philosophies

&

\\,

v

Humanists In media, education, government, and law bombard society with
humanistic philosophies, but the vast majority of Americans have HOT
rejected the Judeo-Chrlstian morality (The Mel Gablers, 1983).
The Gablers depicted Dewey's influence as spreading to an ever
broadening base down through history, culminating in a wide dissemination
of his ideas.
The Gablers have identified nine areas in the schools where they
feel that the humanists are shaping the minds of the masses.'
areas are:

These

1) evolution; 2) self autonomy/individual authority;

3) situation ethics; 4) distorted realism; 5) sexual permissiveness;
6) anti-Blbllcal bias; 7) anti-free enterprise; 8) one-world government;
and 9) death education.
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They seek to identify principles stated in humanist publications
and correlate passages from various public school texts that they
maintain violate various Biblical Principles.

Their "argument" and

"evidence" on each of these contentions were stated in their tract
(See Appendix A, p. 276).
To summarize, the Gablers maintained that the following ought to be
opposed in the school,
1.

The belief

that "man" gradually emerged by chance from lower

forms of life over millions of years.
2.

The belief that "man" is his own authority and is not

accountable to any higher power.

This "self-sufficiency" generates

self-interest, self-indulgence, and self-righteousness.
3.

The belief that there are no absolute rules by which to live.

Thus "man" is the final authority for his actions, based on existing
circumstances.
4.

The belief thatall should be exposed to diverse "realistic"

viewpoints, including emphasis on profanity, immorality, and provisions
as acceptable modes of "self-expression."

In practice this Includes

children of any age.
5.

The belief that all forms of sexual expression are acceptable.

Public sex education is considered necessary provided it is taught
without Judeo-Chrlstlan morals.
6.

The belief that "man" creates God out of his own experiences.

7.

The belief that government ownership or control of the economy

would replace private ownership of property and the free marked economy.
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This economic "collectivism" is known as "Big Brother Government,"
"Cradle-to-Grave" welfare, or outright socialism.
S.

The belief that "global citizenship" should replace national

self-determination.
9.

The belief that there is no hope of existence beyond the grave -

no heaven or hell; endorses euthanasia and suicide.
Additionally, a "Recommended Reading List" was proposed by the
Gablers for their constituency (See Appendix B, p. 292).
include

These books

Rev. Tim LaHaye's The Battle for the Public Schools. Henry

Morris's Evolution and the Modern Christian, LaHaye's The Battle for
the Family, and John Whitehead's The Stealing of America, to name a few.
James David Besser (1981), a Washington, DC writer, in an
article on antihumanism over the airwaves, revealed the fundamentalists'
fixation upon the concept of evolution in the schools.

Radio station

WABS (We Always Broadcast Salvation) in Washington, DC, carries
numerous programs by rightist ministers that reflect the fundamentalist
views:
Theories of evolution, according to Pastor Carver on the
'Christlan-Jew Hour,' are part of the 'doctrine of Demons.'
Several ministers ridicule the Idea that their listeners'
ancestors might have been apes or "blobs."
Brewster (1984) stated that this group holds humanists and "liberals"
responsible for the wreckage of the American family and the "decadence of
the nation." He added that while most Americans have gone complacently
about their business, the forces of intolerance have been gathering in a
movement toward religious distrust and intolerance of religious pluralism
and secular democracy.
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Additionally, these individuals have, since the advent of modernism
and Darwinism in the 1920s, opposed evolution as a possible theory of
origins and closely identify anyone accepting the theory as allied to
liberalism (itself a sin, according to Gary Potter, leader of Catholics
for Christian Political Action).
Jerry Falwell called evolution the "cornerstone of secular
humanism."
The public schools can Interfere with the effectiveness of the
desired learning process:
Born-again radio emphasizes that Christians should strive to
divorce themselves from a sinful society. The leader of a
Washington-area Baptist youth group tells the audience the
qualities he tries to instill in children: being saved,
surrendering to God, being soul winners, studying the Bible,
and separation. "We want our young people to be separated
from the world," he says firmly. Sex education is another
primary target: The daily talk shows on WABS provide an
opportunity for listeners to express their own righteous
anger. One caller describes the 29 things the Communists
are doing to overthrow our "Christian" nation. "Sex
education," she says, "is done deliberately to destroy the
minds of American youth and destroy their ruggedness. (p. 23)
J. Charles Park (1980), writing in Educational Leadership, sought
to analyze the attitudes of the new right as it pertained to education.
He stated that the school is seen as a point of indoctrination,
conversion, and Imposition.

He described the new right as a series of

well-heeled organizations who use politics for the purpose of turning
America back to God and away from uncertainty.

Paul Weyrich

from an article in his Conservative Digest (he is the leader of the
Pro-Family Movement) described the world as a battleground between
two opposing and irreconcilable forces— the pro-family movement and
the anti-family movement.

He stated:
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From our point of view, this is really the most significant
battle of the age-old conflict between good and evil, between
the forces of God and the forces against God that we have in
our country. We see the anti-family movement as an attempt
to prevent souls from reaching eternal salvation and as such
we feel not just a political commitment to change this
situation, but a moral and, if you will, a religious
commitment to battle these forces . . . .
(forces of political
and religious truth vs. forces for evil and godlessness), (p. 17)
Weyrlch was quoted as perceiving public education as the "archenemy"
because it has a commitment to pluralism and religious neutrality.
The indication here is that there is no middle ground; one is
either for or against.

To proclaim neutrality places one is the

opposing camp.
Park (1980) provided a commentary on the Educational Research
Analysis and the Heritage Foundation, headed by Norma and Mel Gabler
and Onalee McGraw, respectively,

To them, stated Park, the field of

education is permeated with the religion of secular humanism,

This,

they say, is a godless religion, having no right or wrong, and
designed to instill disrespect for American values and the family.
A pamphlet distributed by the Pro-family Forum (1980) "Is Humanism
Molesting Your Child?", makes a number of claims about the
fundamentalists' perception of the "enemy."

These claims are summarized

as follows;
1.

humanism denies the existence of God, the soul, life
after death, salvation and heaven, damnation and hell,
and the biblical account of creation

2.

humanism believes in sexual freedom between consenting
adults regardless of age, pre-marltal sex, homosexuality,
lesbianism and incest, abortion, euthanasia, equal
distribution of America's wealth, control of the
environment, control of energy and its limitation,
and removal of American partiotism and the free
enterprise system . . . it poses an insidious threat
to our entire society, particularly the public schools

3.

{.humanism utilizes] skilled change agents (teachers)
who can manipulate discussion to create peer pressure
to conformity to non-Christian values . . . "let's
protect out families from child molesters7" . . .
slowly the child is conditioned to view his parents
with distrust and disrespect, (pp. 146*-147)

Park posed a question designed to analyze the state of the current
movement and education.
to analyze the arguments.

He used the assessments of some humanists
Can teachers be construed to be deliberately

teaching a "religion" in public education?

Paul Kurtz £1983), editor of

The Humanist, categorically denied the charge in an article titled
"The Attack on Secular Humanism."

He stated "most people identify

with Judeo-Chrlstlan ideas . . . the official membership in humanist
religious bodies is numerically small;" (p. 1C) therefore their influence
can be considered negligible.

The editor of Christianity Today

criticized Paul Kurtz for having answered the question of whether one
can believe in God and still be a humanist in the negative.

Kurtz

actually qualified his statement by saying that if one is defining
God as a transcendant, divine being who created man and Influences
and controls his destiny— then no.
James E. Hood, executive director of the Bantlst Joint Committee
of Public Affairs, argued in a 1977 article that the myth of secular
humanism in public schools must be rejected as dangerous, unfounded
and unjustified.

Much of the myth is predicated by those who seek to

harass the public schools to make them more responsive to their own
particular moral and religious values rather than to remain schools in
which secular or non-religious approaches to study prevails.
Park reported that one of the earliest and most time consuming
confrontation came in 1972 in a Maryland case involving a group
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called Parents Who Care.

This group charged Chat the schools were

providing instruction based on the tenets of secular humanism.

The

state board of education took testimony for 21 months, resulting in
1688 pages of reading material at a cost to the taxpayer of $200,000.
The group lost the case.

Interestingly enough, the judge in the case

handed down a ruling that points to a striking anomaly that revolves
around the fundamentalist position that secular humanism is a "religion."
The two terns are essentially mutually exclusive.

Logic dictates Chat

if something is religious, it is not secular and vice versa.

The report

concluded that when one attempts to define secularity itself as a
religion, by demonstrating nothing more than its similarity to or
compatibility with certain beliefs of chose who profess to be
"humanists," one's proof falls short of this case.

In an extension of

the case, James P. Garland, the State Hearing Examiner, concluded that
the positions of the schools would be intolerable if secularity itself
were adjudicated "religious."

He found no evidence of conspiracy on

the part of the teachers regarding "secular humanism" pro or con.
Should the schools school in absolutes rather than sponsor
individuality?
himself?

Should a student be allowed to learn to think for

Park quoted the Pro-life Movement as contending that education

is conceived as a means of instilling absolutes, converting, and
imposing truth as seen by the leaders.
Thomas McIntyre warned in The Fear Brokers that attention should
be centered on the brokers of fear rather than on those who are
influenced by the rhetoric of fear.

These brokers, he contended, are

a handful of well-organized political interests in the New Evangelical
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Far Right, Stewart (1980) proposed that thereal Issue In
Ideological war

this

is who will control what isto be taught, In essence,

local control versus vocal control by an Influential majority.
Connaught Marshner (1980), speaking for the Pro-family Movement,
responded to Park's article by claiming that what Park really objected
to was ordinary parents criticizing professors.

She claimed that the

goal of the movement is not to replace public education, but to give
each parent the
education.

right to choose the contentof his or her child's

Sheclaimed that the movement does

not onpose pluralism in

education, but protests progressive education, believing in objectively
measurable criteria for success.
programming students.

She claimed that schools are indeed

In her book, Blackboard Tyranny, she advised that

when John Doe, board member or teacher, becomes wary of these goals,
families should make a target of him, thus making of him a cautionary
lesson for future transgressors.
Exemplars of the fundamentalist/new right movement Include
pro-family Congressman Jake Garn (R-Utah); Jesse Helms (R-North Carolina);
Paul Laxalt (R-Nevada), and Phil Crane (R-Illinois); evangelicals Jerry
Falwell, director of the Moral Majority; Pat Robertson, host of "The 700
Club" and owner of the Christian Broadcasting Network; anti-pornography
protesters Father Morot Hill, NJ, President of Morality in Media and .
Reverend Donald Wildmon, of the National Federation of Decency;
anti-homosexual protester Anita Bryant of Save Our Children; and
Washington, DC, personages and writers. Bob Baldwin of Citizens for
Educational Freedom; Robert Billings, Moral Majority lobbyist; Jo Ann
Caster, editor of Right Woman magazine; Connaught Marshner, author of
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the pro-family Bible, Blackboard Tyranny; and Phyllis Schlafly, head of
Che STOP-ERA movement.
The political platform of the New Christian Right was presented
by Zwier in chart form by comparing divergent views:

Issue

Christian
Voice

Foreign Policv
Anticommunism
More defense spending
Protect Israel
Oppose Panama Canal Treaty
Maintain friendship with Taiwan
Sanctions on Zimbabwe
No negotiations with Palestine
Liberation Organization
Economic Policy
Support free enterprise
Welfare as a private concern
Support balanced budget
Support Reagan tax and
spending cutB
Education
Family responsibility
Oppose busing
Voluntary prayer in public schools
Oppose Department of Education
Maintain tax exemption for
private schools
Oppose hiring homosexual teachers

Moral
Maiority

Jerry
Falwell

Republican
Party

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Social Issues
Support Human Life Amendment
X
X
Oppose abortion on demand
No federal money for welfare
X
abortions
Oppose ERA
Support death penalty
X
Oppose gun control
Stricter enforcement of
pornography laws
X
Oppose homosexuality as class
of minorities
Groups Advocating Issue Stances (p. 57)

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

It would be a mistake to view the fundamentalist position as a
unified one.

Zwler reported that more than two-thirds of evangelical

ministers In his study expressed unfavorable, with only one-fourth
being favorable.

Very favorable

Respondents

Very favorable

4.4%

Somewhat favorable

19.6%

Neutral/no opinion

6.9%

Somewhat unfavorable

29.1%

Very unfavorable
39.9%
Ministers' Responses to the New Christian Right(p. 85)
Of the denominational attitudes, Zwier noted the following:

Denomination

Unfavorable

Favorable

Neutral

American Baptists

48%

48%

6%

Southern Baptists

50%

50%

-

8%

70%

23%

Lutherans-ALC

16%

84%

—

Methodists

12%

86%

Lutherans-Missourl Synod

12%
United Presbyterians
85%
Denominational Support {figures rounded upward) (p. 85)

3%
3%

Baptists, the denomination of a large number of the fundamentalist
leaders appeared to be most favorable.
South.

This is especially true in the

The ministers demonstrated their agreement/disagreement with

major fundamentalist questions as follows:
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Issue Stance

Agree

Disagree

Other

Defending Taiwan

39%

23%

38%

Prayer in public schools

17%

63%

20%

Department of Education

16%

66%

18%

Busing

58%

27%

15%

Balanced budget

78%

7%

15%

Funding welfare abortions

62%

31%

7%

Defense spending

35%

53%

12%

Abortion amendment

28%

54%

18%

Equal Rights Amendment

45%

45%

10%

Funding day care

25%

49%

26%

Commitment to Israel

27%

40$

33%

56%
Tuition tax credits
23%
Ministers Agreeing with NCR Positions (p. 85)

20%

As can be seen in Zwier's chare, only Eour Issues, defending Taiwan,
Busing, Balanced Budget, and funding welfare abortions were the only
ones which were also supported by the ministers, with the ERA breaking
even. (p. 87)
Barry M. Goldwater, Senator from Arizona and a noted conservative
congressman and former presidential candidate, on September 16, 1981
entered into the record of the United States Senate a speech titled
"To be a Conservative" (reprinted in full in Young, 1982j pp. 324-328 that
addressed the New Conservative movement.

Excerpts Include the following:

The American people have expressed their desire for a new
course in our public policy in this country— a conservative
course . . . the foundation of our form of government Is not in
principle prosperity for all but in freedom for all. That's what
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has attracted all those who have migrated to this country. That's
what had made America the symbol of hope and prosperity for all
the world. Freedom: that's what true conservatism is all about.
Being a conservative In America traditionally has meant that
one holds deep, abiding respect for the Constitution. We
conservatives believe sincerely in the integrity of the
Constitution. We treasure the freedom that documents protect.
But where the guns of war and the breadlines of the depression
failed, another force could succeed In dividing our country. The
specter of single Issue religious groups is growing over our land.
In all honesty, I must admit the birth of the so-called "New Right"
is a direct reaction to years of Increasing social activism by the
liberal side of the religious house. Within that development lies
a very serious threat to our liberty.
Our political process involves a constant give and take, a
continuous series of trade-offs. From this system of compromise,
we get legislation that reflects input from many sectors of our
society and addresses many needs and Interests.
Obviously, not everyone can be pleased, but at least all
sides are considered.
The religious factions that are growing throughout our land
are not using their religious clout with wisdom. They are trying
to force government leaders into following their positions 100
percent. If you disagree with these religious groups on any
particular moral issue, they cajole, they complain, they threaten
you with loss of money or votes or both.
The uncompromising position of these groups Is a divisive
element that could tear apart the very spirit of our representative
system, If they gain sufficient strength,
1 must make it clear that I don’t condemn these groups for
what they believe, I happen to share many of the values emphasized
by these organizations.
I’m frankly sick and tired of the political preachers across
the country telling me as a citizen that if 1 want to be a moral
person, I must believe in "A," "B," "C," and "D." Just who do
they think they are? And from where do they presume to claim
the right to dictate their moral beliefs to me?
And I am even more angry as a legislator who must endure
the threats of every religious group who thinks it has some
God-granted right to control my vote on every roll call in the
Senate. (Yount*, 19B2, pp. 324-327)

The Moral Majority, Kater (.1982) stated, addressed Itself more
directly to those on the fringes on the outside than those Inside the
mainstream churches, yet Its appeal directly affects all.

The shape

of the Christian Right as a political and religious movement
demonstrates an alienation existing among these people at various levels
of

life,

Andre Gide wrote in his journals on June 14, 1926, following

the Scopes Trial of the alienation of Christianity.

He wrote:

The difficulty comes from this, that Chrlstanlty (.Christian
orthodox) is exclusive and that belief in its truth excludes
belief in any other truth. It does not absorb; it repulses
. . . . Culture must understand that by trying to absorb
Christianity it Is absorbing something that is mortal for it.
It is trying to admit something that cannot admit It;
something that denies it. (The Journals of Andre Gide, ed.
Justin O'Brien, New York; Alfred A, Knopf, Inc., 1948,
reprinted in Six Days or Forever, Ginger, 1958).
If Gide was correct, then the separation and alienation of the orthodox
Christian may emanate as much from dogma and their perceptions of
reality as from any scriptural injunction to remain separate (see
Nehemlah 9:2, Holy Bible). According to Ginger (1958), the
fundamentalists repeatedly stated their means of reconciling science and
religion;

anything that conflicts with the literal Bible is not science.

The scientist, on the other hand, Is, and has been unwilling to depart
from casual relationships and quantitative sequence.

When he/she asks

why, the answer must be related in terms reflecting cause and effect.
Ginger noted that science has explained everything it could explain, and
will continue to do so.

To rely on literal interpretation of the Bible

as a basis of scientific truth would negate the power and efficacy of
scientific explanation.

The implication here is that science knows

almost nothing of the soul, cannot identify it, and as Ginger suggested*.
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In many cases suspects that It does not exist.

The existence of these

two realms of knowledge, and their respective adherents, revolves around
two factors that differ qualitatively from one another, knowledge by
faith and knowledge by experience.
confusion.

The conflict produces resultant

Kater (1982) believed that the confusion of the new religious

right between politics and religion is an indicator that the primary form
of alienation they suffer is acutely social, implying that these
institutions have failed to provide them with a sense of identity and
participation.

In turn, they seem to wish to take over America's

institutions as a response.

Paul Weyrich, quoted in Are We All God's

People? published by People for the American Way stated, "We're radicals
working to overturn the present structure in this country . . . .

We're

talking about Christianizing America" (Kater, p. 64).
Kater contended that the battle is being fought in the name of
"values" because the Hew Right believes that those in power have failed
them most in this regard.

He noted that because mainstream churches

have neither communicated clearly the way ethics can function positively
in a pluralistic society nor articulated how we might still hold values
while granting others the possibility of disagreement, we have, in a
sense, failed to delineate the difference between freedom and anqjrchy.
It seems clear that many of these people on the Hew Right sincerely
believe that if they forsake their versions of truth, there will be
moral chaos.

Numerous authors point to perceptions of the New Right

as seeing only two alternatives:

traditional absolutes and anything

goes (Kater, 1982; Young, 1982; Maguire, 1982).

Kater noted that
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everything is either black-or-white, either-or, Victorian family or
utter promiscuity, censorship or pronography on every newsstand.

The Humanistic Tradition
Though hardly a visible body, there is a group called the American
Humanist Association.

Until the advent of the far-right, they were

hardly known in the field of education.

Krauthammer (1981) noted that

the group generally promotes good causes but does have a few rather
unnerving characteristics.

He summed them up as follows:

First, It has a consistent strain of gratultlous atheism which
endows each piece with a triumphant "God-is-really-dead'' tone.
In this issue, for example, an article describing a politician's
fight with the local Catholic hierarchy over birth control is
entitled "The Man Who Defeated God." Second, a slightly
crackpot secular mlllenarianism prevails. There is the promise
of salvation in every new discovery, scientific or social:
if only the Pritikin diet were accepted, 150,000 lives a year
would be saved; or, if only we had sexual equality, we would
have the "key to solving such globe-threatening problems as
nuclear war, totalitarianism, and social injustice all across
the board." That same spirit compels the almost obsessive
habit of ending each article with an uplifting reference to
all humankind, a kind of humanist hallelujah, (pp. 24-25)
This association publishes a magazine called The Humanist. but generally,
the fundamentalist attack focuses upon an obscure source called The
Humanist Manifesto. I and II. published originally in 1933 and signed
by 34 intellectuals including John Dewey.
the traditional creeds with a new one:

Its purpose was to replace

"religious humanism that was to

be a vital, fearless and frank religion" that the new realities demanded
(Krauthammer, 1981, p. .26).

Krauthammer wrote:

By today's standards the manifesto is a mild, naive
affirmation of faith in science, reason, and "manly attitudes."
It rejects the traditional belief in God and calls for man to
create his own ethics; it rejects "acquisitive and profit
motivated society" and calls for a "socialized and cooperative
economic order" with "the equitable distribution of the means
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of life.'* The content is vaguely Marxist, humane and minus
Che class antagonism, But the pretentions of the IS numbered
principles are decidedly biblical. Take humanist principle
number one: "religious humanists regard the universe as
self-existing and not created,"
It is a thinly disguised declaration about (the nonexistence
of) He-who-is-supposed-to-have-created-the-universe, a politely
humanist way of saying that in the beginning God did not create
the heavens and the earth, (p. 24)
The second Manifesto was published In 1973 and included scientists
such as Francis Crick and B. F. Skinner, philosopher Sidney Hook,
various civil liberty lobbyists and liberal churchmen.

Krauthammer

noted that;
By now, the pretense that humanism was a new religion or in
any way "religious" was dropped. The new manifesto was frankly
antireligious, although it did, with Christian charity, concede
that "traditional religions are surely not the only obstacles
to human progress." (p. 24)
The list of pros that the Manifesto promoted parallels closely with
liberal thought.

The list Includes:

1.

extended use of the scientific method . . .
constructive social and moral values

to build

2.

a rejection of God (and the supernatural)

3.

self-actualization as the goal of life

4.

an assertion that situational and autonomous, needing no
theological sanction

5.

an attack on orthodox religion for "unduly repressing sexual
conduct"

6.

an affirmation of the right to birth control, abortion, and
permission to express "sexual proclivities" and pursue
"lifestyles"

7.

a definition of civil liberties that Includes the right to
die with dignity, euthanasia, and the right to suicide

8.

a commitment to decentralized decision making

9.

a salute to "the energy and idealism of the young"
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10.

an appeal for "a world order" based upon transnational
federal government

11.

ecology and a new world economic order for the third world.
(p. 24)

Kurtz (1983), professor of philosophy, State University*of New York
at Buffalo, editor of Free Enquiry, and one-time editor of The Humanist,
listed among the humanistic developments that have greeted the modern
world, (a) the expansion of the sciences in a more vigorous scientific
vein, and (b) educational opportunities have been significantly extended
so that now education is considered to be a proper right of all
individuals, and (c) the potential for the first time in human history of
becoming a truly global community.

Kurtz noted that at the end of the

nineteenth century many intellectuals believed that the emergence of
these developments would lead to the disappearance of the dominance of
ancient religions.

Needless to say, the development of these did not

produce the anticipated results, as there has been a growth, rather Chan
a decline in the most literalistic forms of religious dogmatism.

Kurtz

stated that in the United States some 67% of today’s population still
believes in life after death; 53% in a hall; 71% in a heaven (Kurtz
quoted George Gallup, Jr.'s Adventures in Immortality. McGraw-Hill, NY,
1982).

The Princeton Religious Research Publications, Religion in

America and Emerging Trends (1982) listed 79% as stating a belief in the
Bible as the literal or inspired word of God and 76% believing both
creationist and evolution should be taught in the public schools.
Kurtz saw an anxiety developing from a societal inability to deal
with the confusion brought about by the difficulty with a
science-and-technology-dependent civilization that has brought us to the
brink of catechism.

He saw us faced with three choices.
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1)

to block It all out, to Ignore science and technology
and the benefits and dangers which they bring;

2)

to try to master science and technology, to undergo the
arduous process of scientific and mathematical education
which would produce a technologically literate citizen
capable of assessing the risks and benefits of, say,
nuclear power, In an atmosphere free of emotional
blackmail;

3)

to retreat into pseudoscience, to acquire the illusion
of control without actual control, (p. 36)

Kurt2 *s comments contended:
Judging from the deterioration in science and math education
in America, it appears chat people have given up on choice
number two; Instead, they are opting for either number one or
number three. They do this, not by conscious value-free choice,
but because they fear science. They fear its power, and even
more, they fear that they cannot begin to comprehend it. A
mythology has grown up around science— that it is comprehensible
to only a select few, in a state of grace determined by I.Q., and
that, unlike other fields of knowledge, the nonpractitioner
cannot even gain entree into its arena.
Thus, scientists have become (often with their own complicity)
leaders of an elite cult, what Fred Hoyle once called "high
priests of a not-very-popular religion." (p. 36)
The liberal adherents have demonstrated a considerable backlash
to the New Christian Right.

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),

the National Organization for Women (NOW), the National Abortion Rights
Action League (NARAL), the National Education Association (NEA), and
the National Council of Churches (NCC) have all offered opposition.
Senator George McGovern established a citizen's coalition designed to
present a substantive, issue-oriented alternative agenda to the slogans
of the New Right (Hunter, 1983).
James Davison Hunter, Assistant Professor of Sociology at the
University of Virginia, writing in Llebman and Wuthnow's The New
Christian Right. 1983, noted three themes that he concluded

characterized the liberal backlash:

a) an intolerance that is rigid

and absolutist implying that there is only one Christian position on
any given political issue and a willingness to label anyone who
disagrees with them un-Christian and un-American;

b) a criticism of

the methods by which the religious Right carries out its agenda which
includes reducing everything to a Manlchean duality of good versus
evil/right versus wrong, use of slogans and simplifications that are
offered as solutions to the anxiety brought about by rapid change, and
stooping to sensationalism to highlight Issues through exaggeration or
emotive confusion;

c) blurring of the role distinction, between

religion and government.

At the extreme, there are accusations of

sinisterness and a fear expressed that the New Christian Right seeks to
establish some nightmarish Christian Religious/Political State.

This

Includes a climate of negativism based upon the engendering of a
passive public suspicion of everyone who disagrees.

Hunter noted that

in some cases, Jerry Falwell has been likened to Adolf Hitler and the
Ayatollah Kohmelnl and accused of self-deception and hypocrisy (see
Chapter 8, Llebman & Wuthnow, 1963).
Distinguished Professor Arthur V. Combs, writing in 1976, posited
five reasons why he felt that a pro-humanist movement is a necessity for
our times.

First, he contended that there has been a basic change in

human problems.
environment.

This has been exemplified by greater control of the

The United States is perceived as the most complex,

interdependent society the world has ever known, with the power for good
and evil having increased and been placed more directly in the hands of
individuals.

The primary problems of human beings are no longer

physical, but human ones.
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Secondly, the future can no longer be foreseen.

The Information

explosion that characterizes today's society accompanied by the
extraordinary rate of change has made the simple teaching of skills
problematic.

Therefore, closed system thinking and goals in behavioral

terms are not enough.

New goals must be produced that are holistic

and human and based upon "intelligent behavior and autonomous,
self-propelled, problem solving, humane, and caring citizens" (p. 301).
Thirdly, new concepts of human personality have emerged.

Behavior

is now conceived as a symptom, an outward manifestation of what is going
on inside the individual.

The things that make us human are

scientifically and popularly called feelings, attitudes, values, hopes,
perceptions and aspirations.
Fourthly, new concepts of learning have taken the form of
experlental and personal dimensions.

Emphasis on the discovery of

meaning has indicated that for learning to be effective, it must be
personally relevant and focus upon process as opposed to behavior.
Finally, the importance of self cannot be overlooked.

The self-concept

is a major determinant of every behavior.
A 1979 article in the journal published by the National Association
of Secondary School Principals emphasized that probably nowhere else in
the world, save the United States of America, has the relationship
between the religious and educational dimensions of society been more
pronounced and complex.

The situation is generally characterized by

confusion and anxiety about uhat may be done or taught and the
constitutionally guaranteed freedom of personal choice.

The cases

of of Abington School District v, Schempp and Engle v. Vitale (1962)
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prohibited Dible reading In the schools.

This was followed with Murray

v. Curlett in 1963 which banned prayer in the public schools.

These

cases brought the charge that God had been driven out of the schools
by the anti-humanist camp caught up in the hysteria of the time.
It is noted that the actual statements in the cases acknowledged
it to be legal and desirable to teach about religion In the schools.
However, the proper role of religion In public schools deals with
educational value, not religious observance and celebration.
James W. Panoch, former field coordinator of the Public Education
Religious Studies Center, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio, Is
quoted in the same article, identifying eight guiding principles
regarding the proper role of religion and the public schools:
1.

Schools may sponsor study of but not practice of religion.

2.

Schools may expose students to all religious views but may
not impose any particular view.

3.

Schools' approach to religion is one of instruction,
indoctrination,

4.

School is to educate about all, not to convert to any
one religion.

5.

Schools' approach is academic, not devotional.

6.

School should study what all people believe, but should
not teach a pupil what he should believe.

7.

School should strive for student awareness of all religions,
but not press for student acceptance of any one religion,

8.

School should seek to inform the student about various beliefs,
but not seek to make him conform to any onebelief. (p. 3)

not

Hash (1981) noted that humanistic educators generally see society
as changing according to contributions made by its members.

Their

programs are likely to emphasize the development of creativity,
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divergent thinking, critical evaluation, and the skills needed to
initiate change.

The view is of the student primarily as an

individual rather than as a member of a national group.

For the

humanist educator, society is viewed as the world and takes a
humanist-ecological approach to caring for and nurturing the world's
resources.
Humanists are predominant in organizations such as the
aforementioned Public Education Religious Studies Center, the National
Council for Religion and Public Education, and the National Council for
the Social Studies, which serves as a clearinghouse for the
dissemination of its activities.

The Focus of the Humanist Attack
Much of the criticism levelled by the New Right on the liberal
thinkers focuses upon anyone who differs in belief.

The editor of

Christianity Today in a 1974 article "Rapping with Humanists" criticizes
the Humanist Manifesto 11 and select "humanists."

He cites Sidney Hook,

Emeritus Professor at New York University, for raising the question,
"if a man said he heard God, why should we believe him?", and levels a
scathing attack on Paul Beatty, minister of the Unitarian Church of
Indianapolis, a "professed agnostic leaning toward atheism," for
calling his group a church (p* 33).
Newsweek (September 1980) reported that the fundamentalists have
systematically focused a political attack upon attempting to remove
legislators that are liberals and replace them with their own personages.
Reverend Falwell took credit in the pulpit of his Thomas Road Baptist
Church in Lynchburg, Virginia, for the defeat of Senator Mike Gravel

of Alaska in the primary and promised his congregation the fall of a
half-dozen more liberal senators (Ceorge McGovern of South Dakota,
Frank Church of Idaho, John Culver of Iowa, Alan Cranston of Colorado,
Birch Bays of Indiana, and Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin), a boast which
he largely made come true.

In justifying their tactics, he stated:

"The moralists of America have had enough; we are joining hands
together for the changing and rejuvenation of a nation" (p. 35).

Jim

Bakker, a Charlotte, North Carolina, television evangelist, adds:

"We

want to see more and more politicians in office who believe what we
believe" (p. 35).
Time (October 1979) reported that the attack on the Federal
government is due largely to a conception in the minds of the Moral
Majority that it fosters socialism.

The public schools are perceived as

fostering governmentally sponsored humanistic religion.
also a culprit for making the nation think dirty.
is at the ballot box.

Hollywood is

Their method of change

Falwell is attributed to have said, "It is a sin

not to be registered" (p. 62),
One of the most searching attacks on the position of the New Right
comes not from the supposed humanist/liberal camp, but from the old
right, in the person of Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona, 1966
Presidential nominee and titular head of the Republican right.

In an

article in Time (September 1981), Goldwater stated:"1 don't think
they're talking about is conservatism"

(p. 33).

what

Hewent so far asto

Insert copies of a written speech in the Congressional Record in which he
accused the Moral Majority of giving conservatism a bad name.

He stated:

The religious issues of these groups (abortion, school prayer)
have little or nothing to do with conservativeor liberal
politics . , . they are diverting us away from the vital
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issues, that our government needs to address, such as national
security and economic survival, (p. 33)
To drag theological Issues into public debate he stated, is "dangerously
un-American.

One of the great strengths of our political system always

has been our ability to keep religious issues in the background."

It

is evident that he shares many of the moral views of the New Right, but
he finds their righteousness especially distasteful.

He concluded:

The uncompromising position of these groups Is a diverse
element that could tear apart the very spirit of our
representative system. I am warning them today: I will
fight them every step of the way if they try to dictate
their moral convictions to all Americans in the name
of conservatism . , .I'm frankly sick and tired of
political preachers across this country telling me as
a citizen that if I want to be a moral person I must
believe in A, B, C, and D. Just who do they think they
are? (p. 33).
Reverend Falwell resoonded that he respected Senator Goldwater,
but that he thought that Goldwater was simply angry that the newly
fundamentalist conservative movement had left him behind.

He claimed

that "in his (Senator Goldwater's) heart, he knows he is wrong” (p. 33).
Krauthammer has suggested that both those who call themselves
humanists and fundamentalists share an intellectual marglnality, seeing
each other marching across the centuries leaving devastation in their
wake.

He noted:
In the scientific world, to insist on the need for a religious
sensibility is considered a lapse of judgment; in the political
world, it is considered a retreat to sentimentality if not
reaction. But in my view it is a mistake to assume that
rejecting the lunacy of the far right means we must deny the
value to society of a religious sensibility . . . the saddest
consequence of this crazy crusade is that It has corrupted an
Important social issue: what happens to a free society when
a major source of its values— religion— declines? (p. 25)

Krauthammer quoted Alexander Solzhenitsyn's 1978 Harvard address in
which he ascribed the present "state if weakness of the West" to:
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the prevailing view of the world which was first born during
the Renaissance and found its political expression from the
period of the Enlightenment . . . rationalistic humanism or
humanistic autonomy; the proclaimed and enforced autonomy
of man from any higher force above him. . . . [This]
anthropocentriclty, with man seen as the center of everything
that exists . . . did not admit the existence of Intrinsic
evil in man nor did it see any higher task than the attainment
of happiness on earth. . . . That provided access for evil of
which in our days there is a free and constant flow. (p. 26)
Ultimately, it may be that Solzhenitsyn's conception of humanism
may serve as the only useful definition:

"the doctrine of

man-centeredness which has characterized half a mlllenlum of Western
thought" (p. 27).

There appears a need to reestablish In our culture

some type of communal values.

Krauthammer summed up the humanist

tradition with a somewhat tense warning that if we continue to ignore
that values do Indeed and need to exist, then our Ignorance simply
"guarantees that they will remain the exclusive domain of comically
dogmatic manifesto signers and dangerously intolerant twice-born
preachers" {p. 27).

Censorship and Courtroom Controversy
What is the origin of the new movement in censorship that has
gripped modern America?

C.latthom (1977), Professor of Education at

the University of Pennsylvania, provided an Incisive commentary on the
nature of censorship and the prevailing attitudes in America today.
Part of the move coward increasing censorship has been fostered by
political opportunists who capture any target that might capture the
attention of a broad-based, bored constituency.

He did not condemn

all the actions of such opportunists because some of it may have been
justified.

Another part is attributed to a thinly disguised racism,

a counterattack by whites unhappy with the current concern for black
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culture.

The times, themselves, are a significant factor.

Park (1980)

noted that as change, uncertainty, and frustration build, we can expect
some to use the rhetoric of absolutism for political gain and to seek to
impose such absolutes on others, as absolutism and anti-intellectualism
appear to surface during times of stress.

Glatthorn contended that

people today need a scapegoat, hence there Is an attempt to hold schools
and teachers responsible for the problems of our society.
The historical record has provided us with reason to believe that
this may be true.

Beginning with the progressive era in American history

(itself a reaction to the industrial revolution), we have been saddled
with a "hysteria of the decade."
the 1900s

-

Witness:

Big Business was the culprit

the 1910s - War, Anarchy
the 1920s - Youth, Liquor, Darwin's Evolution
the 1930s - Depression
the 1940s

-

War, Nazism, Faclsm

the 1950s - Communism, Rock-and roll
the 1960s - Vietnam, Civil Rights, Drugs
the 1970s - Youth, Back-to-Basics, Drugs
the 1980s

-

Scientific Creationism, Secular Humanism, Darwin's
Evolution

The ideological warfare of censorship Is merely one battle that
is being fought today.
white blacklash.

Glatthorn posited the probability of a

Working class people, he stated, believe they are a

minority chat has been systematically attacked for the past 15-20
years.

The blacks have demanded power; the young have demanded power;
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homosexuals have demanded power, and women have demanded power.
"Middle America," he concluded, is "fighting back" (p. 1275)
In "Mind Bending in the Schools . . ."in U. S. News and World
Report (July* 1977), it was reported that a Gallup Poll indicated that
70S of all Americans wanted some kind of moral education taught in
public schools.

A major textbook controversy erupted in 1974-75 in

Kanawha County, West Virginia.

The parents claimed that children were

exposed to foul language, violence, and unusual sexual customs of other
cultures.

This, they claimed, trampled on their families' moral and

religious views.

In a national uproar, parents won greater say in the

selection of textbooks in many localities.

The report continued by

chronicling the rising tide of conservative curricula that emphasized
conservative trends.

A biology text titled, Biology; A Search for

Order in Complexity, which contained references to both Biblical and
Darwinian accounts of creation (published by a religious printing house),
was ordered used by a Dallas, Texas, school board and the teachers
ordered trained how to use it. (In Indiana, a judge voided the State's
adoption of the text on the grounds of separation of church and state,
despite claims that competing textbooks supported a claim of "secular
humanism" in the schools.)
George II. Baird, President of the Education Research Council of
America, a business-funded group designed to illustrate American
superiority over other nations, claimed to reach about 20 million of
America's 49 million school children and is quoted in the Report as
having stated:
The importance of corporate structures and religion is taught
as early as the third and fourth grades because if you don't
reach them early, unionized teachers and trendy publishers
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will have them pretty well brainwashed against our American
System by the time they get halfway through high school, (p. 44)
Arons (1969), Associate Professor In the Legal Studies Program at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, provided a case description
of an attack of political hysteria, which he called a "seizure of
anti-intellectualism," that hit Warsaw, Indiana, In 1977-73.

During

this confrontation, five books were banned, three teachers fired, the
student newspaper eliminated, and nine literature courses cut from the
high school curriculum.

The local senior citizens offered their "vote

of thanks" to the censors with a parking lot bonfire of gasoline and
high school textbooks.
The liberalizing trend in the Indiana school system greu out of
the 1960s.

The school system offered a modest diversity of literature

courses, a values clarification course, and an Individually Guided
Education Program In nine elementary schools.

In the Spring of 1977,

members of the school board became more conservative and more assertive
in the exercise of their power.

Values Clarification was a textbook

that dealt with student feelings about divorce, marijuana, and
pre-marltal sex.

The board had the book "banned, thrown out, removed,

destroyed, and forbidden to be used" (p. 13), even though this action
violated the policy of having a book submitted to a review committee
before removal.

Arons wrote that the board again violated the procedure

In August of that year by ordering discontinued elective high school
courses that Included "Black Literature," "Science Fiction," "Folklore
and Legends," and "Whatever Happened to Mankind."

(They were replaced

with additional courses in vocabulary, grammar, and composition.)

The

principal banned The Stepford Wives and Growing Up Female in America,
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because "someone in the community might be offended by their criticism
of traditional roles for women," from use in the "Women in Literature"
course (p, 13).

He followed this action by banning Go Ask Alice and

Sylvia Plath's The Bell Jar because they contained obscenities.

He

established himself as sole arbiter of all texts that "Might be
objectionable" (p. 13).
On December 15, 1977, 200 members of the Senior Citizens Club
burned 40 copies of the book, Values Clarification, in the parking lot.
In April of 1978 the three teachers were notified of non-renewal of
contract (no mention was made of teaching performance— all had been
critical of board actions).

In May, the student newspaper criticized

the firing and was shut down.
The central issue, according to Arons, was authority in the Lives
of the people:

of men over women, of the school board over teachers,

of the family over the school board, and of parents over children.

The

Warsaw parents' actions expressed a willingness to tolerate censorship,
obstruction of the legal process, and destruction of teaching careers
to preserve the value systems they felt were being threatened.

A

climate of fear took over and even those that opposed the school board
feared the power of this vocal minority and the control it represented.
Fear of being fired, ostracized by the community, and other types of
retribution were expressed.

A group called People Who Care was formed

to "remove filthy, vulgar material from the classroom" and expressed
its opinion thusly, "Let the majority rule , , . school decisions should
should be based on the absolutes of Christian behavior" (p. 14).

Arons

found it ironic that they would not see themselves in the minority, as
most fundamentalists are.

Dai)1in (1981) contended that the clout once yielded by liberals
now rests in the hands of conservatives and moralists.

He perceived

the school and school system as the cord in a tugging contest between
two opposing ideologies.

John Mutter, writing in Publisher's Weekly

(1981), noted the rise of cases on censorship.

The American Library

Association and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development found that there had been an Increase in cases on censorship
in a study conducted in the Spring of 1980.

In the study, 7500

questionnaires were mailed to 2500 public school libraries and 5000
school administrators.

The report, called "Limiting What Students Shall

Read" Indicated a rise in challenges following the Reagan victory.
Twenty-two percent of the 1900 respondents reported challenges in all
parts of the country, in all sizes of communities.

Seventy-five percent

of the respondents reported that these challenges had Increased in
frequency.

It was reported that of the challenges, 33% resulted in

changes in books and materials.
Ninety-five percent of the cases involved challenges that sought
to limit rather than expand the information and points of view of the
materials.

At the local level, the attacks focused upon textbooks,

nonfiction, and trade books.

In a majority of the cases, the materials

challenged were removed, altered, or restricted before a formal review,
schools without a specific policy for reviewing or selecting materials
appearing most vulnerable.

Most of the challenges Issued from

individuals, usually parents.
organizations.

Less than 20% came from outside

One-third of the challengers had never read or viewed

the materials they were challenging.

Librarians reported that 30% of

the challenges came from other staff members.
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On che state level, challenges were more organized.

In 17 of 23

cases, groups or organizations were involved and focused on textbooks,
ideological concerns such as atheism, humanism, and agnosticism.
Clearly half of the responses reported that Mel and Norma Gabler's
Educational Research Analysis had influenced recent adoption proceedings
in their state,
Dahlln reported a case involving a textbook controversy in
Mississippi.

In 1974, Pantheon published its sole textbook

Mississippi;

Conflict and Change, by James L. Loewen and Charles Sallis.

The work won accolates for even-handedness in its treatment regardless
of race or sex of the Mississlppians involved.
were listed as allowable.

Six alternate texts

The Mississippi State Purchasing Board

approved of its current text Your Mississippi, by John Betterworth, a
hook accused of racist bias.

The Board said that the first text was

"too controversial" and ruled out the text for adoption, a ruling that
would shut it out of consideration for six years.

In 1980, a Federal

District Court overruled the Purchasing Board's decision.
Dahlin related that the Gablers first launched their attack some
20 years ago when one of their sons brought home a textbook that ignored
the issue of states'rights.

They report that they and their seven staff

members have so much business that they are literally swamped.

Mrs.

Gabler also extends her book reviews to texts used overseas in
English-speaking countries.
Much of che fundamentalist attack has centered upon the conflict
of evolution versus creationism.

Since the early 1980s, challenges have

found their way into the courts.

Skoog (.1980) related that between

1964 and 1978, 22 bills requesting state legislatures, state and
local boards, and textbook commissions to adopt laws or policies
mandating that creationism (the Biblical version of how the universe
was formed} bs granted equal time with evolution theory (.see also
Wilhelm, 1978).

In 1979 and 1980, legislative efforts intensified and

bills were Introduced in 11 states requesting such measures.

Skoog

noted that the first bills introduced required the study of evolution
to be neutralized by giving equal consideration to the Biblical account
of the origin of life as recorded in Genesis.

This account, when

interpreted literally and dated using Biblical chronology, holds that
6,000 years ago all forms of life, including humans, were created in a
single burst of creation as discrete and immutable types.

Around 2400

B.C., a large number of these organisms became extinct during the
Noachlan deluge and flood sent by God (Skoog, 1980, p. 154).
All of the court challenges that have resulted from these
confrontations have met with defeat.

While the Constitution does not

prevent the study of the Bible or religion in public schools when
presented as part of a secular program of education, a state may not
proscribe from its school curriculum the teaching of Darwin's theory
of evolution simply because of its supposed conflict with the Biblical
account, literally read (Corwin and Peltason, 1976).
The following is a summary review of some significant cases
Involving this conflict:
1952 Zorach v. Clawson, 343 U.S. 306 (1952)
This decision permitted schools to release students from part
of the compulsory school day in order to secure religious
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instruction, provided it take place outside of the school
building.

(Corwin & Peltason) (Cushman, 1965)

1963 Abington School District v, Schempp 374 U,S'. 203 (1963):
Engel v. Vitale 370 U.S. 421 (1962)

(Cushman, 1965)

The establishment clause of the First Amendment forbids states to
introduce devotional exercises of any variety into the public
school curriculum, Including denominationally neutral prayers,
devotional reading of the Bible, or recitation of the Lord's
Prayer.

(Corwin & Peltason)

1968 Epperson v. Arkansas 393 U.W. 97 (1968)
This held anti-evolution legislation in Arkansas unconstitutional.
It stated that government in our democracy, state and national,
must be neutral in matters of religious theory, doctrine, and
practice.

It may not be hostile to any religion; and it may not

aid, foster, or promote one religion or religious theory against
the militant opposite, (Skoog) (Corwin & Peltason)
1972 Wright v. Houston, 366 F. Supp. 1208 (S.D. Texas, 1972) .
This case emerged as a result of a contention that .creation
accounts invoking supernatural intervention should be taught along
with Darwin's theory of evolution.

The judge in this case ruled

that such a requirement to teach every theory of the origin of
man was an unwarranted intrusion into the authority of the public
school to control the academic curriculum.

(Skoog)

1974 Willoughby v. Stevens, 504, F. 2d 271 (PtC. Circuit, 1474).
The circuit court of appeals sought to resolve the question as to
whether exclusive instruction in evolution yielded coercion against
religious exercise.

The judge ruled in the negative.

(Skoog)
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1975

Daniel v. Waters, 515 F. 2d 485 (6th Cir. 1975)
A 1973 Tennessee law that required alternative theories of
creation be included in textbooks discussing the origins of
creation of humans and their world was declared unconstitutional.
The law required the Genesis account, but banned occult and
satanical beliefs concerning the origin.

The court ruled that,

this legislation gave a clearly defined preferential
position for the biblical version and was thus
unconsctitutional In that the First Amendment does
not permit the State to require that teaching and
learning must be tailed to the principles or prohibition
of any religious sect or dogma. (Skoog, 1980, p. 155)
1977

Hendren v. Campbell, Superior Court No. 5, County of Martlon,
State of Indiana
A state judge ruled the action of the Indiana Commission on
Textbook Adoption in approving a creationist biology textbook
for state adoption violated state and federal constitutions, as
the approval of the textbook "both advanced particular religious
preferences and entangled the state with religion" (Skoog, p. 155).
The judge asserted that the textbook was selected for the
purpose of promoting and including fundamentalists Christian
doctrine in the public schools.
The establishment clause of the First Amendment is directed

toward preventing "sponsorship, financial support, active involvement
of the sovereign in religious activity" and political divisiveness and
fragmentation along religious lines. (See Waltz v. Tax Commission, 397
U.S. 665 [1970].)
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Corwin and Peltason (1974), citing the cases of Lemon v, Kurtzman,
403 U.S. 602 (1971) and Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349 (1975),
listed three essential tests that a statute must meet if it is to
survive a challenge that it violates the establishment clause; a) the
statement have a secular legislative purpose;
" p r i m a r y

b) it must have a

effect" that neither advances nor inhibits religion; and c) the

statute and its administration must avoid "excessive government
entanglement with religion."
Whitehead and Conlan (1978) and Wendell Bird (1979) argued that
secular humanism was the religion of the modern age and its
unconstitutional establishment within our governmental organs must be
prohibited, and exclusive Instruction in evolution established a liberal,
humanist, or nonthelstlc or secularistlc religion.

Skoog noted that

this argument was used by the Matlonal Foundation for Fairness in
Education, which sued the Smithsonian Institution to spend as much
money presenting Biblical creation as it does on displays depicting
evolutionary theory.

A federal district judge dismissed the suit,

ruling the museum "in no way treats evolution as a part of a religion,
secular humanism, or otherwise" ("Museum Free . . ." 1978, p. 154).
The judge also noted that the state had no legitimate Interest in
protecting any or all religions from views distasteful to them and that
the exhibit had a solid secular purpose of Increasing and diffusing
knowledge among men as to scientific learning on creation and
environmental adaptation ("Evolution Opens . .

1979.

Bird (1980), an attorney and former editor of the Yale Law Journal,
contended that the First Amendment of the United States Constitution
protects freedom of belief, guarantees freedom of religious exercise,

and prohibits establishment of religion*

In this regard, he claimed

that government violates a student's freedom of religious belief and
exercise when public schools indoctrinate students in evolution and
withhold the scientific evidence supporting creation.
he claimed, oppresses these liberties.

The government,

Scientific creatlonism cannot

compete with evolution because it has been barred from the marketplace.
He wrote:
The foes of academic freedom and First Amendment liberties . . .
are not content to disbelieve scientific creatlonism; they
must deny public school students any exposure to that heresy
from the established belief . , . constitutional liberties,
true education, and academic freedom will result from
suppressing neither theory and teaching both, (p. 157)
Mayer (1980), Director of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
in

Boulder, Colorado, expressed doubt about the motives

creationists.

Noting that the creationists have not won

of the
in thecourts

and state legislatures, he maintained that by instituting pressure on
local school boards, administrators, and teachers, ''they hope either to
diminish or eliminate the teaching of evolution even though they appear
to be asking only fair play and equal time for an opposing view" (p. 158).
Mayer grants creatlonism a place in schools as a theological
doctrine, not as a scientific- theory.

According to Mayer, this theory

is a natural for courses in comparative religions (adamantly opposed
by the fundamentalists-creationists) where it would be possible to give
fair play to all theological accounts of origins.

Citing articles in

the Los Angeles Times, 1972, Mayer provided a lengthy list of ministers,
priests and rabbis that helped defeat an attempt by creationists to have
their views mandated in the California schools.
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Mayer concluded chat the fact that creatlonism requires a
supernatural explanation removes it from the realm of science.
Evolution, he concluded, is no more atheistic than atomic theory, germ
theory, or any other theory.

In fact, the vast majority of scientists

who call upon the theory are not atheists.

He contended that even if

the supernatural explanation were true, it would still not be a
scientific explanation.
rejected.

"A theory is capable of being revised or

The creationist position allows neither."

"Science," Mayer

concluded, "does not operate on nonmutable givens . . . creatlonism
does, and thus removes its dogma from the pole of scientific discussion"
(p. 159).
The National Coalition Against Censorship reported in March, 1961,
that no fewer than five states and the District of Columbia had cases
pending in which films or books had been attacked on moral grounds.
Zwler listed among best-selling works that have received religious
challenge Eldrldge Cleaver's Soul on Ice. Joseph Heller's Catch 22.
Anthony Burgess' A Clockwork Orange, Langston Hughes' anthology Best
Short Stories by Negro Writers, and the book Our Bodies. Ourselves.
The Reverend Donald Wildmon's Coalition for Better Television, with
Falwell's support, announced in 1981 a plan to eradicate from television
programs that portray divorce, extramarital sex, and homosexuality as
morally acceptable, those that depict unnecessary violence, and those
that criticize the United States too freely. (Zwier) Wildmon, quoted
by Richard Viguerle, Crown Prince of Fundamentalist Mailing, in his
The Mew Right. He're Ready to Lead, contended that in 1977-79, 90% of
all sex on TV was outside marriage," and "during an average year of

prime-time viewing, che TV audience is exposed Co 11,531 sexually
suggestive comments or scenes of implied sexual intercourse" (Zwler,
1982, p. 71).

lie called for a national boycott but cancelled it

because of what he stated was the network's willingness to monitor
their programming with more care.

CHAPTER 3
Methods and Procedures

Procedures Used
The nature of historical evidence regarding social movements of
any kind is often restricted to secondary sources.

The procedures

involved in this study, by necessity, focused upon descriptive
accounts by individuals who are observers of the same social movement.
Religious fundamentalism in its current garb has received a good deal
of analysis and commentary both by those who are an integral part of
the movement and by those who are observers of the movement.

This

writer, utilizing the Education Index, the Periodical Guide to
Literature, Books in Print, and personal sources, began with a review
of literature.
The study was designed to consist of five chapters.

A thorough

analysis of what had been published in this area was conducted through
the use of the East Tennessee State Library, a literature search through
the Johnson City Public School Central Office under the direction of
Dr. Mike Simmons, the Morristown, Tennessee, Public Library, borrowed
source material, and personal resources.
This writer attempted to present a compilation of the literature
published relating religious fundamentalism to education in the United
States.

The attempt here in an historical overview of the literature

was to provide a definitive statement on the development of
relationships and connections between the church and the state, of
which the school is an arm, and current fundamentalist-religious
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attitudes toward the educational processes.

Since the current

fundamentalist resurgence Is comparatively recent (seven to ten years
old), this task is within the realm of possibility.

Initially, no

judgmental attempt was made to distinguish authors pro or con regarding
the movement, but simply to present the data as written In the
literature.

This position was taken to facilitate the development of

a truer picture of the current state of the relationship.
This research cook the form of historical-descriptive methods,,
focusing upon the functional relationship between the variables
fundamentalism and education in the public schools.

This writer

recognized the necessity of the exercise of historical criticism.
types of >'rltlcism were used— external and internal.
sought to ask questions about the source:
Who wrote it?
sources?

When?

Where?

External criticism

Is It genuine?

Under what conditions?

Two

Original?

Are there variant

What did they say?

Internally, the accuracy and worth of the statements were assessed
to determine che likelihood of what was related.

In cases where

applicable, an attempt was made to note the characteristics of the
authors quoted.

Consideration of the competency of the observer as to

truthfulness, expertise, accuracy, bias, and role in what was being
discussed was made.
The problem In this study sought to ascertain the extent that
education has become a focus of attack by religious fundamentalist
groups during the past two decades in America.

It was concluded that

the education system in America is the most easily Identifiable agent
of social change, thus the most convenient focus of attack.

In

addition, the education system may have inadvertently laid the
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foundation for a system-wide reaction that resulted In a return to
the basics, the fundamentals.

Systematic analysis of these questions

has led to a convergent answer to the problem as stated.

Sources of Data
The sources of these data were the researches and analyses
relating religion-fundamentalist activities and Che conduction of the
educational enterprise in the United States.

Generally, the work of

political theorists, historians, sociologists, and Journalists were
utilized throughout the study.

Specifically, a number of classic

researchers In the historical-educational enterprise were cited.

In

Chapter 2, Review of Related Literature, several generally recognized
classic works by Henry Steele Commanger, Ralph Barton Perry, L. D.
Haskew and J. C. McClendon.

K. I. Gezl and T. E. Myers, were utilized

to lay Che foundation upon which later source material was built.

Some

17% of the sources cited in Chapter 2 consisted of works conducted
before I960, the decade that served as a focal point for the current
problem, while 83% of the sources emanate from 1960 to the present.
Chapter 4, Presentation of Data, an Analysis of Subproblems,
utilized articles, tracts, and researches addressing the various
subproblems, with approximately 25% published prior to 1960 with nearly
75% published during the 1960-1985 period.

Notable early authors such

as Hefbert Blummer, Eric Hoffer, Edgar Frldenberg, Bertrand Russell,
Robert Maclver and others were used in a historical context to analyze
particular eras or historical trends.
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The findings reported in Chapter 5 were bolstered by trends
identified by other investigators of the phenomenon from the 1980s
(362), the 1970s (182), and the 1960's (362).

(See References for a

detailed listing).
Subproblem 01:

Which societal factors have been historically
associated with a rise in fundamentalism?

The works of various authors were assessed for the purpose of
comprising a list of historical antecedents to fundamentalist
movements.

Change characteristic associated with societal institutions

were examined to determine if like characteristics emerge prior to
various fundamentalists resurgences in history.

Specifically, the state

of societal Institutions prior to the 1920s, the 1930s, and the 1970s
were assessed amd judged for commonalities, or patterns.
Subproblem 02:

How has the role of the media Influenced
fundamentalist movements in shaping their focus
of attack?

The method by which public opinion 1b organized, developed and
shaped was examined.

Specifically, the uses that fundamentalist

leaders put the media to were examined according to impact, Influence,
and the extent to which they utilize media to facilitate their program.
Subproblem 03:

Why is the educational system so crucial a
subject for directing social change?

What has been society*3 intent in creating a public educational
system?

What do conservatives want from the schools?

liberals want from the schools?
program to facilitate change?

What do

Why do both fixate upon the school's
An attempt was made to ascertain why

the school has traditionally been Identified as a means of effecting
social change by analyzing the content of the school's perceived
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social change by analyzing the content of the school's perceived
program by these groups in relation to Intended outcomes.
Subproblem #4:

Are there parallels between the Neo-Fundamentalist
movement and other political movements?

Eric Hoffer's The True Believer formed the basis for analyzing
socialf or mass movements.

An attempt was made to distill some general

characteristics of social-political movements that would serve to
compare various movements in history.

The German Model of Adolf

Hitler was examined, along with the American Revolutionary Model, and
the Soviet Model were analyzed in light of lloffer's descriptors.

The

Neo-Fundamentalist Model was then compared to each of these three for
commonalities.

CHAPTER A
Presentation of Data and Analysis of Subproblems

This study focused upon the influence of religious fundamentalism
on education in contemporary American society.

It sought to identify

societal trends that might serve to ameliorate the differences existing
between these two major social institutions.

Additionally, it sought

to Identify problem areas, both in the educational system and the
society that give rise to disorganization.
Four research subproblems uere examined.

Subproblem 01 was

"Which societal factors have been historically associated with a rise
in fundamentalist thought?"

This question was analyzed by an attempt

to find the historical antecedents to societal concerns chat reflect
fundamentalist thinking.

The growth of churches, development of sects,

the effects of Industrialization, and che nature of religious movements
were examined to ascertain their influence.
Subproblem 02 was "How has the role of media influenced
fundamentalist movements in shaping their focus of attack?"
purpose, and philosophy of propaganda were analyzed.
language in the media was examined.

The nature,

The use of

The use of the "electronic church"

and those "prime movers" in the field were described and assessed for
their rale in the use of the media for religious-political ends.
Subproblem 03 was "Why is the educational system so crucial a
subject for directing social change?"

This investigator sought to

examine the role of the educational institution in American social life
as it pertained to socialization.

Additionally, the nature of the
10A
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"control" of the educational process In America was assessed by
comparing forces from the right and left of the socio-political
spectrum.

The role of the people, the role of the State, the desires

of the New Right, and the effects of the loss of Influence on societal
Institutions In the grip of social change was examined.
Finally, subproblem /M asked, "Are there parallels between the
Neo-Fundamentalists Movement and other political movements?"

Eric

Hoffer's The True Believer (1951) was utilized to develop a base for
comparison of styles of movements that embraces a totalitarian
philosophy to one degree or another.

The German Model of Adolf Hitler,

the American Revolutionary Model, and the Soviet Model were all
analyzed, compared and contrasted with the Fundamentalist Model for the
purpose of identifying commonalities or parallels.
Subproblem #1:

Uhlch societal factors have been historically
associated with a rise In fundamentalist thought?

If there was one overriding reaction that seemes characteristic of
fundamentalists of every age, it Is that Co social change.

The

resurgence of the fundamentalist way of looking at the world In America
is somehow always a reaction to Che flux caused by change in society's
Institutions.

Institutions are those functional prerequisites Chat

form the basis of social organization.

As such, they constitute rather

stable clusters of norms, roles, attitudes and values that develop
around the basic needs of a society (Robertson, 1973).

The basic

Institutions develop, historically, around five essentials, each of
which fulfills a crucial maintenance function for society.

Family,

prolvlding for replacement of society's members; polity, concerned
with governmental functions; economics, the distribution of wealth;
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education, the transfer of cultural heritage; and religion, the source
of society's values, form the basic Institutional pattern of society.
Growing out of the changes wrought by the Enlightenment and the
Industrial Revolution, science emerged as a sixth institution that
performs an essential function of applying and regulating the
technological base of modern society.
It can be argued that at some point family was no doubt the only
institution.

All of the others grew out of the intermingling of

families and attempts at social organization.

Since all the

institutions are necessarily connected, a change In one is bound to
produce a reaction in another.
As reviewed in Chapter 2, America was founded amidst a search for
"religious freedom."

The original colonies, especially those in New

England, were theocratic units that functioned independently of one
another.

This remained che situation for the entire 182 years that

separated the founding of the James, Virginia, settlement in 1607 and
the ratification of the United States Constitution in 1789.

Even after

the founding of the U.S. Constitutional government there would be
vestiges of state established religions for the next 45 years.

The

first textbooks utilized in this country and many used until
comparatively recent times reflected this original religious heritage
that was separated from state operation in the Constitution.
Church-centered culture was constrained to give way to the newly
organizational dynamics of democracy while experience diminished
support within the secular community.

The secular aspect
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of society began to favor Institutions that favored democracy.

Due to

the nature of the Constitution, Christianity and civilization in America
were parting company to bear witness to separate social Ideals that
would ultimately include different educational and cultural alms.
Hunt (1973) posited an Important question:

"How important is

religion in the glue that holds a society together?"

Some social

scientists believe that if too many people lose the essence of their
religious faith, it would be difficult to (a) have an orderly society
with free elections and a wide range of personal freedoms, (b) produce
goods with enough efficiency to hope to eliminate poverty, (c) maintain
the level of civilization already achieved, and (d) enable people to
live a more meaningful and satisfying life (p. 121).
America, with the rise of science as a major Institution,
experienced a rise in many philosophies that were secular in nature, with
the accompanying result of weakening the Influence of religion as the
primary source of attitudes and values.

These philosophies, call them

liberal, modernistic, humanistic, whatever, tended to deny ultimate
reality to anything but matter, the energy associated with it and the
movements, variations, and combinations of matter and energy.

Hunt

noted that in most societies the proportion of people who are professed
and convinced atheists and agnostics is probably small, but observation,
discussion and a few studies based on questionnaires have indicated that
there are many who have professed a belief in God but express a certain
amount of doubt about it.

In reality these philosophers appear to have

produced a conception, in the main, of God as a vague, Impersonal force
of power that may somehow pervade and control the universe (Hunt, 1973).

The modern fundamentalist: reaction Is rooted In the reactions to
rapid urbanization and modernism (see Chapter 2) in the 1890s and early
1900s.

By the 1920s, the fundamentalists had added Darwinian evolution

to the list of the things they opposed.

The success of the Bolshevik

revolution of 1917 and the spread of the Communism Party to America in
the 1920s resulted in the addition of both socialism and communism
becoming proninent in fundamentalist anti-thought.

This concern was

elevated to national Importance and the seculnr community in the 1950s
with Che campaigns of Senator Joseph McCarthy.
character of fundamentalism was set.

By the 1960s, the current

The 1962-63 court decisions placing

restrictions on prayer and Bible-reading In the restrictions on prayer
and Bible-reading in the public schools provided the initial impetus for
the resurgence of the movement.

The civil rights movement and the surge

of liberalism that developed around the relaxing of America's institutions
provided additional grist for the fundamentalist mill.

Integration in the

public schools (actually mandated in the 1954-55 Brown case), the women's
rights movement, the gay rights movement, unrest in che nation's cities,
and the Vietnam war all became subjects of subjects of concern for the
radical new right.

Communism and Darwinism from previous campaigns

retained as objects of attack.

Two catch phrases of the 1970s were

utilized to categorize "maladies," these being "liberalism" and "secular
humanism," which the fundamentalists maintain grew out of the Influence
of John Dewey in education and permeated the schools.
M. L. Pharls (1982), professor of Educational Leadership, Auburn
University, maintained that the so-called Mew Right is not really new
and is more reactionary than conservative in nature.

This movement has

targeted the church, family and the school as focal points for its attack
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and has lumped society's ills In the aforementioned large groupings.
Secular humanism, depending upon the author one is citing, encompasses
everything from evolution to working mothers and violence.
target, however, has been the public schools.

The primary

Pharis contended that the

New Right attempts to pit the three basic institutional aspects of home,
school, and church, against one another.

He indicated the belief that

this is a clever strategy (divide and conquer).

The modern right differs

from its predecessors in that those employing their current strategy
are far from ignorant.

They are intelligent, highly motivated,

well-organized, and represent an extensive financial backing.
The Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN), according to Pharis,
depicts the public schools as "handmaidens of the Devil" and public school
educators as "despoiling secular humanists."

The July 6, 1931, issue of

Newsweek reported that CBN had sold at that date 1,313 prints of "Let
Their Eyes Be Opened," a half-hour film on secular humanism in the public
schools.

Pharis analyzed the rationale for these feelings by indicating

that the fundamentalists feel subjected to an unresponsive bureaucracy
exemplified by little diversity and no element of choice within the
public school system.

They are therefore pushed toward the only choice

they feel they have, abandonment.

There appears to be a widespread belief

that the public schools are beyond the control of everyone, even the
educators who staff them.
The Kay 1930 issue of Phi Delta Kappan, in an article entitled
"Evading Public Trust" by J. Charles Park, elaborated this almost pervasive
lack of faith in public education.

He noted that
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the chances of a campaign against public school funding,
curriculum, and philosophy to develop and consolidate
right-wing political power cannot be easily dismissed. The
evidence reflects with startling clarity that right-wing
interests have found the public schools a convenient target
for unifying ultra-conservative ideology and traditional
morality for political gain. (p. 24)
The 1982 Alabama case of Jaffre v. James witnessed a judge who
referred to "secular religions" such as atheism, materialism,
agnosticism, communism, and socialism existing in the schools and warned
that they are ardently adhered to and quantitatively advanced in the
teachings and literature that is "presented to the fertile minds of the
students" (McCarthy,,1983, p. 77).
In 1980, a small group of humanist scholars (58) did sign the
"Secular Humanist Declaration," a statement designed to display a trust
In human intelligence and scientific method rather than divine guidance.
It read "the reappearance of dogmatic authoritarian religions threatens
intellectual freedom, human rights, and scientific progress" (McCarthy,
1983, p. 78).
Ravltch (1982), Assistant Professor of History and Education at
Teachers College, Columbia University, felt that the reason mainstream
America is listening to our critics centers upon a conflict of values
between the schools and parent's personal beliefs.

She maintained chat

there was no essential difference between the New Right and the Old Right.
Creatlonism was an issue in 1925, 1968, and today.
was an issue long before 1962.

Prayer in the school

Book burning has always been big with

the church as have other forms of censorship.
noted, has no monoply on this "art."

The church, it should be

Feminists, the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People (of which John Dewey was a founder
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along wich W.E.B. DuBols, a one-time Socialist), and other groups have
used this method before.

Note the following:

And shall we just carelessly allow children to hear any casual
tales which may be devised by casual persons and receive into
their minds ideas for the most part the very opposite of those
we should wish them to have when they are grown up? We cannot.
The the first thing will be to establish a censorship of the
writers of fiction, and let the censors receive any tale of
fiction which is good, and reject the bad. (p. 22)
This may sound as If it originates from any leading fundamentalist
thinker of the past century, however, this quote was printed In a 1982
article by Joseph E. Bryson, "Conservative ?ressures on Curriculum" in
School Law Update, and emanates from Plato-2 The Dialogue of Plato in The
Republic. B. Joudt translation, 1892.

Plato, that ancient learned

philosopher of ancient Greece, circa 400 B.C., Bryson related, probably
urged the burning of Democritus' 72 books which did not agree with his.
Democritus was that ancient philosopher who proposed the world to be
made up of atoms.

Only fragments of his work remains.

The Bible related

in Jeremiah, that King Juohiakim of Jerusalem, burned a scroll, while the
early Christians burned many of their books judged in oppositionto the
teachings of Jesus,

Omar, a leader of the Moslems, destroyed allbut

a

few of the reputed 700,000 volumes of ancient Alexandria, Egypt, to heat
the city's 4,000 baths for six months.

The early Christians at the

Council of Nice in 325 A.D. condemned the teachings of Arlus and his
book Thalia and ordered it destroyed.

In 405 A.D. Pope Innocent I sent

the Bishop of Toulouse a list of authentic books of the Bible along with
a number of apocryphal ones that were condemned, a forerunner of the
Catholic Church's condemned books.
The early Americans were no strangers to religious censorship.
Bryson reported that in 1814 Thomas Jefferson, upon seeking a French
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scientific book from a Philadelphia book agent, was to find that the book
had been banned by religious censorship.

Jefferson wrote to his agent:

Is this then our freedom of religion? And are we to have a
censor whose imprlmature shall say what books may be sold,
and what we may buy? Whose foot is to be the measure to
which ours are all to be cut or stretched? Is a priest to be
our inquisitor, or shall a layman simple as ourselves, set up
his reason as the rule for what we are to read, and what we
must believe? It is an insult to our citizens to question
whether they are rational beings or not, and blasphemy against
religion to suppose it cannot stand the test of truth and
reason. (Letter to H.G.Dufief dated April 19, 1814).
Whatever way we choose to look at the fundamentalist phenomenon,
we are forced to return to the omnipresent concept of social change as
an overriding determinant of the upsurge of the movement, regardless of
the particular "devil" the movement chooses to focus upon at a given
time.

In the early portion of this century, fundamentalism arose

hand-in-hand with the progressive-liberal-modernist movement that
stressed the Importance of the worth of the human individual and advocated
the utilization of government to acquire aspects of the good life for man.
One might conclude that the fundamentalist-conservatlve-tradltlonallst
movement is the flip-side of the coin and is as everpresent as the other.
In times of relative social calm society appears to be rather stable, but
dependent upon the Impetus of change and the perceived benefit to be
derived, the pendulum swings left or right in response.
Hargrove (1971) in Reformation of the Holy supplied an analysis of
religious movements utilizing concepts proposed by Ralph Linton in his
article, "Uatlvlstlc Movements," in The American Anthropologist (1943).
Utilizing this framework, the modem fundamentalist movement appears to be
basically nativistic in character.

According to Hargrove, a nativlstic

movement is any conscious, organized attempt on the part of a society's
members to revive or perpetuate selected aspects of the culture.

Linton

maintained that it arises out of contact between two dissimilar cultures
under conditions of massive change.

This kind of assimilarlty exists

between generations or between various portions of a society unequally
affected by change.

The primary source of efforts to hold onto a culture

is the awareness that the culture is being threatened.

Hargrove

contended that serious movements as this nearly always Incorporate
elements of the basic value system which are related to religious
interpretations.

These seek either to revive lost elements of the

culture or perpetuate elements which appear to be In danger of being lost
but are still present in the society.

While most nativlscic movements

have elements of unreality, some are relatively rational in their world
view (Wallace, 1966).

Elements of both can be found in the

fundamentalist reaction against change in modern society.
The irony of modern religious movements presents us with an
interesting paradox.

It is possible to legitimate change as an attempt

to do the will of a transcendent God as in the case of Martin Luther King
and the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s-1960s.

It is also equally if

not more possible to oppose change as an attack on sacred values and
beliefs as in the case of Jerry Falwell and the Fundamentalist Movement.
Hargrove maintained that any such attack on society threatens the world
view and the identity of religious adherents, thereby producing strong
reactions.
One of the most notable reactions has been the reaction to what has
been termed modernism in the denominational churches.
have been termed "liberal" by the fundamentalists.
indeed been a startling one.

These churches

The distinction has

The "mainstream" churches have been open

to the incorporation of insights deriving from Biblical scholarship and
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have accepted along the way some blurring of outlines of the basic
Christian myth.

These have supported new versions of the Bible, even

though some of the changes undermined doctrinal points upon which some
sects were founded.

As related by Hargrove (1971), they have generally

accepted the findings of the modem physical and social sciences,
including the theory of evolution, which many feel conflict with the
creation stories and the dogma of original sin as related in Genesis of
the Holy Bible.

These churches have endorsed a pragmatic faith that

views deeds as more Important than creeds.

This has generally been

interpreted as a threat by those who feel that sacredness does not
tolerate challenge— purity of doctrine is foremost in the maintaining
of their faith.
Fundamentalists react to change by emphasizing exclusive possession
of truth based on dogma.

(Catholics based theirs partly on organization

and partly on the sacraments.)

Numerous researchers have attempted to

distinguish the characteristics of the' fundamentalists In history with
amazing similarity of conclusions.

Hargrove provided a thorough

discussion of the subject that serves us well in an attempt to identify
the societal world view that gives rise to fundamentalist thinking. This
includes:

a premillineal view of the future; dlspensatlonalism; verbal

inspiration; religious nationalism; a view of the world as a closed
system; an attitude which takes traditional forms as God-given; the
perceived secularity of mainstream churches; the perceived secularity of
the public schools; permissiveness; preservation of the traditional;
civil rights, and social pluralism.
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The premillineal view of Che future sees Jesus defeating the
Anti-Christ in battle, after which he will reign for a thousand years of
peace on earth before the Last Judgment,
Dlspensatlonalism involves the belief that the world has experienced
seven dispensations in the sacred history, e.g., Ancient Israel was under
dispensation of Che law, the Christian under Grace, etc.
Judgment will be the final dispensation from God.

The Last

This whole ideology

emanates from the work of Bishop Ussher of Ireland and is utilized
extensively in the Scofield Reference Bible, prepared by Dr. E. C.
Scofield, and used extensively by fundamentalist congregations.
There is also a belief in the verbal inspiration of the Bible, i.e.,
a belief that the Bible is of divine origin with the words that mfen wrote
being from God.

As such, the only errors are those by men in the

occasional translations.
Religious Nationalism seems to be an attempt to compete with the
liberal religions for Che position of serving as the civil religion of
the nation, or that religion that best characterizes the religious value
system of Che people in general.
For the fundamentalist, the world is a set of absolutes given by
God through revelation with Christ being the final revelation.
world view, therefore, constitutes an essentially closed system.

Their
The

only addition that can be made to what is presented in the Bible results
from revelation and comes from deep study of the scriptures.
This attitude, consequently, views traditional forms as God given;
attitudes toward sex and marriage (though they reject for some reason the
plural marriage and concublnate of the Old Testament and opt instead for
the western world's concept of monogamy); homosexuality; women, and race,
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among others.

Doctrinal change la anathema.

Social change Is wrong.

The "right view" of the world Is based on a mixture of recollections of a
more simplistic rural American society and a familiarity with the culture
of biblical lands and times.
The conservative Protestants do not represent a monolithic movement,
nor can their criticisms be said to be universal within the movement.
The resulting reaction against the perceived increasing secularity of the
liberal churches has traditionally been fragmented.

One might conclude

that the Protestant heritage of Independent authority makes schism a
likely occurrence and serious disagreements probable.

The

fundamentalists have sought over the years to bring into existence
parallel organizations and institutions in many areas to combat the
liberal factions.

The mainstream National Council of Churches, Society

of Biblical Exegesis, and the American Historical Association, to list
but a few, have been countered with the National Association of
Evangelists, Evangelical Theological Society, and Evangelical Historians
by the fundamentalists (Sandeen, 1970).

The National Association of

Evangelism opposes the emphasis of the National Council of Churches
programs to extend the Social Gospel.

Hargrove (1971) noted that

fundamentalists were not opposed to the social sciences, but sought to
promote preaching, teaching, and conversion rather than correcting social
ills.

The more extreme (separatists) of these groups have sought

separation from society’s mainstream based on the biblical injunction to
"come out from among" the sinful people of the world.

Consequently, this

doctrine sets the conditions for continuing schisms and fragmentation.
It was this very impetus in the 1930s that led Carl McIntyre, founder of
the Bible Presbyterian Church, The American Council of Christian Churches
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and the Internacional Council of Chrisclan Churches, Co leave Che
Princeton Theological Seminary, once a conservative stronghold, along with
dissenting professors and set up Westminister Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia when liberals gained power.

From his new base, he led a

crusade chat attacked the mainstream churches for their Impure doctrine.
The movement began to focus extensively on dancing, drinking and gambling
as examples of moral decay ripping the secular sociecy.

McIntyre began to

use the mass media to combat the National Council of Churches and the
World Council of Churches (much larger organizations) and prevent the
larger groups from making a clear impression on the public.

He did this

by planning parallel meetings with the larger groups, issuing his group's
own pronouncements.

Confusion resulted, thereby diminishing the clout of

the larger bodies in the public mind.
McIntyre, a follower of Joseph McCarthy, along with Hilly James
Hargis, made communism a central concern of fundamentalists everywhere.
They opposed the peace movement of the 1960s and 1970s and supported
the war in Vietnam.

McIntyre led the 1970 Victory March in Washington, DC,

which called for a total victory in Vietnam in the name of Christ and
against "Atheistic Communism."
Christ and Against Communists."

Hargis proclaimed a "Christian Crusade for
His January 17, 1971 Christian Crusade

Weekly ordered the year's priorities:

(a) Total Military victory in

Vietnam' (b) repudiation of dlsarmanent; (c) the selling of Americanization
to Americans; (d) preservation of natural resources; (e) enforcement of the
laws on the books; (f) a return to the Christian faith, including a belief
in the virgin birth and bodily return of Christ, and (g) Judgment Day is
more to be feared than nuclear Holocaust; we must risk the latter in order
to fight the forces of evil before it is too late.
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Ochers such as Edgar C. Bundy's Church League of America and
U. 0, tl. Gorman's tract Communist Infiltration In the Churches (3
editions; not dated) focused upon communist subversion in 1956.

The

Methodist Church Organization, Circuit Riders, Inc., in 1956, set about
the task of providing information on communist infiltration in the
churches.

They published that year a list of 2,109 Methodist clergymen

whom they accused of some sort of Communist affiliation.

Subsequent

reports listed 1411 Protestant Episcopals, 614 Presbyterians, 660 Baptists,
450 Rabbis, and 40X of the Unitarian Clergy.
Hargrove reported that the Catholic Fact Research Association, the
National Committee of Christian Laymen of Arizona, and San Diego Catholics
for Better Libraries accused the Great Books Programs of attempting to
brainwash people with liberal ideas.

These groups used as their main

source a book published in Spain in 1886 called What is Liberalism?

This

indicates the revlvallstlc nature of the movement as well as the close
association of the Old Right causes and those of the Mew Right.

These

groups would revive an America that is pure and holy, the chosen People
of God, related to the rest of the world only in an exemplary role, or
chat of a just and inspiring leader.

The true separatlonlsts appear

certain that this would work only insofar as it will influence individuals
to turn to God and he saved from the inevitable judgment that must come.
American cultural patterns of activism impel them into the arena of
politics to fight the forces of evil.
Hargis founded his American Christian College to train young people
in surroundings that reinforce the simplistic world view so that they may
"go out and fight communism in the name of Christianity."

The more
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simplistic standards of rural and small-town life where moral standards
were closely watched and strictly enforced and few people questioned
the order of things is elevated to high priority.

Sex education in the

public schools, prayer and Bible reading out of the schools,
permissiveness in child rearing and sexual standards are all delineated as
societal evils.

Man is believed to be incapable of good without the

direct action of a transcendent God.

Man is seen as always needing

discipline and lacking trust to become better than he is except through
the grace of God, i.e., through conversion, a reflection of New England
Calvinist antecedents.
Hargrove maintained that change, Itself, is seen as an enemy, and
since communists are seen as the enemy, change must be the result of a
communist plot (In the 1950s, Rock and Roll was seen as a communist plot;
in the 1960s civil rights and the peace movement were viewed likewise.)
There is a paradoxical devotion to the cause of American progress so long
as it is defined in individualistic terms.

The belief in original sin

results in a belief in the inability of social reform to transform lives.
Hargrove predicted in 1971 that as the world situation worsens, this
particular brand of conservetivism would be more likely to gain
acceptance.
the nation."

She describes "a time of gathering storm in churches and
Interest groups are beginning to coincide with religious

preference--not by denomination, but by reaction to change.

Religious

world views appear to be aiding in the hardening of the division between
supporters of change and those who opposa it so that they each become
ethnocentric enclaves incapable of dialogue.
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Non-separatist fundamentalists are most concerned with the
direction taken In recent years by the denominations to which they
belong.

They often decry the use of church monies for poverty programs,

housing projects, community organizations, and civil rights.

There is a

feeling that it should be used to teach the word of God to the unsaved
before It is too late.

Changing society will not save souls.

Hargrove

noted that there is a tendency to believe that improving conditions is
more likely to lead to apostasy than salvation in that studies demonstrate
that higher social class is accompanied rather directly by lower orthodoxy.
Host polls show that atheists tend to be better educated and better off
economically than the rank and file religious.
Feelings such as these suffusing the fundamentalist movement
throughout history have had ramifications for the mainstream
denominations, indeed, for the entire society.

Clark (1948) noted that

the denominational church requires social stability, and when such a
condition is not present, the church gives way to the sect form of
religious organization.

The sect emphasizes the exclusiveness of

religious organization, characterizing the worldly society as evil, to be
withdrawn from, or to be won over by missionary zeal.

Within the church,

the spirit of accommodation tends to dominate, while within the sect,
the spirit of separation dominates.

Brown and Selznick (1968) maintained

that religious sects emerge when established churches fail to respond
to the needs of new life-sltuations.

When self-conceptions and world

views change, people grope uncertainly for some way of expressing their
new understandings and hopes.

When such occurs, the time is then ripe

for the development of ideologies, or doctrine that purpose to formulate
the distinctive perspectives of social groups.

These groups maintain
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thac their perspective Is true and upholds certain values and gives a
correct picture of what the world is really like.
Constant H. Jacquet, editor of the 1982 Yearbook of American and
Canadian Churches, charted the denominational distribution of selected
religious organizations In the twenty year period 1960-1980.

He

illustrated the flux chat characterized this particular social institution.

Church Membership, Selected Religious Organizations 1960-1980.
1960___________ 1980____________

%Change

Mainline Denominations
Episcopal
Lutheran*
United Methodists
Presbyterian **

3.269.000
5.295.000
10,641,000
4.249.000

2.841.000
5.283.000
9.653.000
3.424.000

9,731.000
1,642,000
2,391,000

13,600,000
2,894,000
2,625,000

+40
+76
+10

508,00

1,064,000

+109

435,000
484,000
565,000
417,000
571,000

+156
+58
+126
+64
+80

-13
-.002
- 9
-19

Conservative Denominations
Southern Baptists
Mormons***
Missouri Lutherans

Sects
Assemblies of God
Church of God
(Cleveland, TN)
Church of the Nazarene
Jehovah's Witnesses
Salvation Army
Seventh Day Adventists

170,000
370,000
250,000
254,000
317,000

(pp. 24-25)
Figures rounded to the nearest 1,000
* combines American Lutheran Church and the Lutheran Church in America
** combines Presbyterian Church in the U.S. and the United
Presbyterian Church In the USA and Cumberland Presbyterian
*** combined Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints and the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
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As can be seen in the above chart, the mainline (mainstream) denominations
experienced a mean -10.25% loss in membership during this period,
characterized by a range from -.002 for Lutherans to a -19% loss for
Presbyterians.

This drastic loss stands in stark contrast to the mean

gain of +42% for the conservative denominations of which the Mormons
accounted for a high of +76%.

The sects demonstrated a range of gain in

membership from a low of +58% for the Church of the Uazarene Co a high
of +156% for the Church of God, Cleveland, Tennessee.

The sects

demonstrated a mean gain of +98.83, nearly double their 1960 membership.
Broom and Selznick showed a comparison of the role that the sect
plays in society's social-economic order.

This is significant due to the

fact that in times of rapid social change the church denominations lose
members while the sects and cults gain in members as a result of societal
Instability.

SECT_____________________________________ CHURCH
Relationship to the Social-Economic Order
1. membership composed chiefly of
propertyless

1.

membership composed chiefly of
property owners

2. economic poverty in church
property and salaries

2.

economic wealth

3. cultural periphery of the
community

3.

culture center of the community

4. renunciation or or indifference 4.
to prevailing culture and social
organization, including
established churches

acceptance of prevailing values
and political economic order;
cooperation with established
churches

5. self-centered religion based on 5.
personal experience

culture-centered religion based on
affirmation of citizenship in an
enlisting community

6. a moral community excluding
unworthy members

a social institution embracing all
who are socially compatible

6.
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SECT

CHURCH

7.

many religious services
regardless of interference
with other aspects of life

7.

3.

adherence to strict biblical
standards such as tithing or
pacifism

8. acceptance of general cultural
standards as practical
definition of religious
obligation

regular services at stated
Intervals

Participation and Internal Control
9.

unspecialized, unprofessional,
part-time ministry

9.

specialized, professional,
full-time ministry

10, voluntary, non-professional
basis of membership

10. ritual or social prerequisites
only

11. principal concern with adult
membership

11.

12. emphasis on evangelism and
conversion

12. emphasis on religious education

equal concern for children of
members

13.

a high degree of congregational
participation in service and
administration

13.

delegation of responsibility
to a small percentage of members

14.

fervor and positive action
in worship

14.

restraint and passive listening

Adapted from Mlllhands and Preachers. Liston Pope (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1942, pp. 122-124), in Broom and Selznick (1968).

When Pope constructed this analogy, there was general agreement in the
literature on the split between the traditional manifestation of the sect
and the denomination.

However, it would appear that the New Right

(probably the result of a coalition between the new religious right and
the new political right-wing politicians) is a hybrid of this model.
The New Right, in addition to maintaining most of its traditional
characteristics as outlined in the Pope model, has also adopted many
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of Che characteristics of the denomination.

The addition of the new

political right has broadened the economic base considerably, as well as
representative property ownership (see Liebman & Walthnow's The New
Christian Right, 19G7) for a more thorough discussion on this point.)
Item #8 under "church" has also been altered for the fundamentalists In
that they now seek to redefine accepted cultural standards, including
those pertaining to aggression, political behavior, and warfare, in terms
of biblical precedents that support the prevailing ethos.
Almost without exception, the New Rightist mode of participation
and internal control has adapted itself to embrace those of the
denomination in addition to attempting to retain its fundamentalist
flavor.

It may be too early to forecast a movement such as this, but

these adaptations may indicate that the ever-present forces of social
change are acting upon the fundamentalist sects and transforming them
into rudimentary denominations.
Goode (1984) has maintained that fundamentalism has flourished,
both in the past and In the present, for a number of reasons.

These can

be summarized as follows:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

it created a strong commitment in the midst of a high secular
society
the mainline religions have largely ignored the chief functions
of religion, i.e., making sense of the human existence, building
a sacred world, and creating a world of meaning for believers
it offers members salvation and eternal life (strong
Inducements)
the secular world does not compete in this market
the denominations offer not salvation, but symbols of status
and ethnicity and must, therefore, compete with secular groups
denominations do not have the Inducements, the organizational
methods, or the commitment that sects do
fundamentalism offers definite, simple, black and white answers
in a bewildering world at a time when community and family ties
are weakening . . . these churches offer a surrogate community
and a substitute family
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(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

they seek Co restore faith in the political process, patriotism
and government (see R. H. Bellah's "Civil Rights in America,"
Daedalus 96 (Winter: 1-21)
members express to one another a warn, communal, and emotional
spirit, while denominations tend to be impersonal and formal
they offer solace amid the political, social, moral, and
emotional anguish of our day
they approximate a cross-section of our society, not just the
materially dispossessed, but the spiritually dispossessed also
(p. 365)

There is evidence that as mainstream America becomes more secular
and Irreligious, fundamentalism flourishes on the sidelines.

Goode

maintained that our society is currently polarized with a significant
segment moving away from religion and another segment whose religious
commitment is becoming deeper and stronger— two societies in religion.
Amid the stress of social change, the religious mainstream, which still
includes the majority of the American population, appears to be breaking
up.
Throughout history, it may be concluded that almost anything that
fundamentalists would disagree with will always revolve around what they
perceive as a move away from the Bible teachings as they interpret them.
There is generally a dissatisfaction with social change when it is
designed to correct societal deficiencies in belief that Jesus will
return soon and there is no need to do anything.

It is more important to

save souls than provide for social needs and civil rights.

Whenever

there is something in society that upsets this general belief, there will
be a rise in fundamentalist thought.
Any move toward modernism, whether it be secularization within the
established deonominatlons or in the society seems to be accompanied with
a concomitant rise in fundamentalism.

Trends toward modernism and

secularization are blamed for producing agnosticism, atheism.
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permissiveness, sexual problems, communism, socialism, and Che like.

In

other words, secularization leads to liberal interpretations and
applications to world problems, hence, away from God, who is interpreted
to be conservative.
The separation of church and state is a problem for fundamentalists
that has antecedents stretching back to the Old World Liberal Revolution
and is intricately interwoven throughout the tapestry of the American
experience from the theocratic governments of the colonies to the
building of the wall between the two in the First Amendment, to the
disestablishment cases that emerged through the mid-nineteenth century
and culminated in the modern controversies focusing upon prayer and
Blble-readlng in the public schools.

The literature abounds with

contentious statements that represent what the fundamentalists see as
an acceptance of a pluralist base of society in which all ideas are
accepted but Christianity is relegated to a place outside the public
school forum.

The following statements by leading fundamentalists

reflect these views;
Freedom of speech has never been right. We have never had
freedom of speech in this country, we never should have, Rev. Richard Anglvin, St, Paul, Minnesota (Broun, 1983, p. 3)
I think that the person that doesn't live his life
according to the teachings of the Bible would be very
uncomfortable If all the laws and all the interests of the
Christian voters were enacted - Rev. Jack Colward (Brown, 1983', p. 3)
Many of our Christians have what I call the "goo-goo"
syndrome--good government. They want everybody to vote.
I don't want everybody to vote - Paul Weyrich (Brown, 1983, p, 3)
After the Christian majority takes control, pluralism will
be seen as immoral and evil, and the state will not permit
anybody the right to practice evil. - Terry Dolan (Brown, 1983, p. 3)
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Many of the statements made by many of the fundamentalists may
constitute little more than political rhetoric, but there seems to be
a general antagonism toward differentness and a stressing of moral
absolutes.

Pluralism is perceived by these as relativism.

It is

considered an endorsement of an anythlng-goes philosophy, as a denial
of absolutes or the absence of standards.

Giamattl (1981), President

of Yale University, in an address to the entering freshmen entitled,
"A Liberal Education and the New Coercion," contended that this attack
on the pluralistic base of American society is an attack on the very
freedoms that make out society.

"Pluralism," Giamattl contended, "is

not relativism . . . does not mean the denial of absolutes or the
absence of standards . . .

is not a code for anything" (p.337).

What

it is is the recognition that people of different ethnic groups and
adherents: of various religions and political and personal beliefs
have a right to coexist as equals under the law and have an obligation
to forge the freedoms they enjoy into a coherent, civilized and vigilant
while.

If pluralism as a concept denies anything, it denies the hegemony

of the homogeneous, the rule by a single, overmastering sensibility
which would exclude all those who are different from the general benefits
of citizenship (Giamattl, 1981).

Giamattl further maintained that

pluralism is an absorptive ideal that encourages competition, compromise
and consensus and does not abide absolutism, decree and complete moral
certitude.
Summary
The question addressed here was "Which societal factors have been
historically associated with a rise in fundamentalist thought?"

It was
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contended by this investigator that regardless of the symptoms that are
locked onto by the various fundamentalist groups, whether it be sex
education, drug abuse education, humanism, or any other item, the cru::
of the matter Is a reaction to flux created by social change.

In many

regards, the rise of fundamentalist thought Is itself, like any
reactionary frame of reference, an explicit attempt to manage, retard, or
control the direction of social change.

Obviously, the pluralistic nature

of American society lends itself to a naturally evolving conflict of
interest between rival groups existing in society.

To do this, groups seek

to remove the existing checks and balances such as those embodied in the
First, Tenth and Fourteenth Amendments.

DeGre, writing in the American

Sociological Review. October, 1941, in an article entitled "Freedom and
Social Structure," wrote that social pluralism limits the power of groups
by providing a system of social checks and balances.

As such, it encourages

competition and rivalry among groups and leaders and, thereby, inhibits
monopolies of power.

In a similar sense, leadership control is limited

by increasing chances of members belonging to several organizations,
encouraging and enhancing cooperation.
The essence of our society is democracy.

Pluralism encourages the

skills of negotiation and bargaining, essential to the democratic process.
DeGre noted that pluralism permits people to consider criticisms of and
alternatives to existing policies and leaders by increasing the availability
of sources of information independent of any single organization.
Science, in this century, has wrought new interpretations on existing
knowledge and has been the impetus for continuous social change.
Accompanying the growth of science as an institution in our society has
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been a degree of doubt and uncertainty, that places society in a
continuous state of flux (see Nelkin, D.

"Science, Rationality and

the Creation/Evolution Dispute," In Social Education. April 1982 and
Toffler, A.

Future Shock, 1971*)

For those distressed by this flux

inherent in science and basic to such theories as evolution, funda
mentalist interpretations provide a nodel of order that appears to the
fundamentalist mind a distinct and coherent logical system that fully
and unequivocally explains an uncertain world.

This is the major source

of Its appeal.
Industrialization and urbanization have contributed to the
secularization, i.e., religion's loss of Influence in society and the
ascendancy of other institutions, that characterizes modern society.
Religion does not permeate the lives of modern Americans because it is
no longer a requirement of social existence.

One may chose either to

accept its teachings or reject them without major social consequences.
Secularization has affected all of society, even religion. Since

the

civil rights and Vietnam protests of the 1960s, the churches have become
more and more involved in community and public affairs.

Conversely,

secular society has entered religion through the use of saxophones and
electric guitars in worship services, jazz and rock liturgies performed
in church, and the use of many show-buslness techniques to attract viewers
and bring in vast amounts of money via the "electronic church" and other
media promotions (Shepard, 1984).
The contention that fundamentalism is basically a reaction to rapid
social and cultural change is supported by the research of various
scholars.

Robbins, Anthony, and Richardson (1978) explained the new
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religious movement as a product of n value crisis or normative breakdown
in modern industrial society by which sone people attempt to escape
moral ambiguity, the sense of personal helplessness, doubt, and
uncertainty by grasping onto a new "truth."

Glock and Hellah (1976)

stated that the new religious consciousness in America stems from* the
excessive self-interest in popular American Protestantism.

By this they

meant that the exaggeration of the parts of the Bible emphasizing
self-interest (e.g., those that would tend to support Calvinist doctrine
capitalist economies) has generally resulted in a failure to provide
either social benefits or a sense of personal worth in complex urban
society.
The new fundamentalist movement differs from its predecessors in
that it has been an outgrowth of the major denominations and their
inability to provide satisfactory adaptations to social change.

Shepard

pointed out that those in the movement often refer to being "born again"
or receiving "the baptism of the Holy Spirit."

In addition, today's

fundamentalists increasingly demonstrate appeal to a cross-section of
American society, with large numbers coming from the middle and upper
middle classes.
Finally, the broad conditions that give rise to fundamentalist
thought can be reduced to three:
conditions

1) rapid changing social and cultural

2) discontent with the perceived or actual changes that result

in unfulfilled rising expectations (when newly raised hopes for a better
life either are hot satisfied at all 6r as rapidly as people expected
them to be— science making a better world, e.g.), and 3) rising
heterogeneity-pluralistic groupings, which leads to conflicts of interest
among special interest groups.
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Subproblem 2:

Has how the role of the media influenced
fundamentalist movements in shaping their focus
of attack.

. . . to permeate every national community . . . to reach
the armed forces, the police, the foreign service, business,
the professions, trade unions, cooperatives, schools, publishing
houses, radio-television, films and the like . . . . Through
these organizational networks, a great number of special
environments are made available for the restamping of minds.
(Dr. Harold D. Lasswell - The Strategy of Soviet Propaganda, 1951,
in Conway & Siegelman, 1982: 251)
Propaganda must be total. The propagandist must utilize
all the technical means at his disposal— the press, radio, T.V.,
movies, posters, meetings, door-to-door canvassing . . . . Each
usable medium has its own particular way of penetration . . . . To
draw the individual into the net of propaganda, each technique must
be utilized . . . and fused with all the other media, each of them
reaching the Individual in a specific fashion and making him
react anew to the same theme— in the same direction, but
differently. (Rev. Jerry Falwell on "saturation evangelism," from
Listen America, in Conway & Siegelman, 1982: 272)
We've already taken control of the conservative movement. And
the conservatives have taken control of the Republican Party, The
remaining thing is to see if we can take control of the country.
(Richard Viguerie, 9-18-80 Wall Street Journal, in "Mind Control,"
Principal. January 1982)
It may not be with bullets, and it may not be with rockets and
missiles, but it Is a war nevertheless. It is a war of Ideology,
it's a war of ideas, it's a war about our way of life. And it has
to be fought with the same intensity, I think, and dedication as
you would fight a shooting war. (Richard Viguerie, We're Ready to
Lead, rev. ed. p. 55) quoting Paul Weyrich.
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (1980) defined propaganda as the
spreading of ideas, information, or rumor for the purpose of helping or
injuring an institution, a cause or a person.

Additional elaboration

described the nature of propaganda as ideas, facts, or allegations spread
deliberately to further one's cause or to damage an opposing cause.
Every social movement is to some extent built and shaped by the
propaganda that it spreads.

The question is presented, "now has the

role of the media Influenced the fundamentalist movement in shaping its
focus of attack?"

The mass media, whatever its level of sophistication,

has always been utilized to spread the ideas that a particular movement
desires to disseminate.
Conway and Siegelman (1982) have indicated that propaganda operates
at three different levels within any individual movement.
pre-propaganda, covert propaganda, and overt propaganda.

^

These Include:
Pre-propaganda

Involves the use of mass media to being about slow, general changes in
the public's attitudes.

Covert propaganda utilizes television, the

fundamentalist churches, parachurch and missionary networks as forms of
indirect methods of recruiting new followers and training them in strict
obedience to movement leaders.

The movement also uses overt propaganda

through direct attempts to change beliefs and opinions through the
blackmarket place of ideas, ideological Political Action Committees
(PACS), and lobbies and grass-roots organizations to mobilize followers
for political action.
The propaganda utilized by the movement is pro-life, pro-God,
pro-American, pro-free enterprise, pro-family, and pro-morality.

The

larger movement, Itself, consists of smaller movements of every stripe,
each designed to form alliances with one another without sacrificing
either's independence.

Conway and Siegelman described groups such as the

moral majority as providing an integration-type of propaganda that has
sought to weave all the various groups with their varied concerns into an
Integrated alliance.

Individual preachers such as LaHaye, Robison, and

to a lesser extent Falwell, have engaged in a type of agitation
propaganda by spreading Incendiary writings and producing television
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specials that appeal to an emotional level of simple elementary
sentiments requiring little refinement and utilizing key words of Import
designed to elicit expected responses.

Conway and Siegelman maintained

that by 1980, the system was in place.

The population to which their

propaganda is directed comprised the footsoldlers, the propaganda pattern
formed the indirect technique of attack, and television and other aspects
of media form a closed-loop technology that is controlled by the movement
itself.
This investigator sought to analyze the nature of the propaganda,
the nature of the movement's ideologies, the use and application of words
in the movement, the electronic church, and comparisons of the Old
Religious Right with the Mew Religious Right.
Mario Pei (1969) in his Words in Sheep's Clothing has provided us
with an interesting and exhausting analysis of words and how they are
used by various elements in society.

The vocabulary of conservative

movements is, to a considerable degree, an old, established, traditional
vocabulary to which the older generation and most of society is thoroughly
accustomed and which does not arouse great controversy or even special
attention.

Also, there are many terms common to the movement that have

been used indifferently by both sides.

When used, often only the

context or the facial expression is indicative of the attitudes of the
user.

Words used for propagandist purposes are referred to by Pel as

"weasel words."

These words are defined as shifty, tricky, dishonest,

or simply words that have strayed from their original meanings, i.e.,
experienced a semantic change.

The concept and use of weasel words was

popularized by Teddy Roosevelt but first appeared in an article by
Stewart Chaplin, published in Century Magazine in 1900.
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Words such as liberal, a word used by members of the movement to be
synonymous with sin, atheism, corruption, and the like have undergone a
semantic change.

Originally, It Indicated an Individual who believed

In individual freedom.

Today, It Is used to exemplify those who want

to subject the Individual to full government control.
The New Right frequently makes use of various terms derivative of
"America" or using America as a modifier.

Among the more widespread

and less objectionable are "American system," "American Heritage,"
"American Dream," "American Way of Life," and "America first"
(originally an isolationist group of the 1940s). The phrase "un-American"
has been used with Increasing regularity since the 1950s to indicate
anti-American rather than non-American, which It suggests on the surface.
The term originated back in 1894 when a newspaper article referred to the
Know-Nothings Political Party as un-American.
The propaganda also makes extensive use of "liberty" in Its messages.
This, too, is an example of a word that has come into general usage.
From the Latin word meaning "free," this term has been intricately woven
in the fabric of American life, liberty bell, liberty bonds, liberty
ships, and Reverend Jerry Falwell's Liberty Baptist College.

Pel related

that the derivative word "liberal" has been applied to the left-wing of
the political spectrum, while another related term "libertarian" has come
to mean a belief In individual freedom.
change.

It too has undergone a semantic

It was used in 1070 to indicate a theologocal position

identifying those believing in the doctrine of free-will as opposed to
pre-destination (necessitarianism).
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Words and phrases such as Manifest Destiny (originating with
Andrew Jackson,-Pilgrim Fathers (to denote the 17th century experience),
Founding Fathers (the Constitutional Heritage), and Daughters of the
American Revolution are often used to appeal to moral virtues of
another era.

In this regard, the "rugged individualism" of Herbert

Hoover, the "normalcy" of Warren Harding are often used to describe the
"American virtues" that are being sought to be lamented.

Much emphasis

Is also made on "economic ooportunity," "free competition," and
"free-enterprise" in the jargon.
Pel noted that some of the words utilized by conservative movements
have derogatory Implications.

The Rightists make use of "statlsm,"

"paternalism," "Welfare State" (actually British in origin— 1948), "Big
Government-Big Labor" to characterize various aspects of what they refer
to as "cradle-to-grave security."

The earmark of this system is the

contention that big, universal, paternal welfare states swallow up in
taxes practically all of the individual's disposable income to provide,
in turn, medicate, medicaid, job and employment Insurance, social
security, and welfare subsidies for those unable or unwilling to work.
The Right Wing refers to this as a grand step on the road to socialism
and communism.

This "welfare state" gives rise to "splraling Inflation,"

"oppressive taxation," and "creeping socialism" (Ironically, it was
President Franklin Roosevelt who popularized this term in relation to
Old Guard Republicans).

The "Eastern Establishment," the Ford,

Rockefeller, and Carnegie Foundations, the Hew York Times, etc., is often
a convenient whipping boy in fundamentalist press.
Laudatory terms such as "the West," "the Free World," and "Allies"
(on our side) are made frequent use of.

When referring to Che other side
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and their friends "satellites" or "puppet governments" are utilized as
descriptors.
From the McCarthy Era and its aftermath we get "communism front,"
"communist sympathizers," "soft on communism," "pinko" or "pink,"
"security risk" and "party-line."

William Buckley gave us "ultra-liberal"

to Indicate the Far Left, which was spawned as its counterpart in the
liberal camp, ultra-conservative.

Edgar Mowrer contributed "instant

democracy," to describe what left-wingers think can be achieved in the
Third World.

Ruth Wanda, a philosopher, noted that there has been a loss

of our moral sense and moral goals in America.

She maintained that moral

laws do not change, cannot change, but we can forget them.

To describe

this, she popularized the term "moral amnesia" (Pei, 1969).
The public school has been a convenient target for every unhappy
citizen group in America, and especially the fundamentalist movement.
Bryson (1982) suggested that the reason for this may lie in the belief
that people feel they cannot fight Washington, D.C., the state capitol,
or city hall.

The school, however, is down the street, open to parents

who can demand to see the principals, the teachers, or any other school
personnel.

Newspapers, television, and media in general give schools

so much attention that citizens often feel that almost everything wrong
with American society stems from or is attributable to the schools.
New Right propaganda has made extensive use of the term "secular
humanism" to describe every ailment that can be found or projected
into the school.

Bryson noted that there is an Inherent contradiction

in the terms "secular" and "humanism."

Webster's New World Dictionary

of the English Language. 2nd College Edition, 1920, defined secular as
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pertaining to worldly things that are not regarded as religious,
spiritual, or sacred; temporal.

Humanism was defined as any system of

thought or action based on the nature, dignity, interest, and ideas of
man, specifically, a modern, non-thelstic, rationalist movement that
holds that man is capable of self-fulfillment and ethical conduct
without recourse to supernaturalism.
Fundamentalist propaganda often refers to a "godless religion of
secular humanism" existing in the schools.

This "religion" stems from

any beliefs and habits that the new fundamentalists regard as "unbiblical"
or "liberal" especially beliefs and habits of thinking derived from
modern science or the Age of Enlightenment (Brewster, 1984).

Bryson

contended that the New Bight has used these terms to create a "bogus"
religion for public education.

The term secular humanism originated

in the 1961 landmark case of Torcaso v. Watkins, 376 J.S. 488.

The

case Involved a Maryland man who had been refused a commission in the
Office of Notary Public because he would not declare a belief in God.
In the decision for the majority, Mr. Justice Hugo Black inadvertently
created the basis for the controversy when in footnote 11 he listed
secular humanism among "other non-thelstic religions such as Buddhism,
Taoism, and Ethical Culturatlon" and maintained they were entitled to
the same constitutional rights of religious freedom as those holding
traditional beliefs (Bryson, 1982; Brewster, 1984).

Traditionally,

religion is conceived as a unified system of beliefs and practices
relative to sacred things, focusing upon workshop and transcendent
reality, i.e., beyond human observation (see Durkhelm, 1942; Shepard,
1984).

Secular humanism cannot, by definition, be godless, non-theistic,

and be a religion.
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Secular humanism has been deliberately promoted In the propaganda
as a means of galvanizing the public impression of the schools,

Jerry

Falwell, in Listen America (19B0) stated that the Godless minority (as
opposed to the Moral Majority) of treacherous individuals must now
realize they do not represent the majority.

They must be made to see

that moral Americans will no longer permit them to destroy our country
with their godless, liberal philosophies (12).

The rhetoric continued

in his work The Fundamentalist Phenomenon (1981) when he quoted Gary
Potter, leader of Catholics for Christian Political Action who contended
the liberalism is a sin, a rebellion against God, to which Falwell added,
"secular humanism is nothing but communism waiting in the wings to be
crowned with its political rights" (Brewster, 1984, p. 226).
There are numerous individual propagandists that spend much of their
time spreading the fundamentalist philosophy.

These include Jerry

Falwell, Richard Viguerie, Paul Weyrich, Terry Dolan, Ed McAteer, Tim
LaHaye, James Robison and Phyllis Schlafy, to name but a few.

Regardless

of the author cited, three of these seem to represent the power base of
the movement and the generals in charge of the propaganda war:
Viguerie, Paul tfeyrich, and Terry Dolan.
these as the "Band of Three."

Richard

Conway and Siegelman refer to

A brief profile of each shall serve to

describe their contribution to the propaganda war.

Richard Viguerie;

The Facilitator

Viguerie may easily be the most powerful of all the fundamentalists
because he stands at the head of the propagandist machine.

All the others

have been able to operate on a national level in large part due to Viguerie
and his company's.

The Richard A. Viguerie Company of Falls Church,

Virginia, computer network.

Whether or not he is the most powerful,

he is definitely the most important.
organization.

He is the money man of the

Power flows from his system of computers which logs

about 25 million Americans in its memory banks, of which 415 million
are known supporters.

He sends about 100 million letters annually

requesting money and support.

It is this effort that supports the

Political Action Committee (FACS).

It is his efforts that formed the

coalitions within the movement and tied together Che various
sub-movements and reaped him a fortune in the process (Conway &
Slegelman, 1982).

Direct mail is the key.

The utilization of new

technology, computers, direct and telephone marketing, cable television,
radio cassette, and toll-free numbers have produced a steady flow of
income of astronomical proportions (some estimating as much as $500
million a year).

Conway and Slegelman contended that without direct

mall, there would be no Mew Right Movement.

It is the one method of

mass commercial communication that liberals neither control nor
influence.

In their conception, the U.S. Mail is the advertising

medium of the underdog.

They use it to sell their magazines, books,

political candidates, to alert supporters to upcoming battles and to
woo new recruits.

This private network of Viguerie's is the main tool

for programming a wide range of personal attributes.

Paul Weyrlch:

The Organizer

Weyrich has served as the organizer of the fundamentalist
syndicate.

His Preachers Into Politics Movement laid the foundation

for the coalition that became the fundamental movement.

In 1974 he

began a PAC called The Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress
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(CSFC) and served as its director.

Working closely with Viguerie's

direct mail service, he aimed his committee at the election of
conservatives to Congress.

Conway and

Slegelman contended that this

PAC was the driving force behind virtually every religious, social and
political concern for the movement.
Weyrlch had formed a partnership with Joseph Coors, of the famous
brewing company fame in 1971.

Coors was a driving force in the John

Birch Society and together their influence led the development of the
fundamentalist "Think Tank," the Heritage Foundation.
With Robert Billings, a Maryland ex-public school principal and
fundamentalist stumper against "secular humanism,"'in 1976, Weyrich
organized a cross-country speaking circuit that would have Billings
and his wife driving from place to place encouraging and helping
Christians organize private schools.

In addition, they helped mobilize

citizens for Jimmy Carter's election to the Presidency.

Carter was a

born-again Christian, a fundamentalist.
The real catalyst for the rellgio-polltical mix of fundamentalist
propaganda emerged around 1975.

Ed McAteer, a Christian, lay leader

from Memphis, Tennessee, joined forces with Weyrich and the Preachers
into Politics Movement. McAteer had been a traveling salesman for
25 years for Colgate-Palmolive and used his contacts through the
country to draw new people to the movement.

He had joined Richard

Viguerie in 1975 in the establishment of the Conservative Caucus, a
lobbying group patterned on the Liberal Common Cause to mobilize the
grass-roots constituency to Influence legislators.
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In 1979, Christian Voice appeared on the scene.

It was an openly

political fundamentalist organization and within a year of its founding
boasted 187,000 members, one-fifth of whom were clergy (Conway &
Slegelman, 1982).

Its legislative advisor has been chairman of

Weyrich's CSFC, and two of its members, Senators James McClure and
Orrin Hatch of Idaho and Utah, respectively, are two of the first to
benefit from the fundamentalism movement with government positions.
This organization essentially served as the prototype for future
fundamentalists, FACS,

In 1979, this committee sponsored legislation

and lobbied for legislation to declare the United
nation.

States a "Christian"

In 1980, it started issuing its Moral Report Cards, designed

to target individuals in public office whose views were different from
theirs, for the purpose of targeting them for defeat and replacement
with a Hew Right Candidate.

This has a subsiding froup of Christians

for Reagan in the 1980 election.
Weyrich, along with Viguerle, McAteer, and LaHaye organized the
Moral Majority and selected Jerry Falwell to head it in 1979.

Billings

became its first Executive Director, but left in raid-1980 to become
Ronald Reagan's religious liaison.

Falwell was the front man.

In 1980, with Ed McAteer, Howard Phillips (a founder of Young
Americans for Freedom, serving the Richard Nixon Administration, and
Richard Viguerla, the Religious Roundtable was formed.

The board

included numerous stars of the "electronic church"— Falwell, Pat
Robertson (later resigned), and James Robison (sometimes billed in his
performances as "God's Angry Man"), who served as Vice-President and
front man for the group.

In 1980, they held a convention in Dallas,
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Texas, attended by some 15,000 persons.

Candidate for President,

Ronald Reagan spoke at the convention.
Weyrich's Free Congress Research and Education Foundation had a
division called the family Policy Division which was the pro-family
contingent.

This group, headed by Connaught Marshner, was located in

Washington, D.C., and had come aboard In December, 1978.

This group

drafted the Family Protection Act, which served to create a great deal
of' controversy before its eventual defeat.
The propaganda effort of today has been markedly different from
other fundamentalist movements of the past.
alliance with Catholic groups of like minds,

This movement seeks
nary Potter, spokesman

for Catholics for Political Action joined forces with the movement.
Potter was quoted by Conway and Slegelman as stating:
When the new Christian Majority takes over the country, there
will be no Satanic churches, no more free distribution of
pornography, no more abortion on demand and no more talk of
rights for homosexuals. After the Christian majority takes
control pluralism will be seen as immoral and evil and the state
will not permit anybody the right to practice evil. (p. 94)
Weyrich is the common thread running throughout the movement,

Terry Dolan:

The Enforcer

Conway and Slegelman described Dolan as the "hlt-man of the New
Right,"

Dolan is chairman of NPAC, largest and most powerful of the

political action committees.

This group has raised about 7.5 million

to defeat their idologlcal enemies and elect loyalist supporters.
group was founded in 1975 along with Roger Stine and Charles 31ack
using Viguerie's direct mall and kick-off endorsements from Ronald
Reagan and Senator Jesse Helms from North Carolina.

Black left to

head Reagan's consultants for his presidential campaign.

This
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Dolan made use o£ an "attack campaign" which utilizes smear through
polling and public analysis of candidate's "weaknesses."
lawyer and self-styled media-expert.

Dolan Is a

He promoted hand-picked selection

by NFAC-approved candidates and used Images to develop their viability.
"Target 80" was a planned program to destroy candidates through what he
called his "gut-cutting organization."

This assault on liberal

senators used the media to "soften up Its target's public Images."
Conway and Slegelman reported that his first letter to conservative
donors announced his intention to "actually seize control" of the
United States Senate.

It Included as benefits to be derived from this

activity the following:
(1)

it will rid us of the most radical U.S.
for almost all liberal legislation

Senate ringleaders

(2)

it will, put otherliberals on notice that if they step out of
line . . . the voters will rise up and oppose then

(3)

it will let other good conservatives in the Senate know we
can win strategic battles, (p. 97).

Dolan suggested a five-step plan for propaganda development and
dissemination.
I - voter surveys for "discriminatory issue selectson"-those
that annoy the opposition's constituency
II - hiring of full-time representatives to begin marshaling
the opposing forces (anti-groups)
III - a massive direct mail campaign to every registered voter in
each state designed to expose each liberal senator's "record
of radicalism" - this promotes personal involvement and
contribution
IV - immediate and extensive advertising via television, radio and
newspapers to "exploit the weakness of each incumbent."
V - final candidate recruitment (the best suited to represent the
conservative viewpoint) (p. 97)
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Conway and Slegelman reported that Dolan's organization used
derisive slogans against the opposition unapologetlcally.
deliberately false.

Some were

In public statements, Dolan has referred to his

brand of politics as "constitutional libertarianism," which he defines
as government doing as little as possible.

He openly admits that his

fundraising appeals are designed to "make them angry" and "stir up
hostilities."

"He are trying to be devlsive.

better it is to rolse money.

The shriller you are the

A group like ours could lie through Its

teeth, and the candidate it helps stays clean" (p. 98), Dolan has stated
(Conway & Slegelman, quoted in Holy Terror). Conway and Slegelman
reported that neither Richard Viguerle, Paul Heyrlch, nor Terry Dolan
would consent to be interviewed by ..them).
A number of different fundamentalist sources have compiled lists
of "watchwords" that clue the public that "secular humanism is being
preached."

(See Appendix B),

One such list was published by the John

Birch Society in the Newsletter of the Center for Democratic Action.
Many of these wards are of common usage.
obscure.

Some are comparatively

In all, some of these lists number in excess of 300 words.

Below is a sampling of some of the terms that made their list:
Academic Freedom

Behavioral
Objectives

Participatory
Democracy

Body Language

Group Dynamics

Change Agent

Human Potential

Child Centered
Learning

Humanized Learning

Communication Skills

Individualized
Instruction

Community Schools

Middle Schools

Accountability
Actualization
Alternative
Life-styles
Anthropology
Behavioral
Modification
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Mastery Learning

Scientific Relativism

Will of the People

Problem-Solving

Self-Concept

Witchcraft

Programmed
Instruction

Trust

World Overview

The Electronic Church
The New Right uses television as a highly effective communications
tool.

Brown (1982) reported that rating services estimate Chat

Falwell's "Old Time Gospel Hour," alone, is broadcast over 373 stations
and claims an audience of some 18-20 million listeners.

Conway and

Slegelman (1982) reported 500 radio stations and approximately 400
television stations.
This conservative media offensive operates on two fronts.

One is

concerned with influencing the content of the secular media and the
other with the production of their own programs that address social
issues and politics as well as their own brand of theology.

Such

coalitions as the Clean Up TV Campaign, The National Federation for
Decency, Morality in Media, and the Coalition for Better Television
have used the threat of economic boycotts against businesses that
sponsor "immoral TV programs."

Boycotts or threats of boycotts

published in periodicals such as Broadcast Magazine, Variety,
Advertising Age, and The Wall Street Journal have had an impact on
program content— sex is out, law and order is in.

Conway and Slegelman

reported that in the fall of 1981 and 1982 the Coalition for Better
Television used old civil rights techniques and attacked TV for
discrimination against Christians by charging that TV had excluded
Christian characters, cultures, and values from its programs.
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Widespread networks such as the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN),
PTL (meaning uncertain), and individuals such as Falwell and Robison
purchased TV time to assert Influence in the social, political, and
educational realms of American life.

They use Hollywood techniques

to promote Protestant fundamentalism and right-wing politics.

Their

pronouncements on education call for a return to the basics and
challenge parents in the name of God to fight the anti-Christian,
Anti-American Influences that hide under the name of secular humanism
and cultural diversity (see Conway & Slegelman, 1982 and Klncheloe,
1983).
The electonlc church has become a fixture of the mass culture that
typifies America today.

Shepard (1984) indicated that the mass media

constitutes those means of communication that reach large heterogeneous
audiences without any personal interaction between the senders and
receivers of messages.

This technology includes television, radio,

newspapers, magazines, movies, records and tapes, and books as the
major forms.

While nearly everyone agrees that the mass media are

powerful sociological agencies in any society, it is extremely difficult
to measure their effects.

The magic of technology has turned these

front men for the fundamentalist movement into extremely powerful
Individuals in this war.

Conway and Slegelman devoted a considerable

amount of space to the electronic media.

From the first radiocasts of

Almee Semple McPherson in the 1920s to the hate-filled sputterlngs of
Father Coughlin in the 1930s, to the kindly smile and flowing vestments
of Bishop Sheen in the 1950s, the media has been a mainstay for certain
religiously oriented groups.

In days past, these broadcasts were
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directed toward the aged, the infirm, and the handicapped.

Today's

broadcasts are directed toward housewives with small children, working
people on the go (the Bible on Tape), college students, truckers, and
traveling salesmen.
When we think of the media structure, it is at once apparent that
the structure is colossal and networks the entire nation and every
aspect of American culture.

Shepard reported that 98% of Americans

own a television set, 85% of which own a color set.
is owned by 51%.

More than one set

The average adult-child watches over six hours of

television per day.

By age 14, a devoted watcher will have watched

11,000 TV nurders (see Opinion Roundups' Looking at Television, 1981;
35, in Public Opinion 4 (Oct./Nov.); and Wilkins, Breaking the TV Habit,
1982).

Any medium with this much time must contribute something to

socialization.
Conway and Slegelman reported that the electronic church, at the
time of their writing, consisted of approximately 1400 radio stations,
3500 local TV and cable systems, and four all-religious satellite
networks.

They added that new radio stations were being added at the

rate of one per week and new television stations at one per month.
These stations raise in excess of 5500 million per year in small, taxfree donations.

The National Religious Broadcast figures reported that

these stations gather more than 115 million listeners weekly.

This

figure Is disputed somewhat by the A. C. Nielson Rating Service which
reported that these broadcasts have 13-21 million regulars.

An

observation utilizing the NRB figures, one could conclude that nearly
47% of our population worships electrically.

This stands in stark
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contrast to other reports that only 40% attend church regularly (Clock
& Stark, 1978).
The TV preachers are not ministers In the sense that ministers are
usually conceived in our society.

Rarely do they perform sacraments or

traditional personal acts of counseling.

Their ministries rarely

extend beyond their state of the art broadcast facilities.

They seek

mainly to win converts, build larger headquarters with the newer
technologies, buy great tracts of real estate, found Christian
universities in their names and mount strident social and political
crusades (Conway & Slegelman, 1982).

In 1959, half of all religious

programs consisted of non-pald time donated by local stations to many
faiths and denominations.

Today 92% is bought time, and paid for by the

"Big Fathers" in the New Right.
Jerry Falwell:

Prince of the Media

Jerry Falwell stands at the ideological head of the fundamentalist
movement.

Though it can be argued that his actual power in the

movement is negligible (Conway & Slegelman, 1982; Liebman & Withrow,
1983; all take this position), it cannot be contested that he is at
the center of the movement in the minds of the public.

The

ubiquitousness of his programming, his search for the limelight amid
social controversy, and his close association with President Reagan
and the Republic Party have all served to bring him center-stage in
the public arena.
Reverend Falwell typifies the born-again personality.

In the

profile in Conway and Slegelman's study, and born out by Maguire Hunter
and others, an attempt is made to chart Falwell*s background.

The
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atheist grandfather, the father who was a drunkard and bootlegger and
died of cirrhosis of the liver (after he had shot and killed his brother
in a feud over the family business) form a backdrop of despair for the
childhood of Falwell,

Against this backdrop of pain was a Cod-fearing

mother who listened devoutly to Reverend Charles E. Fuller’s "Old
Fashion Revival Hour" on the radio while her young son lay trying to
sleep.

It is interesting that this early radio evangelist would exert

enough of an Influence that when the adult Falwell would start his own
broadcasts, he would christen it with a name, "The Old Time Gospel Hour,"
that was reminiscent of Fuller's broadcast.
Falwell started his own local broadcast show in 1956 based on the
concept of "saturation evangelism" or preaching the gospel to every
available person at every available time by every available means.

His

mass production of media services, telephone bank, direct mall of
cassettes of sermons have made him the best known of the fundamentallts.
His superb religious hucksterism is shown through the sale of Jesus
First Pins, Faith Partner Pocket Secretary Appointment Books, memorial
bricks in one of his buildings in Lynchburg, Virginia, a copy of one of
his books, parchments, and flag pins.

Apparently the gimmicks worked.

In 1980 Reverend Falwell reported an income for his ministries of $60
million, with $23 million reported as being spent on fund raising
efforts,
By 1979, his Thomas Road Baptist Church was listed as the second
largest in the country with a membership of 17,000.

He has his own

private school, a college, a summer youth camp, and an alcoholic
treatment center.

He has laid claim to having 25 million viewers for

his television program--Arbitron, a national ratings' service has
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reported 1.6 million.

He has claimed that his Moral Majority, Inc., (he

was a founder and is the president) has a membership of some two million
organizations in all 50 states, an annual budget in headquarters alone
of $50 million.

It now has its own newspaper, a $2.5 million TV

complex, and nearly 1,000 employees.
Falwell is self-appointed leader of born-again Christendom and its
at-large ambassador who takes it upon himself to identify the
fundamentalist's desires to the public.

His favorite points of attack

on his broadcasts are the First Amendment, liberal politicians, public
educators, "Pro-abortion murderers," homosexuals, "smut peddlers,"
atheists, godless communists, and hlB critics In the media.

He

employs homespon homilies against homosexuality such as "God made Adam
and Eve, not Adam and Steve."

Others recall manly toughness expressing

a sort of Christian macho, such as "Christ was a he man," or "Jesus was
not a pacifist.
Kincheloe, 1983).

He was not a sissy" (Conway & Slegelman, 1982;
Conway and Slegelman noted that the electronic church

has been viewed by Falwell as tha communications battlefront of
Christian culture with orders from God— The Great Commission— to capture
America and win the world for Jesus Christ.

Falwell has claimed that

there are more than 70,000 ministers In the Moral Majority who share
his views.

Polls reported in Conway and Slegelman's Holy Terror

demonstrate only 6-7% of ministers favoring his views.

Nevertheless,

through his television and radio ministries, he terrorizes the media,
bans textbooks in large-scale, and sues libraries for names of borrowers
or books they sought to banish.
By all Indications the Old-Time Evangelists seemed dedicated to the
creation of a television of faith and cevotion however lucrative, slick.
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and Imperfect.

The newcomers seem to be using the privilege of

religion and the power of mass media to build a broad power base for
ulterior ends.

A brief analysis of some of those In both campuses

shall serve to Illustrate the difference.

Conway and Slegelman’3 study

has been used as a definitive analysis.
The Old Timers:

Roberts. Humbard. Schuller, and Swaggart

Oral Roberts is the senior member of this group at 66.

He owns

his own university In Tulsa, Oklahoma, and enjoys an income estimated at
nearly $60 million annually.

His broadcast consists of simple

Inspiration and crusty sermonizing billed as "Sunday Night Live" and
formulated along a tent show/country church presentation.

Jerry Sholes,

once a scriptwriter and producer for Roberts in his Give Me That
Prime-Time Religion reported that Roberts receives upward of 20,000
letters daily.

His "seed faith," which expects a miracle concept, has

brought enormous financial Income and his $120 million City of Faith.
His electronic church is described as superficially religious and not
at all political, merely blg-business.
Rex Humbard, at 66, ranks second to Roberts and is similar in
outlook.
years.

He has been on radio over 69 years and and on television 30
He has been an evangelist since age 13.

He has built a $3.5

million, 3,500 seat Cathedral of Tomorrow in Akron, Ohio, and claims
100 million listeners in six languages over 620 stations.

It may be

doubtful that these figures are completely accurate; however, he does
have a reported income of $25 million, a $10 million office complex in
Akron, a college in Michigan, and a girdle factory on Brooklyn, New
York.

Like Roberts, his is a family operation consisting largely of
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singing, sermonizing, and prayer.

He strays wide of politics, stating

in interviews, "Jesus would never get into politics."
Robert Schuller, comes across a bit different-more exumberant and
more optimistic.

Ills program, "The Hour of Power" Is listed by Arbitron

as having the largest Sunday morning rating.

His $18 million Crystal

Cathedral stands 120 feet high and is 400 feet long and is constructed
of white steel trusses and houses 10,000 one-way mirrors.

Dressing

somewhat like Bishop Sheen, he stresses "possibility thinking,"
emphasizing the promise of hope, much like the upbeat message of
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale.

His income is reported near $16 million

annually.
Reverend Jimmy Swaggert is a holy roller in the classic model.

An

accomplished country and gospel singer, he preaches hard, gruesome,
hellflre sermons designed to strike the fear of God into his followers.
His operation Is estimated at nearly

The Newcomers;

$20 million annually.

Robinson. Bakker and Robertson

Those evangelists that are comparatively new to the scene and
associated with the New Religious Political Right are generally
characterized by an anger, a rage, and a supernatural horror in their
brand of mass media Christianity that sets them markedly apart from the
Old Timers.

Conway and Slegelman described them

high strung, and charging.

Foremost

as stalking

among those that appear

horses,
tofit

this description is James Robison, often billed as "God's Angry Man,"
who is just as often mean-spirited and unapologetlc.

Among his targets

are tirades directed at Soviet blackmail, homosexual perverts and what
he terms "the vile cesspool of sex-educators and slaughters of millions
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of innocent babies."

He is quoted as stating, "America will not survive

as a nation unless we repent our sins against God.

We have already

begun our last slide into slavery and debauchery" (p. 50).

An

illegitimate child, he sometimes seems proud of his wayward past,
described in his sermons as sadistic, cruel, mean, and bad.

He started

with a hour-long TV show in 1965 called "James Robison Presents" and
vaulted into national prominence with the Religious Roundtable in 1975
when he was kicked off a local station in his hometown of Fort Worth,
Texas, when he attacked on-air a local "queer ministry."

He served as

the mouthpiece of Preachers into Politics, which has also served as a
showcase for his rage.

He has showcased his talents by putting together

various television specials to emphasize his message.

In 1979 he

produced a documentary on World War II concentration camps, Vietnam
atrocities, Klddle-porn, child abuse, and syndicated specials on moral
decay in America.

In 1980 he produced an hour long special "Wake Up

America, We're All Hostages!", which could be argued was a turning point
in the growth of the electronic church as an instrument of social
political agitation.

His "logic" sometimes seems to envision God as the

grinding force in his every utterance and a protector of so-called
ethical and godly, regardless of the specifics of the situation.

In

Dallas, 1980, he stated, "if necessary, God would raise up a tyrant, a
man who might not have the best ethics, to protect the freedom Interests
of the ethical and the godly." (p. 51).

Often he uses the method of

psychological intimidation to strike fear into his listeners.

His

televised crusades often open with the slogan, "if you died tonight, do
you know you'll go to heaven?"

His tactics are often crass and he has
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shown a tendency to use slang In such a way as to be Insulting to the
objects of his disagreements.
Jim Bakker, leader of the PTL Club and one-time partner of Pat
Robertson, along with his wife, Tammy, is a superstar of the media.
There is some confusion as to the meaning of PTL.
It was said to mean "Praise the Lord."
That Love."

Later it was said to mean "People

Some of its detractors (Conway

construed it to mean "Pass the Loot."

Early In its history

&Slegelman,

e.g.) have

Nevertheless, in 1979, It began

daily broadcasts out of Charlotte, North Carolina, and now shares leads
on over 200 television stations and 3,000 cable systems.
gross income in excess of $52 million.

It has a

Sweet and cherubic on camera,

Bakker is a pioneer of the Christian talk show— religious broadcasting
with an entertainment tilt— a centerpiece of the electronic church.
This program attempts to promote a packaged image of born-again
happiness and perfection.

It makes use of a cast of stock characters

and a parade of born-again celebrities and athletes who work the
"Christian Circuit," all programmed to confirm and add credence to the
various fundamentalist beliefs.
Conway and Slegelman referred to Pat Robertson as "The Wlz."

The

implication here was to illustrate the central power of his network.
Robertson is a tremendous force in the electronic church.

His Christian

Broadcasting Network (CBN) is the largest non-commercial network in the
world, and his "700 Club," created in 1963 and named for its initial
donors, is its flagship program.

It reaches more than 75% of the homes

with television, over 150 local stations, and 2500 satellite systems
that Include programs in Japan, Puerto Rico, the Phillipines, Columbia,
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Chile, Peru, Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic,
and the Armed Forces Radio/TV Network.

In 1980 it showed an Income

of some $60 million and was showing 73,000 new subscribers daily.

Dr.

Marlon Gordon, "Pat" Robertson, a Yale lawyer and ex-Marine lieutenant
is descended from "old Virginia money," tracing his ancestry to
President William Henry Harrison,

His father was Chairman of the Senate

Banking and Currency Committee in the U.S. Congress.

Conway and

Slegelman reported that he demonstrated his Influence in an Interview
with Senator John Warner of Virginia when he pointed out that he (Warner)
sat in his father's seat.

Robertson was then stumping for the MX

missile and citing Bible passages to support his claims.

He included in

this Interview a solemn prayer for "men like Warner, Reagan, and his
Cabinet— and'a prayer that the members of Congress turn from
partisanship and to the Lord today" (p. 57).
Like Bakker, his one-time employee, he uses packaged Hollywood
interviews with polltlcans and entertainers.

He seldom asks for money

directly on the program, but uses commercials and cutaways for the
purpose.

He, as of 1982, had 83 phone-in prayer counseling centers with

10,000 volunteer counselors who made contact with some two million
callers over numbers flashed frequently on the screen.
of thousands of conversions annually.
call for guidance.

He claims tens

Many, already Christian, simply

All become part of their direct mall list.

CBN,

in 1981, produced the first Christian Soap Opera, "Another Life."

CBN

Continental is a secular subsidiary of local stations in Atlanta, Boston,
Dallas, and Portsmouth, Virginia.

Robertson owns a Christian college,

CBN University at Virginia Beach, that has an accredited Graduate
School with a state-approved Master of Arts in Communication and
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Education.

His monthly newsletter, "Fat Robertson's Perspective,"

boasts a 241,500 circulation, second largest of any newsletter in the
United States (only Kiplinger's Washington Newsletter is larger).
Robertson's message speaks of using God as a source of abundant energy
supply, the Bible and the incredible nature of compound interest, buying
high-quality bonds, a Constitutional amendment reaffirming our
Judeo-Christian heritage and proposals for "radical freedom," "radical
change," "radical arms control," "radical compassion," and a program
for a "radical tax system."
Jesus Rally he stated:

As co-chairman of 1980's Washington For

"We have enough votes to run the country.

And

when people say we've had enough, we are going to take over" (p. 59).

Summary
The fundamentalist attack has been focused through the use of
propaganda disseminated through a propaganda network that centralizes
the use of the mass media to achieve its ends.

In this regard, the mass

media— direct mall fund raisers for political action groups, the
electronic church, and cassettes and tapes— has been instrumental in
shaping and directing the movement.

The world of the electronic church

has heralded a new world, changing the message and the meaning of
religion, and to a great extent, the culture we live in.

The days of

the old time religious programmers seem numbered as each has experienced
a loss in viewers as the fundamentalist bandwagon accelerates.

The

transformation of the electronic church as a political tool has left
the old time non-political preachers in stark contrast to the new
activism.
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The Hew Right has used the media to transform their movement Into
a rudimentary political party despite protestations to the contrary.
Shepard defined a political party as an organization designed to gain
control of government through the election of candidates to political
office.

At the very most the new fundamentalists qualify to be

classified as another political party.

At the very least, they

constitute an extremely powerful Interest group In the public arena.
There has been a general trend in American society toward the
development of Interest groups, or people organized in order to achieve
specific shared goals through influencing political decision-making.
Shepard (1984, p. 472) reported that there were more than 15,000
lobbyists in Washington, D.C. with a budget In excess of $2 billion in
1978.

There were also 13,000 non-profit national organizations

representing everything from trade associations to Greek letter
societies.

This long list Included 500 corporate lobbies, 53 for

minority groups, 34 social welfare organizations, 33 for women, 31 on
environmental Issues, 21 for religion, 15 for aging, 17 gun lobbies and
6 on population control.
The PACS, of which the fundamentalists have joined corporations and
labor unions in forming, Is a means of raising funds and distributing
them directly or indirectly to selected political candidates.

These

contributions are beginning to dwarf the role of political parties in
financing political campaigns.

Epstein, 1982, noted that in the 1982

elections, PACS contributed roughly ten times as much as political
parties.

In 1980 business-related PACS contributed $30.6 million of

the $55.3 million contributed to campaigns by all PACS.

This serves

to illustrate that the dominance of any one group in the political
process can have adverse effects for the political process.

Candidates

who fail to support the political position of the dominant FACS are
likely to face Increasing difficulty getting elected.

Epstein

maintained that these groups weaken the position of the individual in
the electoral process as well as that of political parties by catering
to diverse special interests.

Narrowly focused groups use the media to

frequently appeal to strong emotional responses from political adherents
that are often extreme.

They, thereby, promote social fragmentation

rather than societal consensus by exploiting the fears of citizens who
are made to feel that unless they contribute money and support the
positions of the group, they will lack the protection

from those In the

opposite camp who seek to do them harm.
Although extremists are characteristically only a small portion of
the total population, they come to power aniT maintain
basic ways:

that power in two

a) by intimidating opponents, both physically

and

psychologically, and b) by placing themselves at Che head of the
"masses" (Broom & Selznick, 1968).
large segments of Che population.

Through intimidation they neutralize
Political and social life tends to

become polarized, with high activity at the extremes, and passivity
among large numbers.

Fear and confusion put many on the sidelines.

The political arena is abandoned to those who are Che most ruthless and
determined.

Because of the extremists' discipline and political

passion, they are able to take advantage of popular manifestations of
resentment or desperation.
least temporarily.

This greatly increases their power, at

Individuals in a pluralistic society are represented
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only Co che extent that they belong to groups, whether they are Interest
groups or political parties, that are capable of Influencing political
decision-making.

In today's mass culture, mass media is the means of

accomplishing this representational influence.
It is indeed difficult to measure the effects of television.
Shepard maintained that these effects are usually hidden, subtle, and
long-term.

One of the primary functions of the media is to introduce

people to their culture.

On television, radio, advertising, etc., the

linages employed tend to be extremely idealized and are often highly
distorted, often deliberately.

Conway and Slegelman, quoting Jacques

Ellul, warned that Christians cannot separate material devices of the
media from Che propaganda they utilize.

They cannot use press and

radio without having to appeal to conditioned reflexes and myths that
have been constructed.

If a church wants to use propaganda to be

effective, just as all other groups, it must use the entire system with
all its resources.

Ellul maintained that Christianity disseminated

this way is not Christianity.

It ceases to be an overwhelming power

and becomes institutionalized in all its expressions and compromised in
all its actions,

lie contended that it does reach the masses;

it does

influence collective opinions, leads social movements and even makes
people accept what seems to be Christianity, but in so doing, falsifies
itself.
In a sense, one might conclude that the political influence
developed and wielded by the fundamentalists has dragged them headlong
into the ratrace of the secular society they decry.

We can conclude,

as Ellul concluded, that propaganda has had a debilitating effect on

Christianity as a whole.

It has been said that most movements die from

within, not from the accumulated pressures of outside forces.

If this

is true, then the very nature of the religions-consecular propaganda of
the fundamentalists may serve to Infect the movement from within.

Ellul

maintained chat propaganda has become one of the most powerful factors
of de-Christianization in the world through the psychological
modifications it affects and the ideological morass with which it has
flooded the consciousness of the masses.

It has, essentially, reduced

Christianity from the level of religion to that of a mere ideology, and
a political ideology at that, Ellul contended that this mentality is
foreign to Christianity and poses a threat greater than all the
non-Christian doctrines combined.

Finally, the essence of their media

blitz uses what is sometimes termed the "big lie."

In their attacks on

a "bogus" religion called secular humanism, in campaign ads, in books
such as LaHaye's The Battle for the Mind, in Falwell's public statements
and media presentations, in Robertson's TV claims, the movement
undermines its own high-minded tenets by adopting similar techniques
and presentations of a society it has deemed morally defective.

Its

attacks on homosexuals, feminists, communists, liberals, and members of
minority religions serve to feel hatred and prejudice.

Their use of

code words and "weasel words," their adoption of fetus emblems and the
bannerizlng of the American flag are flagrant attempts to play on
intense automatic emotional responses of their audience (shock
propaganda).

Their public image is one based on a myth of the

all-powerful super-Chrlstlan, in which they ordain the "saved"
fundamentalist as a being beyond sin, possessing eternal life, inerrant
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truth, magically at one with the in-dwelling supernatural Jesus~and now
singularly qualified to hold elected office, Conway and Slegelman stated
that this image may constitute the most potent myth witnessed in modem
times in that it appeals to many of the ancient religious images that
continue to hold sway over most Americans, modern themes of morality and
patriotism, the urge to surrender in the face of overwhelming change and
complexity and an untapped spiritual and psychic potential many
Americans are reaching for.
Subproblem 3.

Why is the educational system so crucial a subject
for directing social change?

. . . a liberal education is an education in the root meaning of
"liberal" - "liber" - "free" - the liberty of the mind to explore
itself, to draw itself out, to connect with other minds and spirits
in the quest for truth. Its goal is to train the whole person to
be at once Intellectually discerning and humanly flexible, tough
minded and open hearted; to be responsive to the new and
responsible for values that make us civilized. It is to teach
us to meet what is new and different with reasoned judgment and
humanity, A liberal education is an education for freedom, the
freedom to assert the liberty of the mind to make itself new for
the others it cherishes. (A. Bartlet Glamattl, President of Yale
University, Freshman Address, August 31, 1981)
America has historically been built around the concept of the
provision of a liberal education.

The objects, subjects, necessity, and

desirability of such an education has been a basis for contention
throughout the history of American education.
What does it do?

Why does it do it?

Just what is education?

Maybe most importantly, why does

it often emerge as the focal point when decisions about the ills of
society are being pondered?

This hypothesis seeks to address

education’s central role as the key element of social change,
Shepard (1984) described education as a system of norms, values,
beliefs, roles, statuses, and groups that guides social interaction in

the formal transmission of knowledge.

Like religion, politics and

economics, education grew out of the myriad functions originally
performed by the family.

The growth of society as a result of

increasing familial connections and alliances proved to present a
problem for the individual family in handling all these tasks.
Therefore, as society increased in size and complexity, these basic
institutional needs became increasingly specialized.

The essential

purpose of education being the transmission of knowledge from
generation to generation proved extremely cumbersome due to expansion.
Individual families lacked both the time and ability to teach vast
amounts of information.

This acceleration of knowledge, Shepard

maintained, led to two eventualities:

a) the necessity for a vast

network of varied and specialized schools and universities and b) a
lengthening of the process of formal education.

Education, consequently,

developed as a formal institution to meet this basic need of society.
The educational system provides for cultural transmission through
the passing on of cultural heritage through varying degrees of
indoctrination.
"R's":

The school was initially Intended to teach the three

Reading, Ritlng, and 'Rithmetic, and probably a fourth "R" -

Religion.

Ingrained in the very nature of the school has traditionally

been an attempt to pass on the basic values, norms, beliefs, and
attitudes extant in the society.

The school is a major, if not the

major, agent of social integration (television is a close second).

It

has traditionally served the function of melding many diverse elements
and peoples into one nation (see Chapter 2) through the promotion of an
official language, the sharing of a national history and patriotism,
and a commonality of educational experiences.

The school has provided
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experiences which promote intellectual development, creativity, verbal
and artistic means of personal expression and a means of assuming one's
place In the occupational world.

Through classroom teaching, the use

of both written and audiovisual techniques, the school promotes
discovery and preserves the past (Shepard).
Prior to Industrialization, the extended family (three or more
generations occupying the same dwelling), the community, and the church
were the primary agents of socialization and most people were "educated"
largely in association with one or more of these entities.

The U.S.

Department of Education, Center for Educational Statistics, 1981,
reported that the average student attended school an average of 130
days per year a century ago.

Today, the average student attends school

178 days per year, nearly ten weeks or roughly two and one-half months
longer.
The early founding fathers viewed education aB an investment in
democracy; business leaders viewed it as a training ground for future
employees.

During the period 1850-1910, the school was the primary

facilitator of the melting-pot theory of assimilating large numbers of
immigrants.

Throughout American history, the school has served as an

agent of social control through attempts to regulate feelings and
vicious propensities (Katz, 1975).

Shepard noted that the school

curriculum contains many political and social sciences courses.
Potentially neutral courses such as government and history are
generally started in favor of a society's particular view of history.
There is a resistance to the presentation of critical accounts of one's
history because few societies are willing to admit that their way of
life is less than the best.
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Consequently, a society's textbooks contain many Implicit values and
beliefs that reflect those values that are important and are
representative of the general society,
Shepard pointed out that for many children the teacher represents
the first authority figure to children who are not relatives.

Most

parents urge doing what the teacher asks since Buccess or failure in
school may be intricately tied to success of failure in the future.

The

teacher intentionally drills the student for performance of academic
tasks in prescribed ways (teaching to follow orders) and perhaps
unintentionally provides an incidental model for middle-class behavior
(Guskln & Guskin, 1970).
The school is crucial to the socialization process.

It provides a

transition from an environment saturated with personal relationships to
one that is more impersonal for the child.

Rewards and punishments are

not necessarily based on love and compassion and acceptance.

Often

these are based more on performance than individual personality in the
school setting.

Evaluating with other children is based on comparison

and expectations according to similar standards.

Children are slowly

taught to be less dependent emotionally on parents.

Through the school,

children are tied to the broader society though the creation of feelings
of loyalties and allegiances to something beyond their families.
Socialization in the school involves much more than the teaching of
skills (reading, writing) or subject matter (math, English).

Shepard

noted that the "hidden curriculum," the informal and unofficial things
that children are taught in order to prepare them for life in the larger
society, focuses upon the teaching of discipline, order, cooperativeness,
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and conformity.

These are generally considered to be essential and

desirable regardless of one's eventual occupation.
Education is one of the major institutions which acts directly as
an agent of national purpose.

Schools are motivated to define society's

social problems as educational problems.

They are constantly required

to look for ways to provide services for the public.

The school, by

definition, is required to focus on change as a constant factor of
social life.

Through technical education, It has had to provide for

changing job needs In society.

Colleges have provided for leisure

education, pre-retirement, and adult education to address many of the
needs of adults and retired as they experience change (Shepard, 1984).
Whenever a deficiency is identified in society and a method is decided
upon to alleviate that deficiency, the school is most often identified
as the point of attack or redress.
Who Controls Education:

Right and Left Parallels

Since the advent of the civil rights movement in the 1950s, the
school has been under more or less constant attack from various groups
and individuals from both the right and left of the political spectrum.
The Hew Right has charged the public schools with promoting secular
humanism as a state religion.

According to their logic, if the state

refrains from promoting prayer in the schools or does not teach the
Biblical account of creation, this restraint is tantamount to
establishing humanism as a state religion.

Since the Supreme Court had

noted that humanistic religions exist in the U.S. (Torcaso v. Watkins)
and are equally entitled to recognition as religions, the religious
right makes a gigantic leap to the conclusion that all humanistic
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beliefs and values are religious (Brewster, 1984).

The New Right has

held that humanists and "liberals" are responsible for the wreckage of
the American family and the "decadence of the nation."

They preach

distrust of religious pluralism and secular democracy.

Sixty years

ago the grandfathers of today's religious right deplored modernism and
Darwinism.

Darwinism and humanism are today's bogeymen.

Brewster

contended that prior to the advent of men like Falwell, Robison,
Robertson, LeKaye and others of their ilk, probably not one
fundamentalist in a thousand could have identified a humanist.

Actual

numbers would indicate the humanists are a limited number and have been
placed on the educational pedestal as the guiding force behind all
public education.
Betty Brout, in the Moral Democracy Bulletin stated that the attack
on public education by the New Right seems to be taking on the
characteristics of an octopus.

Their attack includes:

(a) a massive

drive to legislate prayer in the public classroom, (b) a push to enact
laws allowing tuition tax credits for the support of non-public schools,
(c) a bitter controversy over teaching creationism as a science on a par
with evolution, (d) the banning of busing (with no accompanying
safeguards to Insure unsegregated public education, and (e) censorship
of textbooks and school libraries to keep books that children read pure,
at least from the viewpoint of the New Right (Brewster, 1984).
The New Right represents about 25% of the nation, according to
Brewster, and is highly responsive to "moral" Issues of sex, family,
and patriotism.

They are by and large less educated and less privileged,

predominantly white, Protestant, or ethnic Catholic, working class
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mid-Americans who during the 1960s and early 1970s had displayed
increasing resentment at what they perceived as special treatment or
"coddling" of racial minorities, women, anti-war youth, homosexuals,
and communists.
Religious leaders, especially among southern and mid-western
evangelists, have increasingly attacked pornography, drugs, relaxing
sexual standards, and the weakening of family structures.

Godlessness

and immorality, supposedly fostered by permissive educators and secular
humanists, have provided scapegoats for the stresses and traumas
resulting from social dislocation.

Brewster (1984) described the Moral

Majority and New Right leaders as believing that American school
children are being taught that it is all right to lie, cheat, steal, and
kill through values clarification, sex education, drug abuse education,
liberal humanistic public schools that teach that there are no objective
moral principles and that anything one wants to do is acceptable.

They

claim that American parents must fight back or else remove their
children to private schools under conservative religious direction.
The school has also met considerable resistance from the other side
of the ledger.

Liberal parents Peter and Sue Perchemlldes removed their

child from the Amherst, Massachussetts, public schools citing deep
philosophical differences with the system.

They claimed that, as

parents, they had a right not to expose their children to a school
experience that was contrary to their code of ethics.

In December 1978,

a Superior Court judge agreed saying that parentB have rights further
than those explicit in the Constitution, among them, the right of
parents to educate their children in the manner they choose (Kincheloe,
1983).
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Like the New Right, the leftist critics of the public school are
deschoolers,

Lasch (1977) argued that the rise of service institutions

such as welfare agencies, hospitals, nursing homes for the elderly, as
well as various educational organizations are eroding personal, family,
and community autonomy and control by depending more and more on the
advice of professionals.

He contended that the very foundation of the

family is under attack by all the professionals in society who want to
take over educational counseling and welfare functions previously
performed by families.

If experts do the childrearing, educating, and

counseling of family members, then the family will be further weakened
(Shepard, 1984).
Illich (1971) argues for the elimination of formal schooling
altogether.
assumptions:

According to him, all schools are based on the following
(a) preparation for adulthood must come through schooling;

(b) what is not taught in the schools is of slight value; (c) everyone
must spend nearly the same number of years in school; (d) social
progress depends on better and better schooling, and (c) knowledge comes
at market value.
Frledenberg (1969) argued that the school is a relatively new kind
of institution, at least the kind of school which is supposed to Include
any very large proportion of the population.
agreement as to age and compulsory education.

Schools are in general
He posed the questions

"What do schools do that require compulsory education?
education?

What are their social functions?"

Cumulative

He maintained that the

most Important social function is in the defining of youth as a social
role.
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There are no natural categories of youth.

The primary reason that

youth Is youth is because it is subjected to certain specific invidious,
legally institutionalized distinctions, of which the school is the
major source.

Compulsory school attendance defines young people as a

subject category and puts restrictions on bothr certain of their
movements and perceptions that are applicable to no one else.
Schools manage by virtue of the authority invested in them by the
education code.

This is to some extent an intrusion on the student's

life space under the guise of "character building."
The second major function of the schools is the legitimization of a
form of economic discrimination.

The main thing the school is supposed

to do for children Is to guide them in investing in their own future.
Once one gets people to agree to this then one can avoid the question of
having to pay students for what is, after all, a form of involuntary
servitude.

By assuming what goes on in school prepares young people to

earn more money and have higher social status in the future, one gets
out of any Implications that they ought to be paid for going to school.
Going to school then becomes a "good Investment."

This makes everything

okay.
Going to school does indeed aid in the improvement of social status
and contributes to social mobility or helps one get ahead in the world.
Frledenberg (1969) contended that there exists a conspiracy.
Increasingly, there is no way to legitimize the process of growing up
outside the sanction of the school.

What we need, he says, is some

indication of where or what skills really are needed that enable a
person to make it through life and to what extent the school does in
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fact contribute to learning these skills.

Are schools Indeed the best

place to get these or the most efficient place?
He noted that what is taught is not as important as learning how
one has to act In society, how one will be treated, how they will be
responded to, and what the limits of respect that will be accorded to
one really is.

What the schools teach Is the experience of being a

school child, and once one gets used to that it Is unlikely one will
run amok among society.
The schools teach how Mit's spozed to be," particularly In a
liberal democracy, in which the schools are the embodiment of society's
contradictions.

They have become mass organizations, serving a much

larger population, proportionately, and are as bad as they are because
of their response to this process.

By emphasizing both the individual

and the sanctity of getting rich, they obscure moral issues and at the
same time continue to favor further enlargement of the group.

The

central conflict emerges between the Increase of economic opportunity
and the profession of cultural values that propose to treat all people
more generously.
Consequently, to "define its actual role more clearly," the schools
have chosen to define this difference between the rich and the poor, not
in terms of their respective relationships to the means of production
which are the real conflicts of interests, but rather in terms of
cultural deprivation.
'Illlch (1971) summed up what he felt the schools should do.

The

tasks the schools should perform include making .resources available for
anyone who wants to learn regardless of age, facilitating communication
among chose who want to learn about a topic and those who want to share
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their knowledge about It, and providing an outlet for those who want
to express themselves to the public on a social issue.

It should have

no predetermined curriculum, and employment should not be based on
formal educational credentials but on a person's qualifications to do a
job.

Instead of financing more schools, welfare agencies, and hospital

facilities, society, they believe, should strengthen personal, family,
and community groups which can educate, socialize, prevent Illness, and
care for the disabled themselves (Shepard, 1984).
As can be seen, the public schools have come under attack from
both right and left directions, and though each group would summarily
dismiss the other, both are deschoolers and have some things in common.
Based on Kincheloe's description, the following parallel has been drawn*

Conservatives

Liberals

do not
not want
want their
their children
children
1 . do
exposed to anti-Christian or
anti-American ideas (secular
hidden curriculum) in school

1.

do not want their children
exposed to the competition,
materialism, and success ethic
they consider common to the
public school

2. oppose
oppose open-mindedness
open-mindedness and
and
promote indoctrination in all
areas "where God has spoken"

2.

against programming minds and
molding people to fit society—
claim there Is a dominant
cultural ideology based on
technocracy and a hidden
curriculum

3. reject the concept that parents 3.
have no right to determine the
education of their children

believe that only the parent can
decide the educational content
of their children's education

4.

parental rights foster academic 4.
freedom

parental rights foster academic
freedom

5.

universal public education may
no longer be applicable for a
diverse society— impractical

universal public education Is
not only unnecessary, it is
undesirable

6. atheistic schools about

5.

6. non-theistic schools exist
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Some of the fundamental questions that emerge in any discussion
such as this ask "Who determines public school standards and are these
standards met?"

"Are cultural, religious, political, or philosophical

differences to be encouraged and incorporated in the public school
curriculum?"

"Is there every room for true diversity in the public

school system7" and ultimately "Who controls the education of children?"
Does the state's right to have an "educated" citizenry supersede the
parents' right to educate their children as they see fit?
Carper (1983), writing in The Educational Forum, examined the
Christian Day School Movement that has arisen as a result of
fundamentalist disaffection with public education.

The author cited

numerous prominent educational writers, notably Carl Berelter (Must We
Educate) and R. Freeman Butts ("Assaults on a Great Idea") to support
his claim of the public's general disappointment with the public
educational system.

In his words, the public school has been called

racist, permissive, authoritarian, trends, irreligious, oppressive, too
liberal, too conservative, too involved in social change, an instrument
for perpetuating the status who, and unresponsive to individual and
public needs.
Some of the reasons for this dissatisfaction, Carper suggested,
are symbolic of the evangelicals' increasing alienation from American
social order.
which include:

To them the public school represents deplorable trends
(a) widespread uncertainty concerning sources of

authority, (b) dissolution of standards, (c) waning of evangelism as a
culture-shaping force, (d) loosening of custom and constraint, (3)
scientism, and (f) government social engineering.

According to Carper (1963), the fundamentalist day schools reflect
a nineteenth century civil religion that stressed the Bible, moral
absolutes, basic subject mastery, discipline, and varying degrees of
separation from state authority and society.
also show a dislike for:

As a result, these schools

(a) the secular nature of education, (b)

unsatisfactory behavioral standards and unrest in the schools, (c) drugs,
(d) federal meddling, (e) unresponsive educations, and (f) lack of
prayer in the schools.

Nevin and Bills (The Schools That Fear Built,

1976) maintained that segregation was a prime mover in the development
of these schools.

They claimed that many of these fundamentalists

created these schools to avoid going to school with the minorities.
Other writers, such as Nordin and Turner ("More than Segregation
Academies," Phi Delta Kappan, 1980), have suggested that this was not
the primary reason these schools were built.

Little research on this

subject has been conducted that is of a reliable nature.

Dalton Ham

(1982) in an unpublished dissertation entitled "Reasons Why Parents
Enroll Their Children in Fundamentalist Christian Schools and Why
Churches Sponsor Them," surveyed 102 schools in Missouri in 1981 in an
attempt to determine frequency and percentage distributions.

Xn Ham's

study, the majority were Pentecostals and Independent Baptists.
Twenty-four percent of the schoo-ls were accredited.

Ham concluded that

most believed that discipline had broken down in public schools, Chat
non-public schools should use corporal punishment as a means of
discipline, and that teaching evolution should be removed.
their priorities as follows:

Ham listed

(a) a desire for students to receive

moral and religious instruction, (b) a desire to have students taught
by Christian teachers, (c) a belief that public schools are academically
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Inferior, (c) opposition to specific courses taught in public schools,
and (e) poor discipline in the schools.
Again, the question may be asked, "Who has the right to determine
what educational content shall be and how it should be delivered?"

On

the surface of the question the answer seems obvious in that there has
been a general conclusion that the right to educate belongs to the
states as an outgrowth of the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution;
however, since the advent of the Oregon Case in 1925, the private
sector has increasingly won more and more rights to see to the education
of youth.

As society has become more and more complex, challenges to

the state's right to determine educational content have become more
extensive in contrast to the rights of the people.
The People and the School
There has been since the culminating events that led to the
ratification of the U.S. Constitution, a conflict of interests between
the public sector and the private sector over the issue of education,
especially as it pertains as to whose purview education Is to be
subsumed.

Traditionally, the right of the state to control education

is derived from common law practice.

This conflict between the public

and the private sectors appears to accompany the ascent of democratic
forms of government in America and the subsequent separation of church
and state into more or less duallstlc, and often parallel, functions.
The rights of the state and federal government are spelled out to a
considerable degree in the Constitution.

However, there is a third

entity named in that document that has proven and is proving to be a
troublesome home or contention in the education-school controversy:
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The People.

The People are mentioned in the Preamble, the Ninth, and

the Tenth Amendments but are given no formal definition or description.
These constitute the only times that the People are mentioned in the
entire document.
Corwin and Peltason (1974) discussed the Preamble to the
Constitution and ntoed the nature of the people as expressed In that
section.

The Preamble is a prologue to the Constitution and does not,

in its own terms, create any governmental powers or vest any rights in
the people.

Of course, the phrase "We the People of the United States"

is rather ambiguous.

Historically, the "people," (nor the federal

government to be precise), did not exist at the Constitution Convention
of 1787.

The states had created the voting rights established under

the old Articles of Confederation of the States and had charged the
representatives at the convention with the task of modifying the
Articles, not creating a new government, which, in actuality, it did.
Norton (1969) noted the importance of the phrase "We the People" in
proclaiming this a government of the people, not of the states, as it
had been under the Articles.

The new Constitution brought in a new

nation, deriving its "just powers from the consent of the governed."
In his statement an the Constitution, future U.S. President James
Monroe stated that "the people, the highest authority known to our
system, from whom all our institutions spring and on whom they depend,
formed it’
.' (Norton, 1969, p. 1).

Patrick Henry who did not support

the Constitution, stated
. . . its language, "we the People" is the institution of one
great consolidated National Government of the people of all
the states, instead of a government by compact with the stages
for its agents. The people gave the Convention no power to use
their name. (Norton, 1969, p.7)
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Despite Henry's criticism (in actuality, Norton maintained the
Ninth and Tenth Amendments came about to please him) ratification was
achieved and the Constitution claims obedience, not simply because of
Its Intrinsic excellence or the merits of its principles, but also
because It Is ordained and established by the People.

Chief Justice

John Marshall stated,
The government of the Union is emphatically and truly a
government of the People. In form, and In substance, It
emanates from them. Its powers are granted by them, and
are to be exercised directly on them, and for their benefit.
(Corwin & Peltason, p. 36).
The people are the masters of the Constitution, not the reverse.
The Ninth Amendment reads, "The enumeration in the Constitution, of
certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by the people."

Two questions are raised by this statement:

(a) Who are the people? and (b) What rights do they retain?

Webster's

New World Dictionary (1974) defines the word "people" as being
derivative of the French "pople" and the Latin "populus," meaning
nation, or crowd.

Of the ten definitions presented, two are significant

for the present discussion:

(a) persons belonging to a certain place,

community, or class and (b) the citizens or electorate of a state.

The

amendment can be viewed as a statement of the rule of construction that
notes that a granting of rights in particular cases does not imply a
denial in all others.

It indicates that the Constitution consists of

delegated and enumerated powers and that the powers named are all chat
the United States possesses (along with the necessarily implied powers)
or may presume to exercise (Norton, 1969).
"catch-all."

This amendment is a

It states that while the constitution lists only certain
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right, it does not mean that the people have only those rights.

It

states that "the people" cannot be denied or have other rights taken
away from them just because the Constitution does not list all their
rights (Norton, 1969),
The Tenth Amendment reads, "The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively or to the people."

This amendment

falls into the category of reserved powers, i.e., powers that become
the province of the States if not delegated or forbidden them.

It is

worthy to note that invariably, since education is nowhere mentioned
in the Constitution, it is therefore considered to be a "reserved
power" of the States.

However, the final phrase of this statement

should not be overlooked:

" . . . are reserved to the States

respectively or to the people."

It would be logical to conclude that

this statement makes note of the existence of "two reserved clauses,"
one to the States, the other to the people.
Though seldom if ever cited as such, it would seem that the
justification for the existence of private education is to be found
alongside the justification for public education.

Corwin and

Peltaon (1976) noted that the states have the reserve power to
establish public schools, but they may not exercise this power
contrary to the Fourteenth or any other constitutional limitation.
If this analysis Is, then, valid and its conclusions logical, instead
of a bi-partite governmental structure consisting of Federal and
State components, a trl-partite system would be more consistent with
the actual wording of these constitutional amendments.
appear as follows:

It might
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Federal Government

State

I Government

The Role of Government:

The
People

Regulator or Facilitator

What has been the role of government In the education of youth in the
United States?

Has or should the government function as a regulator of

who gets what content In which amounts, or should it merely serve as a
means of procuring an education, regardless of the content?

The role of

government (herein referred to as the State to indicate a sovereign body)
is crucial in directing and shaping social change and it has done so
since the Puritans arrived on these shores through manipulation of the
educational enterprise.
The concern of the State as an agent of soclety-at-large is that it
has a stake in educating useful citizens.

The education of the citizen

tends toward the deliberate cultivation of common national traditions
and purposes and preparation for civic duties and socially useful
occupations (Sayers & Madden, 1959).
The concern of the individual tends to encourage free lines of
personal growth which at best have citizenship values and at worse iqayt
direct the individual's energies, Interests and values away from the
responsibilities of citizenship (Sayers & Madden, 1959).
The question can be raised, "are the State and the People one and
the same?"

Bertrand Russell (1932) concluded, reluctantly, that they are.
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He contended that education Is not so much a privilege of the Individual,
but the duty of the citizen, optimistically concluding that the state
really represents the unified voice of the people (Sayers & Madden, 1959).
Briggs (1950) maintained that the schools are established, supported, and
operated by society not as a form of public phllanthrophy but as an
Investment by society to ensure its perpetuation and progressive
improvement along the lines of Its own valued ideas and principles,

the

state supports free public schools to perpetuate and promote Its own
interests.

Briggs also believed that the representatives of the States

should prepare a comprehensive program that is consistent with the best
principles of social living and that this program should be presented .
uniformly throughout the country to all youth.

In the interest of

promoting its own Interests, the State, Briggs believed, should have the
right to suppress private schools and use the public schools to promote
"loyalty to approved Ideals."

Other authors have seen the State as

identical to the people, with It being a sovereign people In action,
seeking to promote the general welfare.
On the other side of the ledger, numerous authors differentiated
the State from the people.

Robert Maclver (1937) contended that the

State is not a single, homogeneous entity but rather a plurality of many
kinds of human associations, each one performing a more or less
distinctive social function; I.e., home, church, labor union, political
parties, etc.,
association.

The State, for Maclver, was simply another kind of
Hisbet (1953) viewed the People as a numerical aggregate

of individuals regarded for political and administrative purposes as
discrete and socially separated, given form and meaning by the nature
of the State and its laws. For him, the People are actual persons In an
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actual culture, inseparable from the families, unions, churches,
professions, and traditions that compose a culture.

For these, the

school, even though publicly supported and controlled, should not be just
an arm of the State, but have Its own autonomy.

It should stand with

the church, the home, and other associations as a basic institutionalized
form of association parallel to the State.

Berkson (1943) contended that

the idea that the school is a servant of the State can be traced to
undemocratic societies where minority rule and military power predominate.
The Founding Fathers had definite ideas about the role of public
education,

George Washington urged the funding of public schooling in

his first message to Congress as well as in his final Farewell Address.
Jefferson, in his second annual message to Congress urged the
Constitution be amended so as to expressly provide that the federal
government expend funds for the support of education.

John Adams

thought no expenditure would be too great for education.
concurred.

Janes Madison

Benjamin Franklin had recommended free public schools as

the basis for the founding of Che American Philosophical Society.

The

University of Pennsylvania grew out of the rejection of this notion.
All felt that the proper education of the U.S. citizenry was too chancy
to be left to the whom of parents; all were rejected.

Factors in the Rise of Secularization in Education
The rise of democracy heralded the rise in public education.
Education in Europe at the time of the founding of this country was
intended for the upper classes; any idea of free education at public
expense was preposterous (Sayers & Madden, 1959).

Slowly, American

leaders were able to break away from the idea of "education of the few."
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Industrial society played an important role in liberalizing this belief
in public education through its close association with the school.
Bryce (1910) noted that the division of aims in higher education,
faintly marked in the Revolutionary period, provided the initial wedge
separating church and state in matters of college education and opened
the way for parallel school movements.

Church centered culture was

constrained to give way to a newly dynamic democratic organization of
society, while the Christian college was compelled to perpetuate itself
with diminishing support of the secular community in the face of
institutions favoring nationalism.

Due to the nature of U.S.

Constitution, Christianity and civilization were posting official ways
to bear witness to separate social Ideals, and consequently, different
educational and cultural aims.
Cole (1940) noted that currlculums began to reflect the ideas of a
democratic culture.

Instead of schools reflecting and defending the

"truths" of the Christian faith, schools, especially colleges, were
designed to train "a succession of sober, virtuous, Industrious citizens"
(this idea was adapted by Franklin for the Academy/University of
Pennsylvania and later by Jefferson and Madison for William and Mary
College).

These schools, in essence, set aside church control for the

principle of democratic self-government.
Cole Identified two elements of German Influence, mental discipline
and State control, as being key to this separation.

Mental discipline

stressed a dedication to the mind, disinterested investigations,
research method, and loyalty to intellectual pursuits.

Education was

perceived to be the major support of the State (democracy) and
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therefore in the State's own best interest to direct it.

The State

control of education was conceptually underway.
As early as 1787, Hew York State appointed a corporation to visit
and Inspect colleges and to charter new ones (Incidentally coinciding
with the American Constitutional Convention).

States began to withdraw

public funds from support of privately governed colleges.

The 1819 case

of Dartmouth College vs. Haodward centered around a conflict between
state and church control of educational policy.
in favor of the Church.

The Supreme Court ruled

Two things resulted from this case:

(a) the

Court held that the charter (contract) of Dartmouth College was
inviolate by the State thereby guaranteeing freedom of church and
privately sponsored colleges, and (b) the Court encouaged the state to
explore in its own name and right the field of university education
(Cole, 1940).
The character of the college tradition is reflected in the plurality
that formed colonial society and the force that democracy assumed in
everyday life.

The oldest tradition was religious and emanated from the

English/Scotch tradition.

The private tradition founded by civic minded

persons was in the French tradition in leadership for democracy
(inspired by Tocqueville), The State, through federal land grants,
subsidized education to meet the needs of a secular society.

At the

beginning of the Civil War, there were 182 colleges, 21 of which were
state supported.
Cole made note of an Interesting paradox that grew with America as
it changed to meet emerging needs.

These people, most of whom by free

choice, professed allegiance to the Christian faith and regarded
religion as of paramount Importance to man, as citizens Ignored
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religion in their plans for democracy and affirmed two independent
theories of education, one religious, private, and church-related, the
other secular, and state promoted.
William 1. Harris wrote in the last decades of the nineteenth
century,

tie believed that the school should be the greatest emphasis

on democracy and that the school's task was to act not as an Instrument
of change but as an agent of preservation of past values and of
adjustment of the individual to society.

Thus, the aim of the school

was to preserve the status quo in American life by acting as an agent of
laissez-faire society, defending the dominant social philosophy of the
day (Cremin, 1957).
Horace Mann believed that universal education was basic for the
effective use of liberty and upon it a republican government's security
rests.

Called the Great Equalizer, he promoted a common school for a

common value system that was a mixture of state control and local
interests.

He opposed private denominational schools, considering them

foreign importations that taught children from their earliest years to
be fatally polemical.

He saw the gospel in these schools, instead of

being a temple of peace, converted into an armory of deadly weapons for
socially interminable warfare.

He concluded that the way out was to

make public schools so effective that private schools would gradually
give way to public schools in a competitive open market.

In a democracy,

the common leadership of the people was considered more basic than the
specialized education of a few.

The school's saving grade was not the

training of leaders, but the education given the great body of the
people (Cremin, 1957).
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The rise In secularization of education can be reduced to eight
major factors that operated In early America.
1.

These are;

The need in the New World for a trained citizenship preparation

for "the great business of living, according to Jefferson, and the
diffusion of culture in society"
2.

The constitutional principle of church/state separation provided

a psychological as well as legal basis for cleavage between secular/
sacred aspects of culture
3.

Divisive activities of the denominations and their desire for

preferential treatment in some states brought discredit and caused
desertion of many educators to state facilities
4.

The Enlightenment Movement in Europe encouraged free thought in

scholastic clrcles-soclal progress became synonymous with popular
education
5.

The rise of materialistic thought/development of science as a

way of knowing the world
6. The rise of industrial and technical fields left pure classical
education inadequate
7.

The rise of pauper schools (the free school movement)

8. Jefferson's 1779 Bill for the More General Diffusion of
Knowledge— Rousseau's view (adopted by Jefferson) advocating education
of Che masses won out over Locke's view (championed by Alexander
Hamilton) that promoted educating elites.

Jefferson essentially

contended that political government should protect the natural interest
of "all" people rather than Just the propertied, banking and
manufacturing classes.

He proposed a state system of education.

His

bill was not passed until 1796-97 and proved ineffective, but it was
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Instrumental In convincing the American people that education was a
state responsibility— one of the "Natural Rights of Man."

What the New Right Wants;

A Platform for Change

The United States Is currently In the grip of forces for educational
change.

At the forefront of those forces stands the new religious

political right, a coalition of nearly 60 million conservative Christians
and right-wing politicians whose basic platform in pro-Cod, pro-family,
pro-America, and who are aggressive, affluent, ambitious, highly
organized, and intend to take control of the nation's power centers.
Paul Simmons, Professor of Christian Ethics at Southern Baptist
Theological Seminar In Louisville, Kentucky, described them as having
religion and moral purpose which they combine with sophisticated
political strategies, influential television programming, experienced
marketing experts and almost unlimited funding.

He claims they find

common cause in opposing abortion, ERA, gay rights, sex education, drugs,
pornography, SALT II, the Department of Education, and cuts In defense
spending.

They are for a balanced budget, a hawkist foreign policy,

prayer in public schools, a secure Israel and free-enterprise economics.
He further described them as authoritarian, dogmatic and moralistic, but
hardly given to theological discourse, giving no hard facts or reasoned
analysis, only dogmatic denunciation (Brown, "New Voices on the Right,"
1982).

Brown related that by a curious combination of historical

circumstances, political trends and social conditions, this band of
fundamentalism has been politicized and ultraconservative political
ideologies have been given religious legitimacy.

The combination, Brown

concluded, is a witches' brew sure to Intoxicate those seeking political
power.
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The stage was set for the rise of these new right activists' battle
with education in the Kanawha County Textbook Controversy of 1914 (see
Chapter 2).

There, a collision of values occurred between those who

believe that parents have a right to determine what values their children
will be exposed to and those who believe the curriculum should reflect
the social, cultural, and racial diversity of the nation.
In the controversy, Alice Moore, wife of a local Church of Christ
minister and leader of the anti-textbook coalition, castigated
television as:

(a) the greatest moral disaster this country has ever

known; (b) having done Irreparable damage to home, family, and general
moral stability because young people are exposed to decadent attitudes
and opinions that never entered the minds of children a generation ago;
(c)

having made the sick and the perverse acceptable by making It

appear presentable, and (d) being a conduit for moral relativism to the
schools and, once acceptable in the eyes of leading educators, Into the
textbooks (Klncheloe, 1983).

Interestingly enough, the use of

television and media has been foremost in new religious right successes.
Viguerle claimed that this In conjunction with his direct mail
techniques has been the key to their success (Brown, 1982).

He noted

that the Conservative Caucus, a roughly 300,000 member grass-roots
organization with 250 congressional district chairpersons were able to
deliver 25,000 letters to Congress on 72-hour notice on any issue.
Bryson (1982) believed that the public school is a convenient
target for every unhappy citizen group in America.
primarily due to its visibility.

This may be true,

Because it represents a physical,

finite object, it has the consequences of representing a real base of
populist power.

Unlike the other institutions (family, economics,
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government, and religion), the school is a physical existence that falls
within the totality of control of a local population.

Each Bchool

represents an individual microcosm of the educational institution.
People may not be able to control all families, the economic drift of
society, the government in Washington, DC, or the wide variations in
religious expression, but they can exert a great deal of pressure on the
local school, which they control through taxes.

The attack on the

school, therefore, represents the use and manipulation of power in one
of its purest forms.
The School Administrator (1982, 24) identified an alarming lack of
public confidence.

This editorial questioned whether or not this lack

of public confidence stems from the public-at-large or from a smattering
of nationally organized groups who seek to promote extremist political
and religious interests.

It noted that their tone of attack ranged from

the Intellectual to the vitriolic and their tactics ranged from the
studious critiques of the conservative think-tank, the Heritage
Foundation, which advises President Reagan, to the book-burning sprees
that have plagued local communities.

The author noted that this

marriage of heavy-duty political clout with religion could damage
education through vigorous smear campaigns.
The National Congress for Educational Excellence's list of 300
words and phrases to tip off parents on the lookout for secular humanism
Includes academic freedom, analysis, citizenship, democracy, racism, and
values, all, according to the editorial, indicative of what the New
Right groups oppose.

The editorial quoted Rev. Falwell as having

predicted on several occasions that by 1992 Christian Academies will
outnumber public schools.

He reportedly told his TV audience that
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eventually parents will have handed back to them a check equal to what
the state Is paying to educate children in the public schools.

The

editorial further reported that a California ultra-right journalist and
educational critic accused public school administrators of having
betrayed public trust by attempting to deceive with educational jargon.
He stated that when the word "inquiry" is used, it really means that kids
decide for themselves what they want to believe.

"Competency-based

education" has nothing to do with basic education, and "problem-solving"
has nothing to do with math, though parents think it does.
Brown (1982) noted that the Hew Right wants a return to many of the
teaching practices and texts of years ago.

These should Include

Christian values and principles upon which, they say, the country was
founded.

They want history texts Chat emphasize the positive side of

the American past and economics courses that stress the strengths of
capitalism.

They want literature that avoids divorce, suicide, drug

addiction, and other harsh aspects of social life.

They want a return

to the "basics" which includes reading programs that focus on phonics
rather than whole word recognition, writing programs that stress good
spelling over creativity and a curriculum approach to teaching that
clearly delineates between right and wrong.
Brown (1982) reported a survey conducted by Michelle Kamhi for the
Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development, the Association
of American Publishers, and the American Library Association, of nearly
7500 principals, librarians, and library supervisors to find out the
sources

of complaint and censorship in the school setting.

She

reported a response of 1,891 to a highly detailed, 52-ltem questionnaire.
The ItemB, nationally, most disapproved of included secular humanism,
Darwinism, and evolution, criticism of the United States in history
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texts, values clarification, undermining of traditional family values
and atheistic or agnostic views.

Locally, sex, sexuality, and "dirty"

language topped the list.
Reasons for the attacks are varied.

A problem may emerge whenever

books or teachers attack Biblical conceptions of the world.

The works

of Alexander Solzhenitsyn are banned both in New Lisbon, Maine, and
Moscow, Russia.

It does not seem to matter that often people accused of

secular humanism have to be told what it is.

Brewster maintained that

the educational Right Wing advocated censorship of library books both to
remove obscene material and to monitor social and Intellectual
philosophies.

He concurred that they want to abolish sex education,

teach the fundamentalist doctrine of creatlonlsm disguised as creation
science and eliminate the teaching of ethics of values by the method
of stimulating the child's powers of moral reasoning,
Network of Patriotic Letter Writers of Pasadena,

lie cited the

California's critique

of values systems described as IT'S OR TO LIE - IT'S OK TO STEAL - IT's
OK TO HAVE PREMARITAL SEX - IT'S OK TO CHEAT - IT'S OK TO KILL.

They

contended that teachers say to students
If things are part of your own value system and you have
clarified these values to yourself, then it's ok to . . ..
The Important thing Is not what values to choose, but that
you have chosen them yourself. . . . That, in essence, is
what clarifiers teach children in schools today, (p. 227)
Brewster (1984) maintained that there is a further accusation that
humanistic educators are inspired by totalitarian philosophies and
harbor subversive Intentions.

Margaret Baldwin, in "Why Johnnie Can't

Tell Right From Wrong," published in Conquest, by Kansas City Youth
for Christ, stated, "values clariflecatlon is the hedonistic grandchild
of Communist brainwashing and the offspring of sensitivity training.
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Using this powerful psychological technique humanists are seeking to
replace the tradition values of school children of the United States
with situational ethics."

Brewster maintained that she believed that

teachers and students are supposed to accept the Idea that a wrong Idea
is wrong under any circumstances,
The New Right views the public school as a place of indoctrination
to truth and values as viewed by the New Right groups themselves.
Conversely, they view the public schools as a place to suppress or Unit
access to information.

Qne of their hated enemies, John Dewey, has said

that the purpose of education was to teach children how to think, not
what to think (Bryson, 1982).

The Gabler's Education Research Analysts

constitute by some estimates (The School Administrator, 1982) a $1,5
million operation with a network of 16,000 activists.

They outline

specific goals that school books must propound based on "traditional
values" and "moral absolutes."

They see as their task to cleanse the

nation's schools of all materials that they consider anti-family,
anti-American and anti-God.

Though neither has college experience or an

educational background, they have set themselves up as experts on
educational content in textbooks.

They claim that textbooks are at the

root cause of crime, violence, venereal disease and abortion rates.
They noted:

"If all the problems of the world were suddenly resolved

but textbooks remained unchanged, most of the same problems would soon
return because of what is being taught our children in classrooms"
Brown, 1982, p. 9).
The irony of it ail is that many of these critics also claim the
nation's children cannot read.

Nevertheless, the School Administrator

reported that for the year 1981, of the 21 textbooks reviewed before

the Texas Statewide Textbook Commission, ten were re.jected, largely
through their efforts.

They listed 10 categories of objectionable

content and these represent the primary concerns of the New Right:
(a) attack on values; (b) distorted content;

(c) negative thinking;

(d) violence; (e) academic unexccllence; (f) behavioral modification;
(g) humanism, occult, and other "religions" encouraged, and (h) ocher
important educational aspects such as open classrooms, team teaching,
individualized instruction, modern math, ungraded instruction, and
alternative currlculums (Bryson, 1982).
There is a platform for change regarding the fundamentalist
movement that revolves mostly around the establishment of fundanentalisc
schools.

Brown noted that the fundamentalists seek the abolition of

state requirements for accreditation of schools and certification of
teachers and administrators. They claim that these laws and requirements
interfere with the laws of God.

There are, however, consequences of

removal of certification and accreditation standards, namely, no control
whatsoever over content.

Without the standards, any group, not just the

fundamentalists, would enjoy the freedom to school in any tradition
they so chose.

Kincheloe (1983) reported that when this was attemoted

in South Dakota, Russell Means and the American Indian Movement took
advantage of this opening and founded schools for the Lakoca Sioux to
teach traditional Sioux values.
The concerns expressed by the fundamentalists in opposition to sex
education, values clarification,‘homosexual teachers, lack of prayer in
classrooms, the teaching of evolution, etc., have resulted in requests
for withdrawal of materials from libraries and classrooms, the teaching
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of creatlonism In science, the institution of prayers in the schools,
banning of certain books and authors, screening of school staff members
for homosexual tendencies, and the excluding of students from classes by
parental preference (Brown, 1982).

HcCarthy (1983) reported Chat America

now has approximately 256 different denominations, each having the
appropriate rights of the other.

Extended to its possible conclusion,

there could exist in this country at least that many private school
systems, each indoctrinating in its own particular values.

She reported

that, as of 1979, thirty states had legislation pertaining to sex
education, with most permitting excuse upon parental request.

Ebarb

(1979) noted that this provision did not satisfy some groups.

These

have insisted upon the abolition of sex education programs as violations
of the religious protection clause of the Constitution.

The courts have

not supported this contention.
Transcendental Meditation has been struck down as an elective course
of study (Malwak v. Yogi 440 Supp. 1284 (D.N.J. 1977, affirmed 592 F. 2d,
1971, 3rd. Clr. 1979).

Holocaust studies have been opposed by both Jews

and other groups (McCarthy, 1983).
Eldridge (1984) examined the rise of creatlonism and what he termed
this "general upsurge" of neopopulism.

He claimed that these groups

represent merely the latest, most visible, and most successful of the
school's critics.

Populism has gone hand-in-hand with conservative

Protestant religious belief.

The current confrontation between

creatlonism and science, he maintained, does not constitute an
intellectual problem, but a social and political one, and specifically
an educational problem.

He related that creationists constantly ask,

"Which would you prefer your children to believe— evolution or creation?"
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arguing either that both are scientific or that both are actually forms
of religious beliefs.

By claiming viability for both, they appeal to

"fair play" to include both in the school curriculum or still yet, "Why
not let the students decide?"
Skow (1981), a harsher critic, contended that creationist leaders
have made a deity of the Bible and wish to make society bow down before
their "totem."

Through the efforts of the Institute for Creation

Research in San Diego, housed at Christian Heritage College, the
creationists pursue their goals.

They enjoy a reported annual budget

of some $650,000 and have funded repeated challenges to get evolution
out of the classroom or creatlonism in.
unsuccessful In their efforts.

They generally have been

Notably, Superior Court Judge Perluss

insisted in 1981 that teaching evolution does not imply teaching a
religion known as secular humanism (Seagraves v. State of California,
No. 278978, oral discussion - California Superior Court) (Bryson, 1982).

Social Institutions and the Loss of Influence
Institutions are social arrangements that channel behavior in
prescribed ways in Important areas of societal life.

These Interrelated

elements— norms, values, and role expectations-*‘have been devised and
passed on to succeeding generations in order to provide "permanent"
solutions for crucial societal problems (Eltzen, 1974).

Eitzen

maintained that these cultural imperatives serve as regulating agencies
that channel behavior in culturally prescribed ways in grooves deemed
desirable by society.

The trick is performed by making the grooves

appear to the individual the only possible ones (Berger, 1963).
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For example, there are pre-determlned channels for marriage— no
host of options.

The individual is expected to marry and set up a

conjugal household, although the actual options are many.
usually choose what society demands.

The partners

Other options are deemed invalid.

Eitzen (1974) contended that the result is a patterned arrangement that
regulates sexual behavior and insures a stable environment for the care
of dependent children.
Eitzen believed that institutions arose from the uncoordinated
actions of multitudes of individuals over time, with the design
accidental and growing through cultural evolution.

These basic

Institutions develop around the basic "needs" of a society,

Eitzen

depicted these as follows:
Social Problems
1.

Institution

Sexual regulation; maintenance of stable units
that Insure continued births and care of
dependent children

family

2.

Socialization of newcomers to the society

education

3.

Maintenance of order; distribution of power

polity

4.

Production and distribution of goods and
services; ownership of property

economy

Understanding the transcendental; the search
for the meaning of life and death and man's
place in the world

religion

6. Understanding the physical and social realms of
nature

science

7,

medicine

5.

Providing for physical and emotional health care

It is a conflict of values in alternatives within and between these
institutions, Eitzen maintained, that provided the impetus for discord.
Dialectic with and between groups leads to change.
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Eitzen described the turbulence that has characterized American
society In this century as "a national populace lashing out at Its
social Institutions."

The rightness of monogamy has been questioned,

along with marital fidelity, having children, capitalism, the legitimacy
of government, the validity of organized religion, and the existing
modes of education.
the majority.

This protest has typically provoked a reaction by

This reaction, Eitzen suggested, although not intended,

has Itself been responsible for the ensuing change.
Institutions often exhibit the qualities of being sacred.
not.

They can be changed.

They are

Eitzen noted that this heritage of change

was closely tied with the founding of America and stated by Jefferson
In the Declaration of Independence which held that one should change the
system when it no longer serves the people.
Three processes have been primarily responsible for generating the
flux that has permeated all of society's Institutions:
Industrialization, organization, and bureaucratization.
Industrialization and technological breakthroughs such as assembly lines,
computers, birth control pills, television, communications, and
transportation solve some problems and create others.
areas alter social behavior and cause shifts In values.
has presented numerous problems for society.

Changes In these
Urbanization

Eitzen noted that in 1790,

5% of the population lived in places of more than 2500.

By 1960, 70%

lived in areas exceeding 2500 with 54% in areas over 50,000 or more.
Twenty percent of the nation's population lived In New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Detroit metropolitan areas.

Shifts in

population have made problematic money to provide adequate schools,
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water, electricity, waste disposal, mass transit, recreational
facilities, mass low Income housing, police and fire protection, and
welfare services.

Increasing bureaucratization in the quest for

efficiency has led to a paradox that often results in greater
inefficiency and lmpersonali2atlon.

Eitzen maintained that

participation in modern associations often results more from fear than
loyalty.

Eitzen noted that this increasing tendency toward bureaucratic

forms has affected all the institutions and extended to sports,
corporations, and even crime.

It has produced the prototype of the

organization man, exemplified by rigid conformity— a small cog in a big
machine.
There has been a loss of influence in traditional roles played by
the Institution.

Eitzen noted that the family has traditionally been

patriarchal, but changes in work activity have led to more democratic
forms of marital relations.

The changing role of women and enhanced

tolerance for recognition of a wide variety of life-styles (liberated
females, the homosexual, interracial couples, cohabitation, and communes)
have all had adverse affects on the institution of the family.

Serial

monogamy (multiple more or less long-term marriages in one's lifetime)
has changed the "permanence" and consistency of the family unit.

Bryson

(1983) suggested chat the traditional family has had to find means of
coping with a variety of complaints Including one-parent households,
divorce, estranged parents, foster-home living, working mothers, living
on welfare, parent dating and death and dying.

Additionally, the role

of ethnic groups in a pluralistic society, changing sex roles,
adolescent physical changes, pregnancy, abortion, homosexuality, child
birth rates, drugs and alcohol, and use of "street" language, all present
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particular problems for the family, and, thereby, for the society.

The

emphasizing of personal and social problems in the classroom and
exploring these themes has resumed a role formerly reserved for parents.
Religion has experienced the vaguerles of a changing society.
Eitzen described society as having moved from drugs to religion, from
political activism to religious fanaticism, from Immorality to morality.
The rise of fundamentalism, as exemplified by the Jesus Movement of the
early 1970s, resulted from a decline in churches.

This decline led to a

revival of sects, the occult, Satanism, scientism, Zen, Yoga,
transcendental meditation, and astrology.

Eitzen suggested that the

Jesus Movement, for teens, resolved the adolescent identity crisis and
questions of right and wrong through the positing of absolutes in
morality.

It also helped to resolve crises associated with the onset

of sexuality by denying sexual feelings, thereby aiding in the avoidance
of anxiety and helping to cope with dramatic changes In society as they
experience it.

Religion provides authority and reduces complexity to

manageable forms.

The provision of community creates a surrogate family.

Religion's reaction against technology, materialism, efficiency and
bureaucracy has traditionally produced a raison d'etre within the
religious community.

Eit2en claimed that, as a force for change, the

fundamentalists see Jesus as a revolutionary and his having come to
overthrow the injustices of his day and calling upon his followers to do
the same.

The conflict emerges within the institution as a message of

comfort (the churches) versus a message of challenge (the sects).

The

traditional forms of institutionalized religion have given way in large
measure to sect varieties.
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Education has been at the nexus of social change, both by accident
and by design.

Eitzen (1974) noted that the traditional functions of

education included the socialization of newcomers to Che society, the
shaping of personalities so that they are in basic congruence with the
demands of the culture, and the preparation of individuals for adult
roles.

In early America, the school focused on the teaching of the

basics of reading, writing, spelling and arithmetic, all needed for
living in an agrarian economy (reading the Bible, writing
correspondence, and doing simple accounting).

Modern society demands

specialized occupational skills and expertise in narrow areas.
Moreover, the educational system has taken over teaching skills of
citizenship, cooking, sewing, and sex education, all formerly the purview
of the family.
Bryson (1982) asked the question whether or not the 1960s
experiments with open classrooms, team teaching, individualized
instruction, modern math, ungraded instruction, alternative currlculums,
etc., confused parents and made it difficult for them to understand
their children's homework.

He contended that the teaching of

decision-making, thinking skills, and values clarification made it seem
a move away from the tradition of being told what to do to participatory
involvement.

This, he maintained,

represented a break with thepast

(parents were not used to this).
Religion, Henry (1930) contended, acted predominantly as a
conserving force, indoctrinating in culturally
Patriotism, myths of the heritage,

prescribed ways.

supelority, and ethnocentrlsmare

encouraged, while creativity and questioning are curtailed by design.
Mass education compelled student attendance six hours dally, five days
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weekly, 40 weeks yearly for almost ten years.

It flourished under local

control, exhibited a competitive nature, provided a sifting and sorting
function of "talent," and was preoccupied with order and control through
description of nearly every aspect and action of the participants.

As

industrialization proliferated, the school increasingly took on more
and more of the roles that had formerly been vested In the family
(Eitzen, 1974), and to some extent, the church through emphases on moral
and religions instruction.
Summary
This question sought to examine why the educational system Is so
crucial a subject for directing social changes.

There is general

agreement among and between modern critics that the efforts of the
modern educational system are either misdirected or nondirective.

There

is no disagreement that the school is the major agent of socialization,
a position formerly traditionally belonging to the family but
surrendered in the face of increasing industrialization, urbanization,
and bureaucratization.
The questions of who controls education and for what purpose have
become central to the educational-societal enterprise.
Constitution of the United

Through the

States of America, the federal government,

the states, and the people all lay claim to the right to educate the
children of the society.

Critics on the right have lamented the

permissiveness and immorality of the school.

Critics on the left have

described the competlveness and structure of the school.
With the advent of science and the growth of industry, a
concomitant change occurred in the roles to be played by the family,

religion and education.

The structure of the family wavered under the

stress placed upon it by economic factors, women entering the work
force in increasing numbers, and the growing acceptance of alternative
life styles.

It came to be necessary for the school to provide a type

of education beyond just the basics to meet the needs of a complex
society.

Toffler (1971) predicted that the changing society would

require persons who could cope with rapid turnover, changes in
occupations and human relationships, community ties, and able to make
complex choices,

tftienever any such preparation is needed to serve

society, the school has been targeted for directing the needed change.
Consequently, groups within the society have reacted to these changes
unfavorably when the changes conflict with previously held values.
School Is a microcosm of society.

If society is sick, competitive,

repressive, inhumane, materialistic, racist and imperallstlc, so too must
be the schools.

Therefore, if society is to be changed, one must change

the schools (Eitzen, 1974).

Eitzen concluded that the educational system

is a product of society which, itself, shapes its products to meet its
own requirements.

The system is predicated on the needs of an industrial

society where citizens must follow orders, do assigned tasks in the
appropriate order and time span, and not "rock the boat."

Schools are

currently 20th century oriented in that they are run by the clock.
signal change regardless of readiness,

Bells

netting through a predetermined

set of activities in a given time period often becomes more important
than learning.

Rules and regulations exist to cover almost all

activities— >how to dress, how to wear one’s hair, which side of the hall
to walk on, when to speak in class, and when to go to the bathroom.
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Teachers reward the "right" answers, praise the "proper" behavior (Holt,
1967).
The school has been targeted as a primary director of social change
because it is the only institution that serves as both a conserving and
a change element.

It has been charged with conserving the essence of

the culture and it matters not whether that culture is rigid and
constricting or amorphous and loose.

It has repeatedly been called upon

to implement innovations and changes desired by the culture.

The vast

majority of society's members have spent a significant portion of their
lives in the educational setting, which grew initially out of the
family's attempt to meet the needs of rapidly changing society.

The

educational system owes the church for its organization in America (for
religious purposes) and its development and growth to the influence of
business and industry.
governmental bodies.

It owes much of its funding sources to
Since all of the institutions ultimately are tied

to and grow out of the family, it can be expected that a change in one
will have ramifications for the others.

There are indications in the

writings of most all social scientists that the rise of
industrialization caused changes in the family that altered traditional
patterns of interpersonal relations (Eitzen, 1974).

Scientific and

technological breakthroughs have caused a reaction in the religious
institution in the form of organized resistance to the resultant social
change (Uelkln, 1982).

What the nation has been experiencing is two

institutions, both traditionally arms of the family, both now developed
to the point that they have assumed a status equal to and nearly
independent of any individual family.

With the polity, both become
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extensions of the government, one to lay the foundation for moral
direction and the other to facilitate the governments Interests.
It could be concluded that In modern society, education has been
used as a basic force for change to accommodate a scientific-based
society and one faced with assimilation and amalgamation of diverse
immigrant groups.

Many writers, especially those writing in a Marxian

tradition, viewed religion as a conservative force that helps to maintain
the status quo (Shepard, 1984).

The interaction between these forces

is the essence of social change in society.
Subproblem 4:

Are there parallels between the Neo-Fundamentalist
Movement and other political movements?

Broom and Selznick (1968) stated that religious sects emerge when
established churches fall to respond to the needs of new life situations.
They identified two types of perspectives that are often associated with
fundamental historical change:
those that initiate change.

those affecting group Identity and

Protest, they suggested, is most likely to

occur when there is hope and some sign of progress achieved.

Despite

internal differences, most collectivist Ideologies are alike in that
each calls for Increased social control, a strong active government, and
more social responsibility, solidarity, and community.
Collective action Is called a social movement when it is unified,
lasting, and has a distinctive perspective and ideology that provides
self-justification, direction, offers weapons of attack and defense, and
holds out inspiration and hope (Biuner, 1951).

Social movements place

great emphasis on ideology, especially when other sources of orientation
and cohesion are lacking.

Additionally, these movements provide a
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strong sense of solidarity and idealism where membership typically
means more to the individual than other affiliations that he or she
might have.

Members are dedicated and feel part of an idealistic and

active enterprise (Droom & Selznick, 1968).

Zn the early stages of a

social movement, idealism plays the major role, whether that movement is
political, religious, progressive, or reactionary in nature.

Broom and

Selznick noted that all movements exhibit an orientation toward action.
The word "movement" itself suggests an unconventional method of appeal,
which often Includes street meetings, sale of propaganda tracts, and
dramatic actions (the stress on action reflects the problem of
maintaining Interest and solidarity.

Broom and Selznick noted that

there is a constant need to give members something to do to keep then
from slipping away to other interests and involvements.
These movements are usually made up of a variety of forms and
groupings, which tends to give the group somewhat of an amorphous
character.

Often there is much discussion about what constitutes the

boundaries of the movement (Broom & Selznick, 1968).
Goode (1984) labeled the Moral Majority, a component of
Meo-Fundamentalist Movement, a reactionary social movement (seeks to
restore society or some part of it to a former condition or state). The
Moral Majority, Goode claimed, seeks to return to a time when only
marital sex was approved, homosexuality was regarded as a disease, and
abortion was illegal and available only to the rich or the desperate.
By contrast, the civil rights movements of the 1960s have been
classified as revolutionary (seeking to establish a new order) or
revisionary (seeking to reorder past practice).
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Goode noted that relatively few people join social movements of any
kind.

They, typically, include only a small portion of the population,

while most people remain totally inactive.

Much of the time, the vast

majority of people conform to the social arrangements that enmesh them.
Usually, a small minority bands together to bring about, prevent, or undo
change.

By their nature, they express dissatisfaction with the way

things are or with changes other people want to make.

Their participants

think that their own values, needs, and goals, or beliefs are being
stifled or threatened by certain conditions or people, and they want to
set things right.
Goode suggested that all social movements require three basic
conditions to come into being:

(a) some "objective" condition must be

capable of creating people's opposition, (b) groups of individuals must
"subjectively" feel that this cpndition is in fact undesirable and that
something can be done about it, and (c) society must provide some means
for making this dissatisfaction collective, i.e., organized.

Some form

of leadership acting as midwives leading the underprivileged must be
active (Useem, 1980; Piven & Cloward, 1977).
Eric Hoffer (1951), in The True Believer, noted that, in order for
a social movement to begin, there must be a nationalist fervor.

This

force must be tapped if the drastic changes projected and initiated
by revolutionary enthusiasm are to be consummated.
there must be a desire for change.

He noted, also, that

There must be discontent, but not

destitution (so long as the world ticks in one's favor, do not tinker
with it).

There must be a sense of power.

Max Weber defined power as

the ability to make and Implement decisions with or without the consent
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of those affected by those decisions (DeFleur, 1971) or despite
resistance (Shepard).

Hoffer contended that those who are awed by their

surroundings do not think of change, no matter how miserable their
condition, concluding that life 1b precarious at best.

He suggested

that men who rush into undertakings of vast change usually feel they are
in possession of some irreslstable power (Note:

The participants in the

French Revolution possessed an ominpotent conception of man's reason and
a belief in the boundless range of his Intelligence; Lenin and the
Bolsheviks had a blind faith in the omnipotence of Marxist doctrine; the
Nazis had faith In an infallible leader and his techniques of blitzkreig
and propaganda; America had faith in the Intrinsic goodness of human
nature and the omnipotence of science— a defiant faith).

Hoffer noted

that where power is not joined with faith in the future, it is used
mainly to ward off the new and pre'serve the status quo.
aspect makes it potent.

The future

An effective doctrine, as well as being a

source of power, must also claim to be a key to the book of the future.
Hoffer noted that the difference between the conservative and the
radical springs mainly from their attitudes toward

the

future. Fear of

the future causes one to lean against and cling to the present, while
faith in it renders one receptive to change.
to change is to ask for trouble.
signs of decay.

Conservatives feel that

They are constantly on the lookout for

They feel that any change is more than likely for the

worst— the future is a booby trap (Hoffer, 1951).
Hoffer believed that in the early stages, the

members must be

totally ignorant of the difficulties involved in their vast undertaking
(true for the French, the Nazis, the Bolsheviks, and the Americans).
The experienced man is a latecomer to the movement.
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Who is Attracted and Whv They Stay
Hoffer noted that social movements attract minorities.

The power

of the minorities at both ends of the human spectrum, the best and the
worst, are attracted.

While not negating the role of the superior

individual, Hoffer noted that the failures, misfits, outcasts and
criminals, and all thsoe who have lost their footing or never had one,
are prime

targets for recruitment.

played by

the best and the worst over the heads of the majority in the

middle.

The game of history is usually

The inferior elements of a nation are totally without reverence

to the present.

They see their lives and the present as spoiled beyond

remedy and are ready to waste and wreck both.
reckless, with a will to chaos and anarchy.

Hoffer termed them
They crave to dissolve

their spoiled, meaningless selves in some soul stirring spectacular,
communal undertaking.
Among the early recruits are the discarded
often the

and rejected.

They are

raw material of a nation's future (as in the case of the

Americans), or as Hoffer stated it, "The stone the builders reject
becomes the cornerstone of Che new world."
The disaffected are in all walks of life, but most frequently
consist of (a) the new poor, (b) the misfits, (c) outcasts (d)
minorities, (e) adolescents, (f) the ambitious— whether those in the
grips of some vice or obsession; (h) the impotent (body or mind), (i)
the inordinately selfish, and (j) the sinners (Hoffer, 1951).

The new

poor or recent poor emerge when previously bad conditions are getting
better (Robertson, 1978), or the recently poor remember better
conditions (Hoffer, 1951).

Among the misfits, the role of veterans is

che key.
e.g.).

They are the most Incurably frustrated and unfilfilled (Hitler,
Often they are the most violent extremists in a holy cause.

The

inordinately selfish are usually the most persuasive champions of
selflessness— the fiercest fanatics are often selfish people who were
forced, by shortcomings or external circumstances, to lose faith in
their own selves.

Hoffer (1951) made note of the fact that Adolph

Hitler targeted bored housewives, middle-age women, and splnisters as
focal points to launch his movement in Germany.
movement the escape from a blemished life,

Sinners find in a mass

St. Paul, St, Augustine, and

numerous early movers in the Christian religion had been notorious
sinners prior to conversion.

The same can be said of Reverends Falwell

and Robinson and numerous modern day Christians.

Through remorse and a

sense of grievance these individuals are driven to the movements.

Hoffer

noted that the techniques of the proselytizing movement alms to evoke
in the faithful the mood of the repentant criminal, and this is often
supported by dogma and scripture:

"Joy shall be in Heaven over one

sinner that repententh, more than over ninety and nine Just persons,
which need no repentance" (Luke 15:7, Holy Bible).
"Where the repentant stand, the wholly righteous are not worthy to
stand" (Joseph Kearaer, in Jesus of Hazareth, from the Talmud).
Hoffer concluded that mass movements are sometimes custom-made to
fit the needs of the criminal, not only for the catharsis of his soul
but also for the exercise of his inclinations and talents.

Mass

movements aim to infect people with a malady and offer the movement as
a cure.

An effective mass movement cultivates the idea of sin,

depicting the autonomous self as barren, helpless, and vile.

Through

confusion and repentance, salvation is found by losing oneself in the
holy oneness of the congregation.
Hoffer maintained that a mass movement holds a following not
because it can satisfy the desire for self-advancement but because it
can satisfy the passion for self-renunciation.

The "need for new life"

provides a close-knit collective body, elements of pride, confidence,
and purpose.

It is important to note that one of the cornerstones of

the Neo-Fundamentalist Movement has been the "born-again" experience.
Every true believer must publicly acknowledge Jesus Christ as Lord and
Saviour at some point before taking off on "the true path."

This act

binds the individual to a group of like-experienced people.

Hoffer

suggested that such acts offer substitutes either for the whole self
or the elements which make life bearable that they cannot evoke out of
their individual resources.

Faith in a holy cause is to a considerable

degree a substitute for the lost faith in oneself.

The less justified

a man is in claiming excellence for his own self, the more ready is he
to claim all excellence for his nation, his religion, his race, or his
holy cause.

In doing so, he takes his mind off his own meaningless

affairs by minding other people's business through gossip, snooping,
meddling, and feverish interest in communal, national, and racial
affairs.
When a mass movement begins to attract people who are interested
in their individual careers, it is a sign that it is past its vigorous
stage and that it is no longer engaged in moulding a new world but in
possessing and preserving the present (Hoffer, 1951).

Xn other words,

it ceases to be a movement and becomes an enterprise.

Hoffer, quoting

Adolf Hitler in Mein Kempf, reported.
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The more posts and offices a movement has to hand out, the more
inferior staff it will attract, and in the end these political
hangers-on overwhelm a successful party in such number that
the honest fighter of former days no longer recognizes the old
movement . . , when this happens, the mission of such a movement
is done for. (p. 17)
Hoffer suggested that the vanity of the selfless, even those who
practice utmost humility, is boundless.

This idea of supposed

selfishness is one of the most potent attractions of mass movements in
that it offers a substitute for individual hope, particularly in a
society inbred with the idea of social progress.

Herman Rauschning in

the Conservative Revolution (1941) spoke of a pre-Hitlerlan Germany
that suffered national as well as individual despair in the aftermath
of World War I.

He stated, "The feeling of having come to the end of

all things was one of the worst troubles we endured after that last
war" (Hoffer, 1951, p. 17).

This despair laid the foundation and

created the conditions necessary for the Nazi movement in Germany.
Hoffer contended that when people are ripe for a mass movement, they
are usually ripe for any effective movement.

The movement chat produced

che United States of America was born amidst the despair and
disaffection resulting from British rule between 1750 and 1770.

The

Bolshevik revolution was tied to the actions of Czarlst Russia, and the
Nazi revolution was the product of Germany's humiliation in World War I
and the threat of communist infiltration.

In each case the conditions

were ripe for some social movement or mass action.
Hoffer contended that all mass movements are competitive.
in one is a loss in all the others.
interchangeable.

A gain

Additionally, all are

Religious movements may become social or nationalist,
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or vice versa.

He suggested that the only way to stop a movement is by

substituting one for another.

Agents of Unification
All movements are composed of Ideologies, goals, tactics, and
leadership (Rose, et al., 1982).
movement's Interests,

The Ideologies defend or assert a

Goals Identify the things that movements strive

for that their leaders and members can easily understand and pursue
on a day-to-day basis.
all movements employ:

Rose identified three types of tactics that
education, political activity, and direct action.

Education of the public is used by almost all social movements.

This,

along with political activity, constitutes the bulk of a movement's
activities.

This is accomplished through lobbying, campaigning at the

seat of government, petitions to governmental officials, letter-writing
campaigns, leaflets, advertisement, and the sponsoring of television
and radio programs to communicate the movement's nosltlon.

Rose called

direct action the most militant tactic which may include identification
of the "enemy" or the main obstacle to the cause and subsequent
psychological warfare, or the more drastic organization into guerilla
units.

These units commit acts of terrorism which are intended to

disrupt the social structure and force authorities to use repressive
measures that will mobilize public opinion against the government in
power.

All movements must possess effective leadership that plans,

directs, and coordinates the activities of the movement,
Hoffer (.1951) identified six basic unifying agents that served to
focus the activities of the social movement and work to bond the
members together.

Listed in the order of importance or influence,
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these are:

(a)

(d) leadership,

hatred, (5) imitation, Cc) persuasion

(e) action,

andcoercion,

and (f) suspicion.

Hatred is the most accessible and comprehensive of all.
hatred does what Christian love cannot do.

Common

Hass movements can arise

and spread without a belief in God but never without a belief in a
devil (Heine, 1882).

Rauschning (1940) quoted Hitler when asked if

the Jew must be destroyed.He replied, "Ho . . . we should have
Invent him.

to

It is essential to have a tangible enemy not merely an

abstract one" (Hitler Speaks, 1940).

F, A. Voit in Unto Caesar

reported a 1943 Japanese mission to Germany in which the Japanese
reportedly liked the Mazi movement that they observed but regretted
that Japan had no Jews to exploit.
Throughout history, movements have identified their particular
devil.

These were some notable ones:

, . . during the Revolutionary War, Jefferson identified King
George III.
. . . during the Manifest Destiny period of American History
Jackson identified both the British and the native American
Indian
. ..the Abolitionists had the Southern slave owner
. ..the Southern slave owner had the Northern Yankee
. ..the Russians had the Czars and the decadent West
. ..the Nazis had the Jews
. ..the Civil Rights Movement had racists and bigots
, . . the Fundamentalists had Darwin, Dewey, Secular Humanism
and Communlsh
Hoffer noted that common hatred units the most heterogeneous of
elements.

In Mein Kempf. Hitler noted tbat the genius of a great

leader consists In concentrating all hatred on a single foe, making
even adversaries far removed from one nother seem to belong to a single
category. For Hitler, Jews were behind every action.

In the above

examples, the same would be true for each group's devil.

Hoffer noted

that che ideal devil, like the Ideal deity, is omnipotent and
omnipresent.

Every difficulty and failure within the movement is the

work of the devil, and every success is a triumph over his evil
plotting.

In most cases, Hoeffer reported, the devil is a foreigner

(for a domestic enemy to qualify as a devil, it must be given a foreign
ancestry).

Hitler's enemies were Zionists, Russia's the aristocracy.

The French aristocrats in Che French Revolution were seen as
descendants of barbarous Germans,..while the commoners perceived
themselves as descendants of civilized Gauls and Romans.

During the

Puritan Revolution in England, royalists were labeled "Normans,"
descendants of foreign Invaders (see Crane Britton's Anatomy of a
Revolution. 1938).
Hoffer suggested that people always look for allies when they hate.
He noted that when people have a grievance, they turn hatred, when
wronged, against others.

For example:

. . . the Germans' hatred of the conditions of the Treaty of
Versailles resulted in their blame of the Jews.
. . . Stalinist Russia blamed decadent capitalists in the
West
. . . Zulus, oppressed by the Boers, turned on the Hindus
. . , White trash, exploited by Dixiecrats' hated Negroes, (p. 62)
Hoffer believed that the hatred exemplified by movements was a form of
self-contempt.

The more sublime the faith, the more virulent the

hatred it breeds.
Social movements utilize imitation to unify their members.

The

more people mistrust their judgment and luck^ the more they are ready
to follow the example of others.

In this regard, most movements look

to other movements for models of behavior than they like.

People

defined outside the role models are branded as treasonous or apostate.
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Persuasion and coercion consists of propaganda (see Question 02).
Once a movement is realized, propaganda ceases to be effective In
keeping them persuaded.

Hoffer suggested that propaganda Is more

effective and fervent when It operates with coercion, both for Che
convert and converter,

There Is a need for the fervent conviction that

the faith they impose or are forced to adopt Is the only true one.
This serves more to justify themselves than to convince others.

The

more reason they have to feel guilty, the more fervent their
propaganda.
Leadership, Hoffer contended, cannot create Che conditions or
conjure out of a void those necessary to power the organizational
movement.

Eagerness to follow must be present.

Hoffer maintained

that World War 1 and its aftermath readied the ground for the rise of
the Bolshevik, Fascist, and Nazi movements, not their respective
leaders.

Once the stage Is set, the presence of an outstanding leader

is indispensible.

Without Lenin in 1917, Russia might have had a more

or less liberal coalition.

Without Mussolini and Hitler, no Fascist or

Nazi movement may have been possible.

Hoffer concluded that people

whose lives are barren and Insecure seem to show a greater willingness
to obey than people who are self-sufficient and self-confident.
Action is a major component of any movement (Rose, 1982; Hoffer,
1951; Shepard, 1984, Robertson, 1978; Broom & Selznick, 1968).

Hoffer

stated that men of thought seldom work well together, while men of
action usually find easy comaderie with one another.
and equips man's soul for action.

Faith, organizes

To Be in possession of the one and

only truth and never doubt one's1righteousness; to feel backed By a
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mysterious power (God, Destiny, or History); to be convinced one's
opponents are incarnations of evil and must be crushed, and to exult
in self-denial and devotion to duty-all are qualifications that are
formidable for action.

Hoffer warned, however, that if a movement

opens vast fields of action, it may hasten that movement's end.

He

concluded that a people steeped in action are likely to be least
religious in that action becomes an end of itself.
Suspicion of neighbors, friends, and relatives seems to be the
rule within all mass movements.

Sometimes Innocents are accused and

sacrificed to keep suspicion alive.

All opposition within the ranks

is associated with the enemy without, speaking through the mouth of
the dissenter (those who deviate).

It becomes the sacred duty of the

true believer to be suspicious and on the lookout for saboteurs, spies,
amd traitors.

Collective unity, Hoffer concluded, is not the result

of brotherly love of the faithful for each other but coalitions
allied to the whole.
There are three basic results that unification brings to a
movement.

First, by elevating dogna above reason, the individual's

intelligence is prevented from becoming self-reliant.

Secondly,

ruthless censorship of literature, art, music, and science prevents
even the creative from living self-sufficient lives.

Finally, the

Inculcated devotions to church, party, country, leader, and creed
perpetuate a state of Incompleteness-dependence on the collective
body (Hoffer, 1951).
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Hen of Words. Fanatics, and Men of Action
The division between men of words, fanatics, and practical men of
action is not category.
life.

They often vary with the different stages of

Hoffer noted that the hatching of a movement requires the

temper and talents of the fanatic, but the final consolidation is
largely the work of practical men of action.

Men of words have a

deep-seated craving for recognition, i.e,, for a clearly marked status
above the common run of humanity.

Hoffer quoted French general

Napoleon Bonaparte as having said, "Vanity made the French Revolution,
liberty was only a pretext."

Once the man of words formulates a

philosophy and a program, he is likely to stand by them and be immune
to persuasions to the contrary.

Hoffer contended that however much the

protesting man of words sees himself as the champion of the downtrodden
and injured, the grievance which animates him is, with very few
exceptions, private and personal.
his hatred for the powers that he.

His pity is usually hatched out of
When their superior status is

suitably acknowledged, he will side with the strong against the weak.
Henry David Thoreau believed that what so saddens the reformer is not
his sympathy with his fellows in distress, but, Chough he be the holiest
son of God, his private oil.

Let this be set aright and he will forsake

his generous companions with apology (Hoffer, from Walden),
According to Hoffer, the militant man of words prepared the ground
for the rise of the mass movement by;
1)
2)

discrediting prevailing creeds and institutions and detaching
from them the allegiance of the people
indirectly creating a hunger for faith in the hearts of those
who cannot live without it, so that when the new faith is
preached it finds an eager response among the disillusioned
masses
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3) furnishing Che doctrines and slogans of the Faith
A) undermining the convictions of the "Better people"— those who
can get along without faith, so that when the new fanaticism
makes its appearance they are without the capacity to resist,
(pp. 8A-86)
The fact that mass movements as they arise often manifest less
Individual freedom than the order they supplant is usually ascribed to
the trickery of a power-hungry clique that captures the movement at a
critical stage and cheats the masses of the freedom about to dawn.
Hoffer suggested that this freedom the masses crave is not of
self-expression or self-realization, but from the intolerable burden of
autonomous existence— the fearful burden of free choice— from the
arduous responsibility of realizing their Ineffectual selves and
shouldering the blame for the blemished product.

These movements do

not wish freedom of conscience but blind, authoritarian faith that
would establish uniformity and Individual anonymity and, consquently,
a new structure of perfect unity.

Hoffer termed the militant man of

words an intellectual demagogue.
When the moment is ripe, only the fanatic can hatch a genuine mass
movement.
beginning.

Without this individual, Hoffer maintained there is no new
He or she gives direction.

Without this person, only the

political type of revolution (simple overthrow of government, Dorf,
1976) is possible.

Hoffer stated that chaos is the fanatic's element.

Other men of action pale in the face of anarchy, yet the fanatic is
adamant about destruction of the present.
does he have a sense of worth.

Only when engaged in change

The fanatic usually comes from the

ranks of the non-creatlve men of words (.the creative individual is
often attached to the present— a reformer).

Marat, Robespierre, Lenin,
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Lenin, Mussolini, and Hitler were all examples of non-creatlve men who
found no peace in a stable social order (Hoffer, 1951).

Most of the

Nazi high eschelon had artistic and literary ambitions which they
could not realize:

Hitler in painting and architecture; Goebbels in

drama novels, and poetry; Rosenberg in architecture and philosophy;
Von Shirach in poetry; Funk in music; and Streicher in painting.

Most

of these were personal and commercial failures (see Peter Viereck,
Metapolitics. 1941).
down.

Hoffer believed that these types cannot settle

For them, hatred becomes a habit.

When there are no more

outside enemies to destroy, they make enemies of one another.
It is the practical "men of action" that settle everything.
Movements are pioneered by "men of words," materialized by fanatics,
and consolidated by"men of action."
different points in

Different persons often act at

the movement. When the same person leads these

phases, Hoffer believed that disaster occurs (e.g. the Nazis and the
Fascists).
one of law,

The practical "man of action" is not a "man of faith," but
He seeks to fix and perpetuate the order.
Characteristics of Totalitarian Regimes

Webster's New Collegiage Dictionary (1974) defined totalitarian
as relating to centralized control by an autocratic leader or
hierarchical or hierarchy of or relating to a political regime based
on subordination of

the individual to the state and strict control of

all aspects of life

and productive capacity of the nation especially by

coercive measures such as censorship and terrorism.

While

fundamentalism may technically be classified as autocratic, it has
adapted many of the same goals and techniques of autocratic regimes.

Totalitarian regimes seek to centralize information and restrict
the people's access to ltt e.g., the Soviet Union does not issue phone
books, naming them as unnecessary luxury-*-all must call information,
thereby creating a permanent record (Goode, 1984).
they tend to politicize private life.

Goode noted that

There is a total commitment in

which all social life revolves around the alms of the state.
must fit in.

Everyone

No dissent, opposition, criticism, or in theory

indifference is permitted.

With the passage of time, the distinction

between the state and society is progressively eroded.

What had been

private matters prior to the beginning of such a movement became
weighty political questions.

Every deviation from the norm constitutes

an attack on the people or the state.
often becomes public events.

What people do or say in private

Through the media, there is a pipeline

in every household to disseminate propaganda and filter information.
The official ideology is believed to explain everything.

The state

controls the educational system and dictates the curriculum.

It

monitors and censors the mass media--newspapers, magazines, book
publishing, television, art, radio, and film.
Broom and Selznick (1968) listed six basic characteristics of
totalitarian government:

(a) an official political party, (b) official

Ideology, (c) monopoly of public communications, (d) control of
organized group life, (.e) a managed economy, and (f) the growth of a
police state.

The official political party constitutes a training

ground for future leaders and administrators.

The membership, itself,

does not participate in the determination of policy or the selection
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of leaders, yet it provides a dependable Instrument of total power,
controlled from the top, and sets criteria for leadership.
The official Ideology emanates from the propagandists and
agitators who demand total conformity to an orthodox set of political
beliefs.

Broom and Selznick concluded that the government gains

prestige as spokesperson for a new set of moral beliefs and provides
material for political Indoctrination of the people, who thus learn
whom to hate, what to cheer, and why they must sacrifice.
is tested and dangerous thoughts detected and combated.

Loyalty
The official

ideology stands unchallenged, and no competing doctrines may be openly
promulgated.

Broom and Selznick referred to this as subordination of

the individual to the will of the state and noted that this ideology
extends to politics, religion, economics, and all the institutions,
constituting a total ideology guiding all phases of conduct and belief.
The totalitarian regime seeks to take over the entire system of
communication:

newspapers, radio, television, cinema, books, magazines,

and even academic journals.

Broom and Selznick noted that this has the

function of stifling the opposition and filtering news.

They often

undertake campaigns of "public education" to create a favorable climate
of opinion.

Bloom and Selznick noted that totalitarianism regimes seek

control of organized group life and attempt to curtail the autonomy of
primary groups.

A managed economy is avowed in which the supply of

goods is carefully directed.

A police state making extensive use of

arbitrary police power is required to maintain the level of control
desired by the regime.
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The present researcher has identified various models of social
movements to which comparisons can be drawn.

These are:

ta) The

German Model; (.b) Che American Model, and (c) the Soviet Model.

The

German and Soviet Models were based upon descriptors Identified in
Conway and Siegelman’s Holy Terror (1982).

The American Model was

based upon Wallbank*s and Taylor*s Civilization Past and Present
(1981).

The German Model
The German Model embodied a totalitarian framework.

Conway and

Slegelman related that Germany in the 1920s aspired to power in a time
of economic crisis and public reaction to social change.

The movement

that came to be called Nazi arose in the mid-1920s under Adolf Hitler,
himself a victim of
admired the

merciless propaganda during World War I.

Hitler

English and American psychological styles of propaganda

depicting the Germans as barbarians and Huns in Allied leaflets
dropped in the trenches to convince German soldiers their cause was
hopeless and expressed his preference in his book, Mien Keropf. Hitler
came to power in the aftermath of Germany*s humiliating defeat in
World War I and amid the burden of a country coping with severe
reparation payments as part of the settlement of the Treaty of
Versailles.
Hitler
adopted the

adopted a strategy of "Spirited Terror." In 1920, he
"hooked cross" Cswastika) as his emblem. He coupled the

popular Aryan myth with the rampant anti-Semitism of the era for a
potent Ideology that united the German mind.

He condemned democracy

and humanism and attacked the moral decay of German society.
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Initially rejected (the Beer Hall Putsch), he came to view his audience
with contempt.

In Mein Kempf, written during his imprisonment for his

attempted governmental overthrow, he stated that all effective propaganda
must be limited to a very few points and must harp on these slogans
until the last members of the public understands what one wants him to
understand.

Hitler endorsed the concept of "The Big Lie," maintaining

that the magnitude of a lie should always contain a certain factor of
credibility, since the great masses of the people more easily fall
victim to a big lie than to a little one.
After his release from prison in 1925, he began to sleze power by
constitutional means, instituting a broad campaign to sell his ideas.
To this end, his first published statement, A New Beginning (largely the
work of Dr, Josef Goebbels) marked the beginning of his propaganda push.
Gobbels, an academician, engineered the Fuhrer's rise to power and
became propaganda chief of the Nazi Party in 1928.

Over the next four

years, Conway and Siegelman reported, he plastered the walls of cities
and towns with a million screeching colored posters, distributed eight
million pamphlets and twelve million extra copies of their party
newspapers, and employed, for the first time in German elections,
films and grammaphone records.
The results of this propaganda push doubled party support.and
enhancement of Hitler's image.

Hitler was appointed Chancellor by

Hindenberg in 1933 In hopes of uniting Germany.

Hitler appointed

Goebbels, officially, Minister of Propaganda, which gave him unrivaled
control over all information reaching the German people.

This Included
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not only official pronouncements but also public events and mass media
throughout the country.
Goebbels' conception of propaganda-strategy, reported by Conway
and Siegelman, from his dairies focused upon information-management.
lie adopted the principle that all matters affecting propaganda, news
and culture within the Reich must be subordinated to the ministry.
Spiritual terror became government policy.
Part of the State's mobilization mechanism was mass popular
education.

The school system was Integrated with the German Youth

Movement, which drilled and regimented boys and girls between the ages
of 10 and 14 by training the boys to be ready to fight and die for the
Fuherer and the girls to mother the many babies that would be needed by
the Third Reich (Wallbank, Taylor, et al., 1981).

In addition, the

once great German universities, famous for their academic freedom
throughout the world, became agencies for propagating the racial myths
of Haziism and for carrying out far-fetched experiments in human genetic
engineering on selected concentration camp inmates.

Only good Nazis

could go to the universities and professors who did not cooperate with
the regime were fired.

Mallbank, based upon Jacob Brownowski's

observation contended that when Hitler came to power In 1933, the
tradition of scholarship in Germany was destroyed overnight.
One month after Hitler became Chancellor, Goebbels arranged for
the burning of the Reichstag (Legislature). His propaganda blamed
Communist revolutionaries.
hookburnings.

It was Goebbels who led Germany's

He cut the nation off from outside sources of information.

As such, Hitler's rhetoric, amplified by radio, brought the nation

'
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under near hypnotic control.

Symbols, emblems, and rituals were used

to evoke Intense, automatic emotional responses.

Terms that provoked

undesirable images and emotions were filtered out of official
pronouncements.

Goebbels had noted there are certain words from which

one should shrink as the devil does from Holy Water.

The use of

negative means to advantage was accomplished by engaging In
"wedge-driving" to foment suspicion, and distrust among rival factions.
Widespread anxieties and frustrations were exploited to advantage.

The

fires of internal aggression were stoked and there arose a desire for
revenge for Germany's wartime defeat.

Goebbels targeted every German

for assault by newspaper, radio and motion pictures.

Listening to

foreign radio broadcasts was a crime punished by decapitation.
levels of propaganda remained active throughout the movement.

Two
"White"

propaganda represented official pronouncements while "black"
propaganda utilized rumors and unverified word-of-mouth reports to
achieve its ends.
Conway and Siegelman (1982) concluded that in the final analysis,
propaganda had United impact for the movement and Hitler, and the
Nazis had to settle for simple control of public behavior through
coercion.

The American Model
The experiences of the Americans during the revolutionary period
of the late 1700s provided a model for revolution that inspired other
nations in the decades that followed this period.

While not as severe

as the later German Model, it was far better organized and, unlike the
German, successful.

Though not usually thought of as such, the
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American Revolutionary period qualifies as a totalitarian movement,
differing primarily in degree.
Mallbank et al. (1981) placed the beginnings of the American
movement with the economic imposition of numerous taxes on the colonists
and their products.

These Acts (Stamp, Sugar, Tea, etc.,), and the

responses to the British actions resulted in a more or less united
movement among New England merchants, Pennsylvania farmers, and Virginia
planters.

The colonial response reflected John Locke's political ideas

and those generated by the rough freedom of the frontier.

The American

outlook was basically individualistic and nationalistic in its early
awareness that English ways were foreign to American needs and values.
Wallbank suggested that the American Revolution developed more from
historic conditions than dramatic causes.

Quoting John Adams (1818),

Wallbank asked, "But what do we mean by the American Revolution, Do we
mean the American war?
commenced . . .

The Revolution was effected before the war

in the minds and hearts of the people . . . This was the

real American Revolution" (Wallbank, 1981, p. 73).
Wallbank contended that from the beginning, the American colonies
were different.

Most had opposed England's Stuart Kings.

fought against Charles 1 in the 1640s.
rebels fled again to America.

Hundreds had

At the Restoration of Charles II,

Catholics, who had been persecuted at

home after the Glorious Revolution of 1688, came to the colonies,
especially Maryland.

By 1775, 40Z were of non-English stock (mostly

from Ireland and Germany).

This led to more toleration of differences

than was typical of England or any other place in Europe,

Except for

James II, home government had allowed colonial governments relative
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freedom.

Radical political opinion had been kept underground in England

after 1649 but remained very near the surface in America.

Educated

colonists remembered Locke's Social Contract and the right of revolution,
ideas which appealed to people who had created their own governments in
the wilderness and were somewhat suspicious of a distant king.
Colonial political thought was shaped a great deal by growth.
More than two million discontended Europeans came to America in the 13th
century.

The Irish and Scotch-Irish come seeking free cheap land and

pushed the frontier to the Appalachians.

They, particularly, resented

the 1763 restriction on westward expansion beyond the Appalachians by
George Granville; the King's Chief Minister.

The availability of land

popularized property as an individual birthright.

His policies were

interpreted as an attempt by the Crown to monopolize land for the
privileged aristocracy.

Land speculators condemned the policy by

appealing to free enterprise and joined forces with craftsmen, merchants,
and planters who felt restricted as well.

Expanding American enterprises

and profits could not be easily accomplished within English mercantilism.
With the expulsion of the French from Canada and the Mississippi
Valley and the Spanish from Florida at the close of the French and
Indian (far in 1763, the Colonists felt little need for protection and
came to look upon the British troops as oppressors.

They became

suspicious of new taxes to admlnlsyer the program and controls maintained
on trade.
Between 1763 and 1765, relations sorsened.

The political radicals

had not yet called for a new political order, but reform within the
English system.

Britain maintained its right to legislate for the
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colonies.

Sporadic violence broke out (March 5, 1770— Boston Massacre—

5 killed). Wallbank listed other actions that translated Into a growing
political radicalism (The Tea Party, the Intolerable Acts).
In September 1776, representatives of 12 colonies met at what was
called the First Continental Congress In Philadelphia and proclaimed
the natural rights of all people to representation in their own
legislatures, denounced English tyranny, and made plans for armed
resistance.
The American Revolution began, officially, In April 1775 at the
battles of Lexington and Concord.

Wallbank maintained that the

hopelessness of the American cause made them fight more desperately.
The arrival of Thomas Paine, the Voice of the Revolution, provided the
impetus for propaganda with "These are times that try men's souls."
The fiery rhetoric of Patrick Henry's oratory, "I know not what course
others may take, but as for me, give me liberty or give me death,"
helped to strengthen resolve.

Paine's Common Sense (1776) was the

early influence on popular opinion and helped convince the American
Congress to break with England, which it did through resolution.

In

June, 1776, a special Congressional Congress headed by Richard Henry
Lee, was assigned the task of drafting a formal statement of principles.
Thi3 document, written by Thomas Jefferson, announced the independent
existence of America, claimed for every individual certain "Inalienable"
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness (.interpreted as
natural law and social contract).

This document, known as The

Declaration of Independence, provided the radical ideology of the
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revoluclon.

Additionally, It levied charges against King George III

(Parliament actually passed the laws).
These radical political principles were set down in a document
called The Articles of Confederation and ratified in 1778 and 1781,
respectively, establishing a loose league of sovereign states with a
financially dependent Congress and a system designed to protect
liberties against a distant central government dominated by the wealthy.
Wallbank referred to the American developing government as "applied
radicalism."

Each new state had a constitution that extended these

radical principles.

Locke's and Montesquieu's concepts of separation

of powers were accepted in principle.

Bills of Rights guaranteeing

free speech, press, and religion emerged.
severed, in theory, church and state ties.

Eleven of the 13 states
Voting rights restricted

to property owners (comparatively low qualifications) became the rule.
Many loyalist (to the Crown) estates were broken up Into smaller
holdings.

Six state constitutions abolished slavery.

After the war officially ended in 1783, the Articles provoked
civil strife, confusion, and tariff disputes among the states for
various reasons, ranging from the coining of monies to waterway disputes.
Conservative forces, Wallbank suggested, sought a stronger central
government to protect property and further commercial interests.
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and George Washington urged
reconsideration of the Articles and managed to realize a Constitutional
Convention in Philadelphia between May and September of 1787.
like Patrick Henry and Richard Henry Lee refused to attend.
and Thomas Jefferson were out of the country.

Radicals
John Adams

Delegates were mostly
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conservative, drawn together by concerns for property and order.

They

represented diverse interests, including large and small states,
Mercantile-New England and Plantation-South.

They were able to

compromise (formed alliances) and produced a document that made the
national government supreme while preserving the states.

This document

concluded that power ultimately resided with the people, prohibited the
national government from acting alone to amend the document by requiring
popular participation, safeguarded citizen's rights by setting definite
restraints on the actions of public officials, and provided power be
shared between the national government and the states— maintaining some
states' rights wanted by the radicals such as Henry and Lee.

This

recognition of federalism and states' rights affirmed separation of
powers.

Articles 1, 11, and III of the document put in place the concept

of these powers, checking and balancing one another.

Like the Articles

of Confederation, it recognized popular sovereignty, but its
centralization and securities against disorder differed (Wallbank, 1981
and Dorf, 1976 maintained that most of the delegates, especially
Hamilton, feared democracy).

Wallbank noted that they discussed

restrictions on voting but abandoned the idea because of its political
impracticallty.

They demonstrated their distrust of democracy by

avoiding direct election of senators and presidents.
For ratification of the document Congress, dominated by the
conservatives, ignored the amending provisions of the Articles of
Confederation and appealed directly to the states.

Radicals were

alarmed but were generally overwhelmed by argument from the more
wealthy, educated, and articulate federalists.

Alexander Hamilton,

James Madison, and John Jay authored a series of 05 letters (The
Federalists) that urged ratification of the Constitution, appearing in
a New York newspaper, primarily between 1787 and 1788 under the
signature of "Publius."

The Federalist authors used both logical

argument and appeals to prejudice, emphasizing the weakness of the
Articles of Confederation, the danger of British seapower, and the
desirability and needs of the new central government.

These were

instrumental in achieving acceptance of the document.

By Including the

individual liberties (the current Bill of Rights of the first ten
amendments) the Federalists ultimately won the necessary two-thirds
majority (9 states) for ratification on July 2, 178R.
all states were on board.

In 1791 virtually

The United States Constitution, in the main,

represented a conservative victory, in the establishment of a strong
central state; however, the Bill of Rights became the Radical's legacy
despite the Federalist triumph.

The Soviet Model
Conway and Siegelman (1982) believed that the Soviet Model for
revolution most closely approximates the Fundamentalist Movement in
its current form.

It is interesting to note at this point that the

world stage that produced the fundamentalist— modernist controversy
in the early days of this century also witnessed the stirrings of
revolt in Russia.

The Russian Revolution of 1917 had counterparts in

other areas of the world, no doubt precipitated by the unrest of World
War I.

The Fascists in Italy, the Nazis in Germany, Franco in Spain,

the Bolsheviks in Russia, the fundamentalist attacks on Darwin and
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prohibition all occupied different corners of the World-stage more or
less simultaneously.
Conway and Siegelman maintained that the fundamentalists have
adapted the three-step strategy for seizure of power first used by
the small group of Russian Revolutionaries who called themselves the
"Bolsheviki" or Majority.

This is ironic in light of the

fundamentalist's obsession with comnunlsm as a world-enemy.

The

authors maintained that the Russian Model is the prototype for all
systems of propaganda.

M

Conway and Siegelman relied upon the pioneering

study of propaganda in Dr. Harold D. Lasswell, "The Strategy of Soviet
Propaganda" (1951) in which he referred to Soviet propaganda as an
instrument of total policy in Russia, having far more depth than Nazism.
Lenin, chief architect of the 1917 revolution, built his movement
on the theories of Karl Marx and sweeping theories of an international
class struggle, world revolution, and what he believed to be the
inevitable triumph of communism over perceived morally decadent
capitalistic systems.

Lenin's writings expressed contempt for the

masses.

He conceived of the masses as historically lazy, stubborn, and

stupid.

Unlike Hitler, he saw no hope of winning them to his causes by

constitutional means (they were actually a tiny minority that became
a ruling elite).

Like Hitler's movement, the Bolsheviks had met with

failure early in the Movement in 1905.
The Soviet Model used a three-stage strategy for achieving power.
Stage One centered around the formation of a "primary nuclei" capable
of further expansion.

These nuclear cells were essential to provide

revolutionary leaders with a solid core of loyal followers and ftill-tirae
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labor for performing endless hours of propaganda work.

Additionally, in

this stage there was an attempt to attract followers to promote
successive generations of leadership.

At the core were the Russian

youths, who were recruited through direct personal propaganda, study
groups, and door-to-door solicitation, what Lasswell referred to as
intellectual speakeasies.
Stage Two comprised cooperation with allies in the area of power
accessible to the nuclei, who were by this time sufficiently strong to
act as "parties," "unions," and the like.

Conway and Siegelman

maintained that the problem was to make alliances without losing
independence.

The Bolsheviks collaborated with other groups and

movements existing within Russia at the time.

At the same time, like

Hitler, they preyed on natural tensions between competing factions.
Lasswell contended that Lenin's strategy was to keep an attitude of
suspicion toward allies, while at the same time lulling the enemy into
complacency by diverting attention to a common enemy.
Stage Three constituted the seizure of power.
achieved, the need for propaganda did not cease.
enterprise.

When power was
It became an ongoing

Its purpose was to demoralize potential opposition and to

gain support by creating an impression that all further opposition or
noncorporation would be both useless and immoral.
For the Russians, the third stage was less subtle than either the
German or American Models and far more ruthless.

It focused upon the

use of violence and the spread of psychological acts of terrorism
designed to sow fear and hopelessness and to Impress all with the

''inevitable triumph of Soviet Power."

The result was that successive

generations abandoned all other ethical considerations.
The Russians employed the use of dual organizations to parallel
the Czarist organizations and as a form of "white" propaganda.

They,

however, maintained closed, secret channels and shadowy front groups
that channeled "black" propaganda.

Laswell stated Chat these groups

sought to permeate every aspect of social, political, military, economic,
educational and personal life with the end goal being the retamperlng
of minds.

The Fundamentalist Analogy
Conway and Slgelman maintained that fundamentalism in modern day
society constitutes the first time that a brand of total propaganda
has been attempted in the United Staees of America,

They named this

type of propaganda in its cruelest form— politics masquerading as
religion.

This is probably the only avenue such a movement could take,

primarily because religion is the only social Institution with little
or no checks and balances and is probably the last place Americans
expect an attack on their freedoms.

The Fundamentalist Movement is a

20th century phenomenon, and in the last decade, it has formed a base
for an orchestrated attack on American culture with the expressed aim
of seizing control of government.
Conway and Siegelman suggested that this movement may be the most
comprehensive one ever attempted'' (save the American Revolution),
comprising all the classic elements of total propaganda:

a mammoth

communication network, a tightly coordinated political machine, and a
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fiercely independent: educational system.

All these have been based on

a deep structure of religion and suffused to grass-roots level through
a coalescence of separatist churches, Bible studies, parachurch, and
missionary organizations.
This movement has stated Its objectives In numerous publications.
To be precise, there can be at least five broad objectives for the
movement.

The fundamentalists seek to Christianize the nation.

Secondly, they seek to fill all government positions with
"Bible-believing" Christians.

Thirdly, there is an attempt to gain

ascendancy over the national media.
meaning of human life.

Fourthly, they seek to dictate the

Ultimately, there exists the goal of converting

every person on earth to their vision of reality.

Conway and Siegelman

contend that no totalitarian regime has ever attempted to do more.
The leaders of the movement— Falwell, Viguerle, Weyrich, Dolan,
Lallaye, and others— have claimed to be literally empowered by God,

Some

have stated that they have surrendered their wills to a supernatural
force that controls their every thought, feeling, and action.
The movement has no single head, no visionary, no nominal leader,
no lone rebel.

It operates through disembodied direct control (Conway

& Siegelman, 1982).
Conway and Siegelman branded the Neo-Fundamentalist Movement as one
relying on "religious terrorism," and concluded that it already has a
sizeable segment of America under a form of totalist control through a
r
propaganda network. Jacques Ellul, a respected social philosopher and
veteran of the wartime French underground, in his book, Propaganda;
The Formation of Men's Attitudes, treated propaganda as a sweeping

long-range social process.

To Ellul, It was a covert operation or

secret action having goals of which "the listener Is not conscious."
He saw propaganda as an Inevitable outgrowth of technological
developments that tend to reduce society to a homogeneous mass that may
be easily manipulated.

In every form, propaganda constitutes a direct

attack against people, made more effective when pursued as a total form,
i.e., a comprehensive attack on the thoughts, feelings, beliefs, values,
and guiding vision of a people and their culture, culminating in
outright seizure of power (in Conway & Siegelman, 1982).
Jerry Falwell's "saturation evangelism" reflected the viewpoint that
propaganda and the propagandist must utilize all the technical means at
his or her disposal to penetrate the individual's defenses and draw the
Individual into the propaganda net.

The similarity of "saturation

evangelism" and the Soviet's total propaganda are striking In that both
build upon the individual Insecurities and seek to reorient that
person's perception of the world.

The propagandists make liberal use of

myth misinformation or, in the German vernacular, black propaganda.
Ellul believed that the need for myth to make propaganda effective
was/is essential.

It imposes a complete range of intuitive knowledge

susceptible of only one interpretation, unique and one-sided, and
precludes any divergence.

The myth, then, becomes so powerful that

it invades every area of consciousness and controls the whole
individual, who becomes immune to any other influence.
not unique to social movements.

This method is

The Chinese, under Mao, coordinated

a system of education that provided a vehicle for political
indoctrination and motivating myth through a nationwide network of
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"re-education" centers, all designed to reinforce the movement's
ideology (Conway & Siegelman, 1982),
They have utilised Hitler's concept of "the big lie" to attack the
prevailing system of education by creating the bogus religion of
"secular humanism" through campaign ads, Lallaye's and Falwell's books,,
the "electronic preachers," public statements, media presentations, and
television claims.
to combat.

They have made extensive use of inventing "devils"

Like Hitler and Goebbels, they feed hatred and prejudice

as a foundation for their ideology through attacks on homosexuals,
feminists, Communists, liberals, members of minority religions, and
even Democrats.

Code words and weasel words such as pro-life, pro-family,

secular humanists, and liberals are carefully sprinkled through their
presentations.

There has been a formidable list of watchwords to

identify their "devils" by.

The use of the American flag as a form of

symbology preys upon automatic emotional responses.

Through marches,

election year politics, PACS, and rallies, they employ what Ellul termed
"shock propaganda" for its intense effects that often lead to direct
action.

Conway and Siegelman maintained that through their "myth of

the all powerful Superchrlstlan," they ordain the saved fundamentalist
as a being beyond sin, possessing eternal life, inerrant truth,
magically at one with the in-dwelling supernatural Jesus, and now
singularly qualified to hold elected and appointed office.

If Conway

and Siegelman are to be believed, this could constitute the most potent
myth In modem times.

The movement has been reactionary in its appeal

to ancient religious Images and modern themes of morality and
patriotism that have gone out of vogue but hold sway in certain segments
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of che population.

Inability to cope with modern social change has led

to abandonment of current virtues to those of a simpler society.
Techniques of pre-propaganda have been used to bring about change
in the public's attitudes.

Covert propaganda has been the major form of

direct action focusing upon recruitment and training members in
obedience to the movement's leaders.

Overt propaganda has focused upon

direct attempts to change beliefs and opinions through the
blackmarketplace of ideas, Ideological FACS, lobbies, and political
action (Conway 6 Siegelman, 1982).

Analogies to the Soviet Model
Like the Soviet Model, Conway and Siegelman envisioned Che
Neo-Fundamentalist Movement in three stages.

During Stage One, the

Great Commission Army-local church and Bible study groups, Christian
Schools and Colleges, and missionary organizations— coalesced.

Activity

was indirect, covert, or openly deceptive and carried out primarily
through their direct-mail component in the form of surveys, petitions,
seemingly non-religious training seminars, manipulated conversations,
and inviting multi-millionaires to "help change the course of history."
The organization of the movement has its initiation in the defeat of
Senator Goldwater for President in 1964 (It is noted that the keynote
address was given by President Ronald Reagan, who has fundamental
leanings and courts fundamentalist groups).

Like the Russians in 1905,

Hitler in 1925, and to some extent, the Americans between 1763 and 1774,
the birth of the organization of the movement was the aftermath of
initial failure.

The followers of Goldwater, laughed at by many in the
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political mainstream, found positions In conservative media, as aides in
government and as fringe organizers.
During Stage Two, which occurred primarily during the 1970s, the
Neo-Fundamentalist Movement developed Its technical capacities,
cultivated lucrative connections, formed coalitions and parties, and
cooperated with allies.
foundations.

One-man operations grew Into PACS, lobbies, and

Conway and Siegelman noted that during this period, the

fundamentalists began to talk openly about cheir goals "to seize control
of the United States Senate," and "to take over the Republican Party,
the Congress, and the White House by waging a new kind of war" (p. 232).
Richard Vlguerie quoted Paul Weyrich in his The New Right:

We're Ready

to Lead;
It may not be with bullets, and it may not be with rockets
and missiles, but it is a war nevertheless. It is a war of
ideology, it's a war of ideas, it's a war about our way of
life. And it has to be fought with the same intensity, I
think, and dedication as you would fight a shooting war, (p. 55)
Stage Three, the seizure of power, began in the view of Conway
and Siegelman, between 1974 and 1970,

Vlguerie, Weyrich, and Dolan,

aided by Joseph Coors and others, assembled a virtual parallel
hierarchy of New Right PACS, lobbies, foundations, and think tanks,
designed to supersede those of the liberal politicians.

This extended

to a "shadow cabinet" in which Richard Vlguerie was Secretary of
Commerce.
Many made their way to the Congress and Senate primarily from the
Sunbelt and the Mountain West.
campaigns emerged.

In 1976, the first attack-style

By 1979, grass-roots organizers claimed the ability

to deliver 25,000 letters to members of Congress on 72 hours notice.

Weyrlch began to mobilise and train his league of preachers.
Majority and the Religious Roundtable were organized In 1979.

The Moral
The

Equal Rights Amendment opposition, led by Fhylls Schafly, joined the
movement in 1979.

Conway and Siegelman maintained that the drumbeat of

morality began to beat loudly.

They seized control of the Alaskan GOP.

Alabama's Coalition for Decency joined the fray behind retired Admiral
Jeremiah Danton.

Oklahoma picked Don Nickels for State Senate (Nickels

advocated Initial dismemberment of the national government* accordint to
a Tulsa newspaper report).

Senate seats In Utah (two), Nevada, Idaho,

Wyoming, Illinois, California, Oklahoma, and Georgia went to
fundamentalist candidates.

By the summer of 1980, the electronic

church quietly shifted focus from a primarily religious content to a
political focus on state parties.

More than one-third of the delegates

at the 1980 Republican National Convention In July were fundamentalists.
They virtually dominated party platform (this was true in 1984 as well).
Except for the moderates' vice-presidential choice, seizure of the
executive office was virtually complete.

This, coupled with the

sizable victories in the legislatures, made the fundamentalists one of
the most influential interest groups in the nation.

The propaganda

continued along with attempts to control media as a total policy of the
movement.

A Comparison of the Models
Using Eric Hoffer's descriptors of social movements as outlined in
The True Believer, this Investigator has comprised a chart seeking to
demonstrate comparisons that each of the models has in common (see
chart following this section),

Moffer's descriptors allow social
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movements to be classified Into six basic parts:

(a) Ideology/hatred,

(b) Imitation/analogy, (c) persuasion/propaganda/coercion, (d)
leadership, (e) action/coalition, and Cf) suspicion.
Each movement developed an ideology based on hatred of a defined
enemy.

Germany had Hein Kampf. their myth of Aryan superiority, and

hatred of the Jew, the Slav, the Gypsy, and homosexuals.

The Americans

had the Declaration of Indepencence, The Federalist, and hatred of the
British.

The Soviots had The Communist Manifesto of Karl Marx and

Frlederich Engels and their hatred of Czarlst Russia.

The

Neo-Fundamentalists have their literal Interpretation of the Bible and
their hatred of secularism, humanism, Darwin, and Communism.
The Germans created The Third Reich, the third great German
historical empire and adopted the hooked cross, or swastika, as their
emblem of national unity.

The Americans adopted the Social Contract

theorists such as Locke, Rousseau, and Montesquieu focusing on the
natural rights of man and elevated the eagle and the flag to national
emphasis and example.

The Bolsheviks made a god of the State and

adopted the hammer and sickle as national emblems.

The

Neo-Fundamentalists have elevated the Bible to worship status itself.
The use of buttons, bumper stickers, and emblems of the cross, the
American flag and religious slogans has characterized the imitation/
analogy stage for them.
Propaganda has been important and central to the efforts of each
movement.

The use of the "big lie,*' or the intentional exaggeration of

one or more basic premises that have a relation to truth, has been made
use of by the Americans, the Germans, the Soviets, and the
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Neo-Fundamentalists.

It Is significant to note that propaganda, In

itself, has not always proven completely effective and suffers from
extinction, needing constant bolstering.

In the cases of the Americans,

Germans, and Soviets each movement had to rely upon force, or coercion,
to accomplish their goals.

If Weyrich and Vlguerle, leading

fundamentalists, are to be believed, force and coercion are Integral
parts of their movement as well.

This takes the form of censorship,

boycotts and political action,
Hoffer suggested that social movements are characterized by three
styles of leadership involving men of words, the fanatic, and practical
"men of action."

Each of the movements analyzed here demonstrated the

existence of each of these types,

Hoffer stated that different persons

often occupy different roles at various points in the life of a movement.
In many cases, individuals often perform only one of these roles or, in
still other cases, all three.

George Washington can be viewed as having

acted in all three capacities during The American Experience.

Benjamin

Franklin served in at least two capacities, as well as did Thomas
Jefferson.

The Soviets, most often, had individuals that served in only

one or two capacities, save Lenin and Stalin, who served all three at
various stages.

Significantly, the German Model, the only model

presented here that proved unsuccessful, was characterized by the
domination of one man, Adolf Ultler, throughout its life.

Hoffer

believed that when a single individual dominates throughout the life of
the movement, it is likely doomed to failure.

For the fundamentalists

Rev. Falwell has been the most visible in the eyes of the public and is
generally perceived to be the leader of the movement.

However, research
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indicates that leadership In the fundamentalist movement most closely
approximates the American Model, in that it constitutes a coalition of
Individuals who function and provide leadership at different levels and
for different tasks.

These are closely related to one another but

retain a considerable amount of functional autonomy united, to greater
and lesser extents, for common causes.
All mass movement focuses action as a major for activity for the
members.

The forming-of coalitions, parallel organizations, and group

activities such as book burnings (Germany, the Fundamentalists),
demonstrations (all), and attempts to commandeer the educational system
(all), were common points of attack for each group, and Germany, under
Hitler, was taken over from within its governmental structure through
elective and appointed offices.

This same tactic has been and is being

employed by the Neo-Fundamentalists.

The Americans and the Soviets

overthrew the ruling powers and established new, separate governments
from within the ranks of their respective movements.
Each group advocated and cultivated organized suspicion of and
between various groups within their respective societies.

The Germans

and the Neo-Fundatnentallsts compiled lists of words that were associated
with the "enemy" and should be avoided.

The Aryans versus non-Aryans

in Germany, Patriots versus loyalists (also Tories) in America, The
Proletariat versus the Bourgeoisie in Russia, and Fundamentalists versus
Anybody-Who-Is Not in the Neo-Fundanentalist Movement in America has
served to demonstrate agreement with Hoffer's Descriptors.
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Summary
The question that this hypothesis sought to address was "Are there
parallels between the Neo-Fundamentalist Movement and other political
movements?"

Based upon the research of Eric Hoffer in The True Believer,

it was determined that there is substantial similarity between social
movements that pursue varying degrees of totalitarian ends.

The German

Model of Adolf Hitler, the Soviet Model of Lenin, and the American
Revolutionary Model were analyzed.

Each, in turn, was compared to the

Neo-Fundamentalist Model in light of the six descriptors of unifying
agents of mass movements in Hoffer.
The nature of collective action was assessed.

Research indicated

that in order for a mass movement to germinate there must develop a
nationalist fervor, accompanied by a desire for change.

There must

exist general discontent but not to the point of destitution.

The

indication here is that mass movements emerge when previously bad
conditions are Improving (Robertson, 1978).

A sense of power, or belief

that change can be accomplished, must also be apparent.
All movements utilize propaganda as a means of modifying attitudes
and coercion, physical or psychological, to force behavior modifications.
Some authors such Ellul, Conway and Siegelman, and Marx believed
that religion is a major retardant and antagonist to social change.
Shepard (1984) stated that religion acts as a conservative force that
helps to maintain the status quo.

This movement, according to Richard

Hofstader, has tended to exhibit a paranoid style mentality exhibiting
feelings of persecution manifested by charges of conspiracy against
persons outside the movement.

Hofstader maintained that the movement

Hoffer's Descriptors

].

.2.

3.

Ideology/
Hatred

Imitation/
Analogy

Persuasion/
Propaganda/
Coercion

The German Model
Mein Kampf
Myth of German
Superiority
Hatred and blame
of the Jews and
Slavs
The New Beginning

The Third Reich
The Hooked Cross
'Emblem
The Italian
Fascists
Use of Slogans
The Fatherland
Master Race

The American Model
Declaration of
Independence
Crisis and Common
Sense
Hatred and blame
of King George III
and the British
Articles of
Confederation
U.S. Constitution

Locke's Natural
Rights
Rousseau's Social
Contract
Montesquieu's
Separation of
Powers
The Eagle Emblem
The Flag (Old Glory)
The Big Lie
National Conventions
Censorship Armed Resistance
Book Burnings
The Federalist
Use of Force
Media Blitz
Storm Troopers, SS Fiery Oratory
Use of media
extensively
Fiery oratory
Spiritual
Terrorism

The Neo-Fundamentalist
The Soviet Model___________Analogy______
Marxist Doctrine
Literal Interpretation
of the Bible
Lewln's writings
Hatred of the
Opposition to anyone
Czarist Regime
who doesn't agree
Contempt for the
Hatred and blame of '
peasants
secular Movement
Homosexuals, Liberals,
Communists
The Battle for the
Mind
The Proletariat/
State
Worship of the
Agrarian Economy
The Hammer and
Sickle
The Color Red
The Bolshevlkl

Reactionary Morality
Religious
Indoctrination Political Power
The Cross Emblem
Select Aspects of
Biblical Life
The Flag

Total Propaganda
The Big Lie
Three-Step Strategy Media Blitz for seizure of
Electronic Church
power
Direct Mail
Idea of an
Political Action
international class Committes
struggle
Boycott
Holy Terrorism
Censorship Book Burnings

5.

Action/
Coalition

6. Suspicion

The Neo-Fundamentalists
The American Model
The Soviet Model___________Analogy_______
Lee, Patrick,
Levin
Falwcll, Lallaye
Jefferson
Tolstoi
Viguerie, Weyrich,
Paine
Bukharin
Robison
Hamilton, Madison,
Stalin
Dolan, Robertson
Trotsky
Jay, Washington,
The Gablers
Franklin
Merging of
Merging of
Cooperation with
Coalitions
allies
various elements: Merchants, farmers
Mass marches
housewives,
and planters
Recruitment of
Book Burnings/
youth,
Parallel
youth
Court Cases
social-economic
Study groups
Organizations
Elections/Politics
movemen ts
Parallel
Parallel
Merging of various
Politics
ethnic and religious organizations
organizations
groups
Soviet National
Movement
Politics
Everyone not
Patriots vs.
Restriction on
300 key wirds to
suspect
meeting the
personal freedoms
Loyalists
Attack on the schools
group's
Federalists vs.
Everyone watches
everyone else
through theories of
definitions
States Righters
suspect
Liberals vs.
Darwin and Dewey
Restrictions on
Identification of
Attack anyone who is
movement
Conservatives
key words that
Proletariat vs.
liberal
must be watched
Bourgeolse
Attack anyone who
doesn't belong to a
for
fundamentalist church
Individuals
encouraged to
watch every
other individual

The German Model
Adolf Hitler
Josef Goebbels
Hermann Goering

WZ

Hoffer*s Descriptors
4. Leadership
Militant Men
of words
Fanatics
Practical Men
of Action
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has sought to take over the nation, destroy traditional democratic
freedom, prevent social and moral values, and take over the public
school system.

At the extreme, Hofstader contended, members in the

movement have envisioned a vast plot involving abortionists, zero
population growth advocates, secular humanists, planned parenthood, and
sex education promoters who use the schools for their common goal— the
teaching of genocide to young people.

They have claimed that these

people outside the movement know that by 2000 A.O., the world will have
to limit its population; therefore, abortion, contraception,
homosexuality, suicide, sterilization, and euthanasia will be necessary
to limit population.

The secular world has, therefore, sought to make

these respectable and part of the curriculum (Brown, 1982).
The movement has sought to take control of the schools, the Supreme
Court and Congress (since 1980, they have felt that they have control
of the Presidency).
The movement has advocated blind faith in the Christian religion
as practiced by their groups and unquestioning loyalty.
has demonstrated ten characteristic weaknesses.

The movement

These were recognized

in 1981 by Reverend Falwell, himself, leader of the Moral Majority.
According to Falwell, the movement has demonstrated:

(a) little

capacity for self-criticism, (b) overemphasis on external spiritualism)
(c) resistance to change, (d) elevation of minor Issues to major
proportions,

(e) a temptation to add to the Gospel, (f) an

overdependence on dynamic leadership, (g) excessive worry over labels
and associations, (h) emphasis on absolutism, (i) excessive
authoritarianism, and (j) exclusivism.

These criticisms could be

leveled against mass movements, in general, in that they all tend to
exhibit similar characteristics.

Donald Kaul, a Washington Bureau

columnist, wrote in the Des Moines Sunday Register that he believed
these uncritical Christians are a cause for concern.

Ue noted;

Such Christians gave us the Crusades, the Spanish Inquisition,
the Salem Witchcraft trials. When you're convinced you’re
doing God's work, it's only a short step to becoming convinced
that everything you do is justified. The Christian Voice
people (a neo-fundamentalist organization) are fond of quoting
this line in the Bible: "When the righteous rule, the people
rejoice: when the unrighteous rule, the people mouriw"
Kaul added;

"And when the self-righteous rule, watch out."

CHAPTER 5

Summary, Findings, and Recommendations

Summary
The problem of this study was to ascertain the extent that
education has become a focus of attach by fundamentalist groups during
the past two decades in America.
The study beganwith the identification of
subproblems were identified for study.

the problem.

A list of

An historical-descriptive method

was selected to research and analyze the problem,

Works relating

religious fundamentalism to education were assessed.

The role of media

and the electronic church was examined and an attempt to discern the
extent that education has become a focus of attach was made.

Finally,

the religious fundamentalist movement was analyzed and compared to other
social movements that exhibited a similar thrust for the purpose of
drawing analogies and identifying similarities, if such existed.
A number of tentative conclusions were drawn for each of the four
research questions.

In that this study embraces subjective methods

which seek to depict an emergent phenomenon that is presently growing,
changing, and continuing to affect social structure, any conclusions
are tentative to the extent that such may change during the course
that the phenomenon takes.
Four recommendations were made that, it is felt, might have
possibilities for alleviating some of the friction between these two
of society's moBt significant social institutions.

Findings
For Subproblem if1, "Which societal factors have been historically
associated with a rise in fundamentalist thought?" five general factors
have been identified.
1.

These are:

Rapid changing social, cultural, and technological conditions.

This factor was exemplified by a number of different forces.

The

emergence of science and its promise of a better life became problematic
when the dream remained unfulfilled.

Science and technology proved to

present moral consequences having been Intricately tied with society's
normative environment.

Studies of modem technology have demonstrated

that it has produced its own characteristic structures, built-in drives,
moral codes, its own dedicated servants (as hierarchically ordered as
any to be found in church or state), and even its own mystique.
Numerous researchers have noted that technology serves an autonomous
sec of values in our society, and because it is itself a clear pattern
of functions and authorities, it inevitably comes into moral conflict
with other societal institutions (Nelkln, 1982; Toffler, 1971; Nisbet,
1964).

Discontent with the resultant changes, actual or perceived, leads

to unfulfilled rising expectations when newly raised hopes for a better
life either are not satisfied at all or as rapidly as people expected
them to be.
Opposition to changing cultural patterns such as sexual
permissiveness, school busing, economic problems, prohibitions on school
prayer, abortion, inflation, communism, and values clarification in
schools emerge repeatedly.

Any attack on social tradition (of which
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Che above constitute only a partial listing) is perceived as an attack
on normality, or godliness.
Movement toward secularization, in the churches or in the society,
has a concomitant movement in the rise of fundamentalist thought.
Changes in family patterns and sex relations have resulted in confusion
for large numbers of persons who relied on tradition for guidance in
their lives.

Hany fundamentalists feel threatened by these changing

life styles and what is perceived as rampant secularization.

The

Supreme Court’s 1962 and 1963 pronouncements on Bible reading and
school prayer, and the 1973 statement allowing abortion all served to
glavanlze fundamentalist thought.

Some authors (Simpson, 1983) have

Indicated the course of recent history has, through these rulings and
civil rights, left large segments of society in a devalued position.

In

his interpretation, these fundamentalists represent devalued groups
seeking to enhance their status In American life and recoup perceived
losses.

There appears to have emerged during the 1960s and 1970s a

fear among the white, louer middle classes that they have lost their
privileged position In American society.

This trend was noted as early

as 1964 In an essay "Conflict from the Communist Left and Radical Right"
by Ralph Lord Roy, and as recently as Liebman and Wuthnow's 1983 The
Mew Christian Right. The change in direction from a society stressing
rural values to a perceived ethnical relativism of an urban oriented
society formed the basis of the fundamentalist protest.

The flux caused

by social change left people looking for a cause, a goal, a purpose, an
element of certainty in an uncertain world

[Roy implied that the

fundamentalist movement, (he used the term Radical Right), bore
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striking parallels to the manifest destiny and expansion of an earlier
America.]
2.

Pluralism.

Rising heterogeneity of the American populace has

led to conflicts of Interest among special interest groups.

At the

very least, the fundamentalists represent a very powerful special
interest group; at the Very best they qualify as a new political party.
The political influence they have developed has dragged them headlong
Into the social-secular arena they so adamantly decry.

In a sense,

the consequence of this activity may have served to reduce the movement
from a religion to merely another competing political ideology (DeGre,
1941; Giamatti, 1981),
3.

Insecurity and frustration.

There Is a sense of insecurity

and frustration that may emanate from the competitive spirit of the
Amerlj?,an value structure.

The United States is pictured as being In

a "life and death" struggle with the Soviet Union.

This may result from

societal insecurities ranging from not being first to circle the earth
or send a rocket to the moon or having the most powerful nuclear
weapons (Roy, 1964).

The international condition of America throughout

this century has witnessed some striking parallels with the rise of
fundamentalist thought.

The founding of the movement amid the turmoil

of post-Spanish American War America and the isolationist/aggressive
nationalist fervor constitutes the first such parallel.

The post

World War I tensions, the rise of the Communist Party, racial tensions,
and the cultural change of the 1920s witnessed the first strong push
of the movement focusing upon prohibition, evolution, and anti-modernism.
The resurgence of the movement in the 1950s parallels post World War II
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reacclimation, the frustration over the Korean conflict, the rising tide
of Cold War, and a federal assault on Jim Crow segregation with the
Brown Case of 1954-44.

A fourth factor, which set the stage for the

modern movement, followed the continuance of the federal courts as an
agent of social change in the banning of prayer from public schools
(1962-63), creation of busing to achieve racial balance in schools (1971),
legitimization of abortion (1973), and the school tax decisions
(1973-74).

All of these were opposed by the fundamentalists and

contributed to a rise in their movement in that these decisions
demolished the previous boundaries (some of which may have been
imaginary) between religion, politics, ethics, morality, and common
practice (Hargrove, 1971; Dollar, 1973; Strober and Strelker, 1962;
Webb, 1983; Marty, 1980).
4.

Fowerlessness.

Individuals attracted to fundamentalist thought

tend toward feelings of powerlessness (group and personal) and
alienation.

These also tend to be poorer and less educated segments of

the population.

They tend to be prone to troubles and experience a

sense of helplessness in copies with them (Guth, 1983; Hoffer, 1951).
5,

Institutionalization.

When group members interact over long

periods of time, their interactions tend to take on increasingly
predictable patterns of behavior.

Such has been the tradition regarding

the family, religion, education, the economy, and the polity.

The

advent of science and technology in this century has created the rules
of science and the application of technology as new, and formidable,
institutions.

Conflict between institutions, as between persons and

other group arrangements, is normal.

It is noted, however, that when

Institutionalization reaches the point of reducing the normal conflict
of groups and institutions (as in the case of science and technology
through increasing abstraction, generalization, and rationalization) it
may be regarded as posing a threat to individuality and ethical
decision-making.

They tend to become tenuous, indistinct, and relative,

with a fragmenting and dissolving effect upon traditional arrangements
and value structures (Nisbet, 1964; Eltzen, 1974).

The effects of the

rise of new institutions has a concomitant effect on all the others.

The

effect of the rise of science as an institution has been a loss, directly
in the power of the family, and consequently, religion and political
power.
vacant.

This leads to new arrangements that often assume the role(s) left
It can be argued that the demise or weakening of the traditional

family structure led to a disproportionate ascendancy of other
Institutions.

In education, the school took on the role of primary agent

of socialization that, as of this writing, in some communities, serves
the child two of his/her three dally meals and, including transportation
to and from, occupies a block of time In the child's life rivaled only
by sleep and television viewing.

Socio-cultural change wrought by

changing attitudes toward marriage, sex, parenting, and work all placed
stress on the traditional family patterns that sent shocks of change
reverberating through society.

It might even be argued that the rise

of the fundamentalist movement Itself reflects the void left by the
breakdown of the familial institution.
For Subproblem 02, "How has the role of media influenced
fundamentalist movements in shaping their focus of attack?" three
general findings have been noted.

These are:

1.

Transclence of modern media.

The electronic church attracts as

many as 20 million viewers, two-thirds to three-fourths of which are 50
years or older, and of which two-thirds are women (statistics derived
from Hadden and Swann; 1981).
modern life.

The media fits today's concepts of

It is transient in that the viewer or listener does not

have to be a member, long-standing, of a community as in the case of
traditional churches.
when it suits them.

Additionally, the listeners can tune in or out
In this sense, the media movement addresses that

autonomous self-realization that helps to actualize Che individual.

In

a strong sense, a sense of family Is served through the individual-media
interaction.

(This phenomenon appears to be similar to phenomena

described in Thomas Luckman's The Invisible Religion. 1967), which
provides the Individual a sort of private religion.

The electronic

message is not rooted in the community yet it seeks to give the illusion
of a face-to-face relationship with the performer who often appears to be
friend, counselor, comforter and model.
2.

Media as an instrument of division and conquest.

Many

researchers have pointed out a tendency of members of movements to use
the media to promote dissension,

Roy (1964) called them "hucksters of

hysteria," while Martin (1970) referred to them as "God-hucksters of
radio."

Nevertheless, in the many ministers uho use the media, there

appear to be varying motivations.

Notoriety and publicity offer

attractive lives for some; the money and material gains is reason for
others (Conway & Slegelman, 1982; Krauthammer, 1981).

No doubt some are

very sincere in their approach, and still others border on mental
Illness; (Roy called the growth of radical rightist ministries in the
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early 1960s "bnndwagon psychology," In which many recognized trends and
jumped on the bandwagon, so to speak, to be a part of It),
The method used ranged from the sincere religious appeal to
wholesale, wanton, and malicious slander and libel.

They use the media

to promote social fragmentation by exploiting the fears of citizens who
are made to feel that unless they contribute money and support the
positions of the group, they will lack the protection from those in
the opposite camp who seek to do them harm.
becomes hypocritical and debasing.

The use of the "big lie"

Their targets include the school,

homosexuals, feminists, communists, liberals, and members of minority
religions.

Consequently, these attacks have tended to promote dissension,

hatred, mistrust, prejudice, animosities, and fear (Wood, 1977; Goldwater,
1961; Young, 1982; Maguire, 1982; Hunter, 1983; Arons, 1979).
3.

Networking.

The long list of things opposed are combined with

an organizational strategy that networks all constituent groups and
members through an extensive computerized system designed to promote
fund-raising, target lobbying objectives, and publicize the
organization through mass-mailings of letters, pamphlets, and tracts.
Their support is gained through regular viewers of the electronic
church and through ministers at the margins of the Southern Baptist
Convention (Conway & Siegelman, 1982; Kincheloe, 1983).

Guth (1983)

suggested that these primarily came from rural backgrounds, had modest
educational accomplishments, and low involvement in the Convention
(again, a strong reason to believe that power serves as a prime
motivator).
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The media is the focal point of the movement.

It is used to

intimidate targeted opponents physically and psychologically with the
ultimate goal of neutralizing their influence (by both fundamentalists
and those opposing them).

Through approaches focusing upon strong

emotional appeals, funds are raised and plans of attack are formulated
and implemented.

More funds enables wider propagandizing.

The use of

media has made the modern fundamentalist movement more powerful than any
such movement In history through better organization and communications
(Brewster, 1984; Broom & Selznick, 1968; Conway & Siegelman, 1962).
For Subproblem If3, "Why is the educational system so crucial a
subject for directing social change?” eight general findings have been
noted.
1.

These are:
Conflict of purpose.

There is a basic conflict of purpose of

the school as it is perceived by various groups in society.

The

pluralism that American society has accentuated and chat has
characterized its history has resulted in various groups seeking
dominance over others.

The fundamentalists believe that the public

schools should actively be supporting Christianity (it should be noted
that only their version of interpretation is promoted (Brewster, 1984;
Carper, 1983),

They essentially, contend that any failure to support

Christian doctrine, as they see it, in the schools undermines what
children learn in the home setting as well as the church (Brown, 1982).
2.

Subject matter.

The fundamentalists, as well as other

extremist groups both left and right of the political spectrum, attack
the school on the basis of perceived inadequacies in the school
curriculum.

The fundamentalists content that the school curriculum
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should concentrate on the basics rather than on Independent thinking.

A

central focus of attack centers on anything relating to values
clarification.

They believe that children should not be taught to

evaluate their own beliefs in that it may serve to undermine their
faith.

They seek to reinstate school prayer, eliminate sex education,

and procure textbooks that depict the United States as divinely inspired
and steeped in righteousness under God's guidance (Brewster, 1984;
Gabler & Gabler, 1982; Krauthammer, 1981).
3.

Change or conservation?

Of the six basic institutions

examined in this study (family, religion, education, economics, polity,
and science), the school is the only Institution that serves primary
functions of both change and conservation.

In traditional society,

education was used primarily as an agent to conserve the past and
glorify it (Cltzen, 1974; Benson, 1982; Henry, 1963).

In modem society,

education has been used more as a force for change to accommodate a
scientific-technologically based society that faced problems of
assimilation, amalgamation, and Americanization of diverse elements,
immigrants, and Interest groups.

In a larger sense, the school, like

the other social institutions, forms a microcosm of the larger society.
If the society is sick, the school can be expected to exhibit similar
symptoms.(Eitzen, 1974).
4.

Visibility.

There are myriad families in the United States,

each more or less Independent of the other and semi-autonmous.

Religion,

of all the social institutions, has the least number of governmental
restraints or requisites and Is exemplified by many and various
combinations of denominations, sects, and cults, to a great extent, free
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to pilot their own course.

The polity and economy are so intricately

woven in the fabric of society and so decentralized as to make objective
identification extremely difficult.
or city hall.

It is hard to fight the government,

However, the educational institution, commonly

exemplified by the school, has a visibility and a concreteness that the
other institutions do not.

The school, and its operation, probably

represents the last public bastion of power in its pure democratic
form— of the people, by the people, for the people.

■ t

The lowest member

in the community with children in the school can walk in off the street
unnannounced and demand the presence of the principal, who must be
accountable.

The school official's performance can be assessed,

analyzed, criticized, and condemned in a public forum of citizens
wielding varying elements of personal and community power.

Pressure

can be brought to bear upon an entire system from community segments
or a single source.

Power (as defined by Weber, 1957; and DeFleur,

1971) has been defined as the probability that one actor within a
social relationship will be able to carry out "his" own will despite
resistance.

In other words, the ability to make and Implement

decisions with or without the consent of those who will be affected is
a true test of power.

The school, then, becomes just about the only

remaining aspect of public life that lies within the bounds of power
of the people.

Its objective concreteness makes it an easy target

because it is "there."

One can point to it, and maybe more importantly,

its past and present usages as a tool of Interest groups or others
makes it an obvious target for promoting or retarding social change.
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5.

The public schools are creations of the whole society operating

through civil authority and justify their existence solely in terras of
their usefulness to society, one that, in this instance, is pluralist,
racially, sexually, politically, economically, and religiously.

The

public school is protected under powers, stemming from interpretations of
the Tenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and like that document, is
of the people, by the people, and for the people in spirit and practice.
6. The private schools are also creations of the people, deriving
from just rights guaranteed by that same amendment of the Constitution,
and expressing the special interests that the people might retain. They
are legally protected and preserved as equal expressions of the need of
society for an educated populace and a productive citizenry.
7.

The role of the school has been, ideologically, to nurture the
4

cultural, social, and material advancement of all citizens by a special
system of instruction through intellectual and social discipline and to
stimulate a free search for truth within these disciplines.

The

commitment of America as Americans has been the adoption of this guiding
principle and has traditionally served as the guiding spirit of this, as
a democratic nation, set apart from what is considered lesser ideologies.
8 . The coercive methods used by many fundamentalists appear to be
antithetical to the proclamation of the Gospel, as it has been
traditionally expounded in America,

While it is accepted that conflict

is a normal part of existence, it would appear that the Judeo-Chrlstian
tradition has demanded that conflict be based upon tenets of charity,
truth, and reason, not in the hysteria, falsehood, and hate that often
typifies the movement.

The activity of the movement often portrays the
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various groups acting as political agents, lobbyists, and political
parties.

(Benjamin Reist's "Church and State in America:

A Theological

Inquiry," 1964 was an early work examining similar trends in the
church-state debate.)
For Subproblem #4, "Are there parallels between the
Neo-Fundamentalist Movement and other political movements?" five general
parallels were identified.
1.

These are:

There is substantial similarity between social movements that

pursue varying degrees of totalitarian ends (Useem, 1980; Piven & Cloward,
1977; Hoffer, 1957).
2.

In order for mass movements to germinate there must develop a

nationalist fervor, a desire for change, general discontent, and a
sense of power, or belief that change can be accomplished (Hoffer, 1951;
Goode, 1984).
3.

All movements use propaganda as a means of modifying or

coercing attitudes and use, extensively, the media at hand to achievethose ends (Hoffer, 1951; Conway & Siegelman, 1982).
4.

The goal of the fundamentalist movement is to take control of

the nation, redefine democracy in Christian fundamentalist terms,
take over the public school system, and prescribe social and moral
values for all citizens (Brewster, 1984; Brown, 1982; Conway &
Siegelman, 1982; LaHaye, 1980; Gabler & Gabler, 1982* Maguire, 1982;
Viguerie, 1980; Zwier, 1982).
5.

The American Revolution movement, though a mild form of'

totalitarianism, sought to eradicate other allegiances to other nations
and create an entity called an "American" from diverse elements.

The
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Soviet Revolution sought to redefine Russia and its related nations
into a unified whole and eliminate minor allegiances.

The Germans of

Adolf Hitler sought Co eliminate racial categories save Chose belonging
to the so-called "Aryan" family tree.

The Fundamentalists have sought

Co eradicate other Interpretations of the Bible and standards of
morality that diverge from their own.

Essentially, all totalitarian

movements are anti-pluralism and seek to rid themselves of competing
groups that are perceived to digress from the unifying thought they seek
to institute.

They do this through propaganda, persuasion, law,

coercion, or violence (Hoffer, 1951).

Recommendations
Recommendations as a result of this research are based upon possible
means of alleviating some of the sources of friction that have been
Identified.
1.

The recommendations are as follows:

It is clear from the findings in this study that rapidly changing

social, cultural and technological conditions have produced stress on the
institutional structure of society.

It is therefore recommended that a

nation-wide effort be made to organize, familiarize and prepare the
American populace for living in the future.
change the past.

Nothing can be done to

Little, if anything, can be done to alter the present.

The future represents the only aspect of our lives that can be Influenced.
The effort recommended here should encompass all age levels and
occupational pursuits characteristic of American society.
2.

Religion is one of the five basic social institutions, just as

much a part of our lives as family, government, and the others.

It is

not practically possible to excise it from a segment of our social and
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cultural life.

It Is therefore recommended that a national effort be

made to outline means of Including the religious heritage of the nation,
and Indeed much of the western world In the public life of our society.
Possibly a federal committee whose composition reflects the
constitutionalists, the legalists, the fundamentalists, the mainline
religious groupings, and the non-religious elements and whose task would
be to suggest grounds of commonality on which all could rest.

While It

Is acknowledged that this is an improbability, It Is felt that it is
nonetheless essential to avoid the destructive course our society is
bent upon.
This effort could include prayer in schools, Congress, and public
events; public expressions of Christmas, Easter, and other
religious-related observances, and the study of religions in the public
school.

The idea here would not constitute an erosion of the First

Amendment but a fulfillment of it by guaranteeing an acceptance of all
basic beliefs representative of the American people without endorsement
of any specific one.
3.

It is recommended that a national effort be made to Identify

characteristics of, determine the desired goals and objectives of, and
define the parameters of the public school as it relates to each of
society's other institutions.
for a national curriculum.

This does not constitute a recommendation

It does, however, suggest a need to evaluate

how society's institutions influence and are influenced by one another.
The school sits at the center of society's institutions because it serves
as a "gathering" point for society's various elements.

It is obvious

that the school cannot be the everything to everyone in our society, but

1C seems logical Co believe ChaC It can be determined "what" we want
from Che public education system In terms of common needs.

Toward this

end, Che school may eventually contract with its community to provide
"specific" services such as reading, writing, speech, computing, and
historical Instruction, with other services falling outside the school
and vested in other agencies, or its current roles simply modified.
4.

It is recommended that the Federal Communications Commission

examine the use of the "electronic church" for political fundraising
In much the same way as it does secular agencies and regulate
accordingly.
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THE GABLERS’ NINE PROBLEMATIC AREAS
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1,

EVOLUTION: The belief that man gradually emerged by chance
from lower forms of life over'millions of years.
(This NATURALISTIC RATIONALIZATION FOR LIFE assumes that
origins are nature-centered. Humanists believe that truth
and values center in man. Therefore, human origins, from
a humanistic standpoint, must come from nature. This
allows man to define his own value system. If, however,
man’s origin comes from God, then truth and value logically
come from God.}
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO I; Affirmation 1.
Religious humanists regard the universe as self-existing
and not created.
Affirmation 2.
Humanists believes that man is a part of nature and that he
has emerged as the result of a continuous process.
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 2.
. . . Rather, science affirms that the human species is
an emergence from natural evolutionary forces. . . .
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
. . . Infants cangrasp an object such as a finger, so strongly
that they can be liftedinto the air. We suspect this reflex
is left over from an earlier stage in human evolution, when
babies had to cling to their ape-like mothers' coats while
mothers were climbing or searching for food. SE 167, last
line SE 168, lines 1-3
UNDERSTANDING PSYCHOLOGY, Random House, c. 1977 HS Psychology
. . . This process of adaptation sometimes takes millions of
years. For example, the giraffe developed a long neck so
that it could eatthe leaves of tall trees. . . . SE 29, col. 2,
par. 1, lines 4-7 WORLD GEOGRAPHY TODAY, Holt, c 1980,
HS Geography

^Reference Key;

SE - Student’s Edition; TE - Teacher's Edition;
TG * Teacher's Guide;
IDG * Teacher's Discussslon
Guide; TN * Teacher's Manual; TRM - Teacher's
Resource Manual; HS * High School
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. , . Scientists think that people have lived for at least
two million years. SE-42, par. 3, lines 2-3. THE WORLD:
NOW AND THEN. c. 1982, Or. 6 Social Studies
IT'S A RIGHT HANDED WORLD.
. . . Somehow, during evolution, the tuo halves o£ the
human brain began to specialize, and the left side of the
brain. . . .SE 152, col. 2, lines 8-10
From an evolutionary viewpoint, smell is one of the most
primitive of the senses. . , . SE 170, col 2, lines 5-6
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY AND TOMORROW, Harper & Row, c. 1978.
HS Psychology
. . . Another 1.5 billion years passed. Then the era of
many-celled plants and animals began. By the time another
half billion years had gone by, the seas were teeming with
worms, jellyfish, sponges and corals, par. 2
. . . between 5 and 2 million years ago, the appearance of
human beings, par 3, SE 77
LAND AND PEOPLE: A WORLD GEOGRAPHY, Scott Foresman c. 1982.
HS World Geography
THESE VIOLATE BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES: "So God created man in
his own Image. . . . Genesis 1:27a (See also Genesis 1:1,
Jeremiah 1:4-5); Know ye that the Lord he is God* It is
he that hath made us, and not we outselves. . . , Psalm 100:3a
2.

SELF AUTHORITY |INDIVIDUAL AUTONOMY]: The belief that man
is his own authority and is not accountable to any higher
power. This "self sufficiency" generates self-interest,
self-gratification, self-indulgence and self-righteousness.
(This ASSUMPTION OF MAN'S INDEPENDENCE assumes a "high view
of human nature," which allows each Individual to define
his own values and order his own conduct. But if men are
basically good, rulers would not need a system of checks
and balances to restrain them from abusing their power.)
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 1.
. . . Too often traditional faiths encourage dependence
rather ^han independence, obedience rather than affirmation,
fear rather than courage. . . .
Principle 3.
. , , Ethics is autonomous and situational, needing no
theological or ideological sanction. , . .
Principle 5.
. . . We believe in maximum individual autonomy consonant
with social responsibility , . . the possibilities of
individual freedom of choice exist in human life and
should be Increased.
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HUMANITY AS A WHOLE . . . We urge that parochial loyalties
and Inflexible moral and religious Ideologies be transcended.

AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
HEALTHY DISAGREEMENTS During early adolescence the fight for
personal independence usually begins with words. Actions
follow later. When teens grow big and strong enough, conflict
with parents may flare up with fights that Include yelling
and hitting. SE 134, col. 2, par. 1
ME: UNDERSTANDING MYSELF AND OTHERS, Bennett, c. 1982.
Gr 6-8 Homemaklng
Think of a situation that would probably result in a difference
of opinion between yourself and your parents. How would you
defend your position? With what arguments would your parents
counter? Write a dialogue between your parents and yourself.
SE 85, last, par,
REBELS, Ginn 360, c. 1969, Gr 8 Basal Reader
It is not always wrong to challenge rules. Questioning— and
even rebelling against— some rules is part of growing up. . , .
SE 56, par 6
HEALTH AND SAFETY FOR YOU, McGraw-Hill/Webster Div, c. 1980
HS Health
The place, the opportunity, and their bodies all say "Gol"
How far this couple goes must be their own decision. SE 21
picture MASCULINITY AND FEMININITY, Houghton Mifflin, c. 1976.
Gr. 7 Sex Education
. . . Everyone must develop his own set of principles to govern
his own sexual behavior. SE 189, col. 2, par. 2
PSYCHOLOGY FOR LIVING, McGraw-Hill.Webster Div., c. 1971 HS
Psychology
. , , Your decision about using marijuana is important to you.
You should be the one to make It. . . . SE 178, col. 2, par 2,
lines 8-12 GOOD HEALTH FOR YOU, Laldlaw, c. 1983 Gr 5 Health
From whom might you resent getting some unasked-for advice
about how to dress, how to wear make-up, or how to behave?
Why? (From some teachers, from 'old-fashioned' parents, from
bossy older brothers and sisters, etc.) TM 41, col. 2, par 1
MACMILLAN GATEWAY ENGLISH, Macmillan, c. 1970, HS Literature
THESE VIOLATE A BIBLICAL PRINCIPLE:
Woe unto them that are
wise In their own eyes, and prudent In their own sight!
Islah 5:21; (See also Jeremiah 17:9 I Corinthians 2:14)
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3.

SITUATION ETHICS: The belief that there are no absolute
rules by which to live. Thus, man Is the final authority
for his actions, based on existing circumstances.
(This ENVIRONMENTALISTIC CONCEPT OF THE CONTENT OF MORALITY
assumes man, individually or as a group, may define different
moral codes to fit different circumstances. Humanists cannot
define the principles of human liberty because they reject
the restraints of Judeo-Chrlstlan morality which free man
to do right.)
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 3.
We affirm that moral values derive their source from human
experience. Ethics is autonomous and situational, needing
no theological or ideological sanction. Ethics stems from
human need and interest. To deny this distorts the whole
basis of life. . . .
Principle 6.
. . . Moral education for children and adults is an Important
way of developing awareness and sexual maturity.
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
. . . There are exceptions to almost all moral laws, depending
on the situation. What Is wrong In one Instance may be right
in another. Most children learn that it's wrong to lie. But
later they may learn that It's tactless, if not actually wrong,
not to lie under certain circumstances. . . . SE 45, col. 2,
par. 1, lines 5-11
INQUIRIES IN SOCIOLOGY, Allyn & Bacon, c. 1978. US Psychology
If a situation pressures a person to act in a certain way, then
the person is not likely to be judged as the cause of the act.
SE 144, par. 3,
EXPERIENCING PSYCHOLOGY, Science Research Associates, c. 1978,
HS Psychology
. . . In a society where values are constantly shifting, the
young adult may often be confused by which set of values he or
she is to follow, . . . TRN:29, lines 2-5.
TOWARD SEXUAL MATURITY, Steck-Vaugnn, c. 1983, Gr. 9-10 Health
. , . Stress that whether a specific action is right or wrong
depends on the meaning that a given group attaches to the
action. TE 70, lines 12-14
AROUND OUR WORLD, Houghton Mifflin, cl980, Gr. & Social Studies
What is considered as right, good, or important in one society
may be regarded as wrong, bad, or unimportant in another.
Also, the cultural values of a particular society may change
over time. . . .
SE 53, col. 2, last line - SE-54, col. 1*
line 4 SOCIOLOGY: THE STUDY OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS, Harcourt.
c 1977, H. S. Sociology

LESSON 3 VALUES AND CULTURE . . . WHAT ARE VALUES? , . .
1, It: is Important to work hard. . . . 4. You should tell
the truth at all times. . . .15. Stealing is bad. . . .
SE 10-11
. . . Let each pupil decide for himself how he feels about
each. Emphasize that this is not a test, and there are no
'right' or 'wrong' answers. . . , TE-11 col, 3, par. 2.
MAN AND SOCIETY, Silver Burdett, c. 1972, Gr. 5 Social Studies.
THESE VIOLATE BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES: The Ten Commandments
|Exodus 20:l-17j; Be not deceived; God is not mocked; for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."
Galatians 6:7; "So shall I keep thy law continually forever
and even. And I will walk at liberty: for I seek thy precepts.
Psalm 119:A&-45.
DISTORTED REALISM: The belief that all should be exposed to
diverse ^realistic" viewpoints, including emphasis on
profanity, immorality, and perversions as acceptable modes of
"self-expression," In practice this includes children of any
age.
(This INSENSITIVITY TRAINING debates culture and distorts
reality.)
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 5.
. . . We reject all religious, ideological, or moral codes
that denigrate the individual, suppress freedom, dull
intellect, dehumanize personality . . , the possibilities
of individual freedom of choice exist in human life and
should be increased.
Principle 6.
. . . individuals should be permitted to express their sexual
proclivities and pursue their life styles as they desire. . , .
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
the schoolhouse)

(From the outhouse to

Each instructor uses 'sex terms' differently, Write down all
the terms referring to body parts and elimination and
pronounce them in private, a little louder than necessary, or
at a volume level suited to the classroom.
TDG 8, col.
2
MARRIED LIFE, Bennett, c. 1976, HS Homenaklng
. . . Swearing is called street language. You've probably
felt the urge to use daring words. . . . Experimenting with
swearing is often a stage in maturing for both boys and girls.
. . . SE 201, col 1, par 5, lines 1-2, 5-7.
ME: UNDERSTANDING MYSELF AND OTHERS. Bennett, c. 1982, Gr. 6-8
Humemaking
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2. Two third-graders walk into a candy store. As they go in,
one of them says to the other, 'I dare you to steal a pack
of chewing gum. . . . 1 TE 63, col. 2
TALKING ABOUT YOUR OWN IDEAS
1. Most people think that cheating is wrong even if It
is only to get a penny, which is what Shan did. Do you
think there is ever a time when it might be right? Tell
when it is. Tell why you think it. is right. SE 76
COMMUNICATING, THE HEALTH ENGLISH SERIES, D. C. Heath,
c. 1973, Gr, 3 Language & Grammar
The moralistic value system remained firm in the rural areas
and small towns of America until World War II . . . since
World War II, rural and small-town America began to pass
into history. Today urban America, with a changing set of
values is taking over. . . . Protestant evangelists continue
to crisscross the land, attempting to revitalize the old
religion, the old culture. . . . They preach the old values,
the old standards, the 'oldtime religion, . . . But now they
represent a waning culture. . . .
SE 514
PERSPECTIVES IN UNITED STATES HISTORY, Field, c. 1972, HS
American History
THE HUMANIST

Magazine, January/February 1976 states on page 7:

Something wonderful, free, unheralded, and of significance
to all humanists is happening in the secondary schools. It
is the adolescent-literature movement. . . . They may burn
Slaughterhouse Five in North Dakota and ban a number of
innocuous books in Kanawah County, but thank God the crazies
don't do all that much reading. If they did, they'd-find
that they have already been defeated. . . . Adolescent
literature has opened Pandora's box, . . ,
Nothing that is part of contemporary life is taboo in this
genre, and any valid piece of writing that helps to make
the world more knowable to young people serves an important
humanistic function. . . .
None of the books are didactic f^hat is, none of them provide
moral Instruction], but all of them espouse the humanistic
ideals to which young people should be exposed."
THESE VIOLATE A BIBLICAL PRINCIPLE: Be not deceived; evil
communications corrupt good manners, I Corinthians 15:33;
Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but
that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may
minister grace unto the hearers." Ephesians 4:29 (See also
Ephesians 5:11-12, Phllippians 4:8).
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5.

SEXUAL PERMISSIVENESS: The belief that all forms of sexual
expression are acceptable. Public sex education is considered
necessary provided It Is taught without Judeo-Christlan morals.
(In evolutionaty theory nature itself creates higher order.
Those who manipulate reproductive processes In their own
self-interest become lords of creation. Humanistic sex
education makes people responsible only to themselves.)
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 6.
In the area of sexuality, we believe that Intolerant attitudes,
often cultivated by orthodox religions and puritanical cultures,
unduly repress sexual conduct. The right to birth control,
abortion, and divorce should be recognized. While we do not
approve of exploitive, denigrating forms of sexual expressions,
neither do we wish to prohibit, by law or social sanction,
sexual behavior between consenting adults. . , ,
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
Adolescent petting is an important opportunity to learn about
sexual responses and to gratify sexual and emotional desires
without a more serious commitment." SE 161 picture caption
LIFE AND HEALTH, Random House, c. 1980. Gr. 9-10 Health
Rarely Is any physical harm done to the child by child
molesters and exhibitionists. . . . SE 234, col. 2, lines 4-6
. . . After rubbing my back for a while, he unhooked my bra.
Then he began Co touch my breasts. . . , SE 59, col. 2* par, 2,
lines 10-12
Oral-genital sex happens when one partner uses the mouth
to stimulate the sex organs of the ocher. . . . a large ”
percentage of partners experiment with oral-genital sex.
Many continue to practice it on a regular basis. SE 209,
col. 1, par. 1
A person with variant sexual interests is not necessarily
bad, sick, or mentally ill. , , . SE 218, col. 1, par. 4,
lines 1-3
ACTIVITY C . . .1. Have students write a one sentence
statement on "Whv sex urges can be fun for an adolescent.
TG 10, col. 1
FINDING MY WAY, Bennett, c. 19 79, Gr, 6-12 Homemaklng
. . . Venereal diseases are easily treated. . . . 5E-103,
col, 1, par. 2, lines 6-7
. , . What are some of the positive values found in communal
living? TG 115, Activity 11
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Delbert and Sally are living together while they are In
college. They do not expect to marry . , . they feel
that living together provides each with love, affection,
and support. SE 278, col, 1, par 2
PERSON TO PERSON, Bennett, c. 1981, HS Homemaklng
Wife exchanging for short periods often takes place. , . .
par. 1, line 1
Husbands have a very free hand in their married life and
it is considered to be quite In order for them to have
intercourse with any women whenever there is an opportunity,
. . . par. 2, TALKS TO TEACHERS, TM-117
MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY, Curr, Dev. Assoc,, c. 1970,
Gr 5 Social Studies
Contrary to past belief, masturbation is completely harmless
and in fact can be quite useful In training oneself to
respond sexually. , . , SE 142, col. 1, par. 1
LIFE AND HEALTH, Random House, c. 1976, Gr. 9-10 Health
. . . Divorce is considered an acceptable way of solving a
problem, SE 107, par, 3
Others have a 'till love do us part* attitude toward marriage.
They see marriage as a short-term goal. They seem to expect
that someday their love will come to an end. They plan to
end their marriage at that time. SE 102, par. 1
HOHEMAKING SKILLS FOR EVERDAY LIVING, Goodheart Wilcox Co.,
c, 1981, Gr. 6-6 Homemaklng
THESE VIOLATE A BIBLICAL PRINCIPLE: . . . when lust hath
conceived, it brlngeth forth sin: and sin, when It is
finished brlngeth forth death. Janes 1;15; Whoso causeth
the righteous to go astray In an evil way, he shall fall
himself into his own pit. . . . Proverbs 28:10 (See also
Galatians 6:8a, Leviticus 18:22, 30)
6.

ANTI-BIBLICAL BIAS: The belief that man creates God out of
his own experiences
(This EHVIRONMENTALISTIC CONCEPT OF THE SOURCE FOR MORALITY
assumes that man is the source of all truth and value and
defines for himself what truth and value are.)
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 1 (RELIGION):
, . . The cultivation of moral devotion and creative
imagination is an expression of genuine 'spiritual'
experience and aspiration,
, . , traditional , . , religions that place revelation,
God, ritual, or creed above human needs and experience
do a disservice, . . . We find insufficient evidence
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for belief in the existence of a supernatural. . . . As
nonthelsts, we begin with humans not God, nature not deity.
. . . we can discover no divine purpose or providence for
the human species .... humans are responsible for what
we are or will become. No deity will save us; we must
save ourselves.
Principle 2
Promises of immortal salvation or fear of eternal damnation
are bath illusory and harmful, . . .
There Is no credible evidence that life survives the death
of the body. . . .
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
. . , God, then, would be the love we encounter when we turn
to help others. Prayer would be essentially a dialogue of
love. Salvation would be being loved in a community
characterized by love. . . , SE 102, par. 2
RELATIONSHIPS: A STUDY IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR. Ginn. c. 1972,
HS Homemaklng
Aesthetic needs include the needs for beauty In our surroundings.
These needs can almost be likened to spiritual needs. For
example, If you have ever been caught up in the beauty of a
sunset or a work of art or a personal accomplishment, you might
consider that to be something almost not real, a spiritual
experience. SE 13, par, 1
CARING, DECIDING, AND GROWING, Ginn. c. 1983. Gr. 608 Homemaklng
Among all the hundreds of Middle Eastern gods, a very different
kind of god emerged. This was the God of the Hebrews. Here
is a Hebrew children's story that tries to explain how people
began believing In this new kind of God. . . . SE 70, par. 1
PEOPLE AND CULTURE, Economy Co., c. 1982, Gr. 6 Social Studies
, . , One writer has said; 'The early Hebrews created the
Bible out of their lives: their descendants created their
lives out of the Bible.' SE 98, col, 1, lines 1-4
EXPLORING OUR WORLD: EASTERN HEMISPHERE, Follett, c. 1982.
Gt. 6 Social Studies
. . . a Hebrew legend tells how God created Adam by gathering
dust from the four comers of the world. . . .
SE 179, par. 1,
lines 1-2
SOCIOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF MYTHS . . . An excellent example is
the Ten Commandments. , . , SE 189 of chapter titled MYTHOLOGY
AND PSYCHOLOGY"
PSYCHOLOGY FOR YOU, Oxford, c. 1973. HS Psychology
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. . . Anthropologists studying human customs, religious
practices, ritualism, and the priestcraft came to the
conclusion that men created their own religious beliefs
so that the beliefs answered their special needs. The
God of the Judeo Christian tradition was a god worshipped
by a desert folk . . . and heaven was high above the desert,
cool and pleasant. The Eskimos . . . reversed the concept.
. . . To the anthropologists religions were functional;
they served men's needs, and they were clearly man created
SE 541, col. 1 & 2 PERSPECTIVES IN UNITED STATES HISTORY,
Field, c. 1972. HS American History
. , . One of the reasons for the development of religion was
the belief that the gods were responsible for harvests.
Traditional cultures believed in maintaining the right
relationship with the gods, who would provide rain and would
prevent floods and Insects from destroying the crops.
SE 33, col. 1, par, 4, line-8 col. 2, line 2
WORLD GEOGRAPHY TODAY, Holt, c. 1980. HS Geography
THESE VIOLATE BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES: The fool has said in
his heart, there is no God. They are corrupt, they have
done abominable works, there is none that doeth good.
Psalm 14:1 (See also Islah 55:8,9. II Corinthians 4:3,4)
7.

ANTI-FREE ENTERPRISE: The belief that government ownership
or control of the economy would replace private ownership
of property and the free market economy. This economic
"collectivism" is known as "Big Brother Government,"
"Cradle-to-Grave" welfare, or outright socialism.
(This effort to direct human evolution would result in
ECONOMIC REGIMENTATION.)
AS STATED IN HUMAN MANIFESTO I: Affirmation 14
The humanists are firmly convinced that existing acquisitive
and profit motivated society has shown Itself to be Inadequate
and that a radical change in methods, controls and motives
must be instituted* A socialized and cooperative economic
order must be established to the end that the equitable
distribution of the means of life be possible. . . .
Principle 11.
. . . Individuals should be encouraged to contribute to their
own betterment. If unable, then society should provide means
to satisfy their basic economic, health, and cultural needs,
including wherever resources make possible, a minimum
guaranteed annual Income,
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
Some people believe that the federal government should act as
the parent of the family the nation. All problems are to be
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solved by the national government, , . , SE 155, par. 10
EXPLORING AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP, Globe, c. 1983, Gr. 8
Government
Conclude the activity by pointing out that this breakdown
in public morality revealed the need for greater government
supervision, TG 3, col. 2, par. 4
A HISTORY OF THE U. S. FROM 1877, Holt, c. 1979. HS American
History
One of the cornerstones of moat socialistic philosophies is
the concept of individual freedom, especially the freeing
of human beings from the burdens of unnecessary and onerous
labor in service of profit makers. . , . SE 363
SOCIOLOGY: THE STUDY OF HUMAN INTERACTION, Random House,
c. 1976, HS Sociology
LEARNING CHECK . . . TO DISCUSS; Some people feel that the
government should pay every family in the United States a
minimum amount every year if they do not earn that amount
by working, Would you support such an idea? If so, how
much should this amount be? If not, why not?
SE 407
CIVICS: GOVERNMENT AND CITIZENSHIP. Allyn & Bacon, c. 1983.
Gr. 8 Civil Government
SKILL ACTIVITIES NO. 1
Develop a skit based upon tie need to redistribute land. The
main characters should be wealthy landowners, landless
farmers, and government officials. Let each explain how
the redistribution would affect them, and have each suggest
the possibilities of solving the problem so that all benefit.
SE 534 col. 2
LAND AND PEOPLE. Scott Foresman, c. 1983, HS World Geography
The Communist governments provide many benefits for their
workers. . . . The governments also provide for health
care, long vacations, and old-age income. Personal income
tends to be low. . , , But expenses are also low. Most
people in Eastern Europe can meet their dally needs without
much difficulty, SE 325, col, 1, par. 1.
WORLD GEOGRAPHY, Follett, c. 1980, HS World Geography
COMMUNIST COUNTRIES, Government exists to protect the
interests of the whole society, not individuals. , . . SE 318
DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM (Communism). . . Where practiced
selected countries); Kampuchea, China, Laos, Vietnam.
SE 348, col. 3
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COMMUNIST COUNTRIES.. . . All wealth is shared among the
people according to their needs. . . . SE 318, col. 2
WORLD GEOGRAPHY, Follett, c. 1983, HS World Geography
THESE VIOLATE A BIBLICAL PRINCIPLE: He becometh poor that
dealeth with a slack hand:but the hand
of the diligent
maketh rich. Proverbs 10:4 (See also II Thessalonians 3:10)
8 . ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT; The belief that "global citizenship’'
should replace national self-determination.
(A WORLD SUPERSTATE would replace national Belf-determlnatlon
as an evolutionary step toward human unity.)
AS STATED IN HUMANIST MANIFESTO II: Principle 12
We deplore the division of humankind on nationalistic grounds.
We have reached a turning point in human history where the
best option is to transcend the limits of national sover
eignty and to move toward the building of a world community
in which all sectors of the human family can participate. . . .
HUMANITY AS A WHOLE: . ... At the present juncture of
history, commitment to all human
kindis the highest commitment
of which we are capable, . . .
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
OUR LIVING CONSTITUTION INTRODUCING UNIT V
To start a discussion of this unit, ask students whether they
would consider going to a dentist . . . . [or] use a doctor who
practiced medicine as it was practiced In the thirteen
colonies? . . . ask them how they manage to live under a
United States Constitution that is 200 years old. Is that
Constitution as out of date as the dental and medical techniques
of 200 years ago? . . . TM 75, col. 1, par. 1
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT, McGraw Hill/Webster Div., c. 1980. HS
American Government
Go where you may and search where you will. . . . Search out
every wrong. . . . Then you will agree with me that, for
revolting barbarity and shameless hypocrisy, America has no
rival. SE 88
MANY PEOPLES, ONE NATION, Random House, c. 1973, Gr. 5
American History
This report will reinforce the book’s description of the world
as a 'global village," with a 'global bank of hum^n culture.'
TE 14, par. 2, lines 5-8. See also TE viii SE 35, 38, 59, 61,
83, 109, 110, 259, 261, 375
PEOPLE OF THE WORLD, American Book (Health)., c. 1982, Gr. 6
Social Studies
ONE GLOBAL SYSTEM, SE 505-506
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THE FUTURE OF GLOBAL POLITICAL SYSTEMS
. . . Because of Increased Interdependence,some people
predict one Increasingly Integrated system for global
politics. SE 587, col. 1, par. 1
. . . In many Important respects were arealsocitizens of
the world. SE 495, par. 3
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT: COMPARING POLITICAL EXPERIENCES,
Prentice-Hall, c. 1979, IIS Civil Government
We now live In an age In which we must recognize that our
interdependence extends beyond national boundaries, from
the local to the global community .
. INTRODUCTION, p. ill,
lines 1-2
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT: THE PEOPLE DECIDE, Science
Research Assoc., c. 1979, HS Civil Government
. . . some people think that the countries of the world must
come together under a world government . . . that only with
a world government is there a chance of saving the earth
for humankind. SE 451, col. 1, par. 4 col. 2, line 4.
I . . . write a constitution for a world government . . ,
SE 451, col. 2, par. 2
AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP: THE WAY WE GOVERN, Addison Wesley,
c. 1979, HS Civil Government
Many people think a stronger UN or a new international
organization is needed if we and the other peoples of the
world are to move safely into the 21st century. Only a
stronger world body, they argue, can meet tomorrow's
challenges. . . . SE 785
AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM, Scholastic, c. 1977, HS Civil
Government
THESE VIOLATE A BIBLICAL PRINCIPLE; So the Lord scattered
them abroad from thence uponthe face of all theearth, . . .
Genesis 11:8a (See also Genesis 11:6, 7, 9)
9.

DEATH EDUCATION. The belief that there is no hope of existence
beyond the grave— no heaven or hell; endorses euthanasia and
suicide.
(The belief that repulsiveness is beautiful. This destruction
of the body unites individuals with all humanity.)
AS STATED HI HUMANIST MANIFESTO II. Principle 2.
Promises of immortal salvation or fear of eternal damnation
are both illusory and harmful. . . . There is no credible
evidence that life survives the death of the body. We
continue to live in our progeny and in the way our lives
have influenced others in our culture.
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Principle 7.
. . , the individual rauBt experience a full range of civil
liberties in all societies. . . . It also Includes a
recognition of an individual's right to die with dignity,
euthanasia, and the right to suicide."
AS FOUND IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS:
DYING AS AN ORGASMIC EVENT The thought of death sometimes
occurs In a sexual context . . . in Chat the event of
orgasm, like the event of dying, Involves a surrender to
the Involuntary and the unknown, SE 486, col. 2, par. 1
LIFE AND HEALTH, Random House, c, 1976, Gr. 9-10 Health
THE EXPERIENCE OF DYING . . , the Individual experiences a
cosmic consciousness, characterized by a sense of unity
with other people, nature, and the universe; a feeling of
being outside time and space; and extraordinary feelings
of contentment and ecstasy. SF 530, col. 2, lines 12..17
LIFE AND HEALTH, Random House, c. 1980, Gr. 9-10 Health
IN MEMORY OF What would you like to have written on your tombstone?
Give your answer in 20 words or less, SE 31, col, 2,
lines 7-10
LET'S TALK ABOUT HEALTH, Cebco Standard Pub., c. 1980,
HS Health & Safety
Perhaps more people need the experience of the little boy
who was visiting in Che home of an elderly woman. In the
midst of a happy conversation, the woman began to cough,
and then she died. . . . After a brief discussion, the
mother realized that it had been a pleasant experience
for him. . . .
SE 152, col. 1
H0MEMAKING SKILLS FOR EVERYDAY LIVING, Goodheart, c, 1981,
Gr. 6-8 Homemaklng
RESUME
Razors pain you;
Gas
You
Rivers are damp;
Acids stain you;
A.
and drugs cause cramp.
B,
A.
Guns aren't lawful;
Nooses give:
NEW VOICES 2. Ginn & Company,

smells awful;
might as well live.
Yeah, you mlgnt as well live.
Suicide is a big grim.
Now, if only I could think of
a better way. . , . SE 359
c. 1978, Gr, 10 Literature

We have a custom that old people who cannot work anymore should
help death to take them. Old Klgtak thought of this, left
behind, all alone on the Ice , . . SONGS AND STORIES OF THE
NETSILK ESKIMOS. SE 44. The same concept is found in A- JOURNEY
TO THE ARCTIC, SE 22 and TALKS TO TEACHERS, TM 102, par, 1.
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In addition, another teacher's manual (THE NETSILK ESKIMOS
ON SEA ICE, TM 21, last, par.) suggests students role play
what to do with old people.
KIVIOK TEACHES THE WOLVES TO HUNT CARIBOU
As time went on, the old woman grew angry, for she too wanted
a husband. She envied her daughter more and more, until one
day when Klvlok was out hunting caribou, she killed her.
She
pulled the young smooth skin from her daughter's face and hands,
and with it she covered her wrinkled, old face and her body and
hands. THE MANY LIVES OF KIVIOK, SE 11, last par.
. . . he was to save his own life by eating his wife. At
first he only cut small pieces from her clothing and ate
them . . . she ran for her life, and then it was as if
Tuneq saw her only as a quarry that was about to escape him;
he ran after her and stabbed her to death. After that he
lived on her, and he collected her bones in a heap. . . .
TM 97-98.
This is followed by an account of a man eating his brother.
First he cut off the feet of the living hrother. . . . Then
Itqillk killed him with his knife and lived on his body till
he reached a place where men lived. . . . TALKS TO TEACHERS,
TM 98-99
MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY (MACOS), Curr. Dev. Assoc., c. 1970,
Gr. 5 Social Studies
THESE VIOLATE BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES: . . . that there shall be
a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and unjust."
Acts 24:15b: But he that slnneth against me wronged his own
soul; all they chat hate me love death. Proverbs 8:36.

APPENDIX B
NEW RIGHT READING LIST
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THE LIGHT AND THE GLORY
Peter Marshall and David Manual
Fleming K. Revell Co,

ARE TEXTBOOKS HARMING YOUR CHILDREN?
James C. Hefley
Mott Media

THE BATTLE FOR THE MIND
Tim LaHaye
Fleming H, Revell Co.

CHANGE AGENTS IN THE SCHOOLS
Barbara M. Morris
Barbara M. Morris Report

A CHRISTIAN MANIFESTO
Francis A. Schaeffer
Crossways Books

THE SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION
John W. Whitehead
David C. Cook Publishing Co.

THE BATTLE FOR THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Tim LaHaye
Fleming H. Revell Co.

EDUCATION FOR THE REAL WORLD
Henry M. Morris
Creation Life Publishers

HOW SHOULD WE THEN LIVE?
Francis A. Schaeffer
Fleming H. Revell Co.

THE STEALING OF AMERICA
John W. Whitehead
Good News Publishers

EVOLUTION AND THE MODERN CHRISTIAN
Henry M. Morris
The Presbyterian and Reformed
Publishing Co.

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE HUMAN RACE?
Francis A. Schaeffer and
C. Everett Koop
Fleming H. Revell Co.

THE SEPARATION ILLUSION
John W. Whitehead
Mott Media

MY LIFE WITHOUT COD
William J, Murray
Thomas Nelson Publishing Co.

HUMANISM: THE MOST DANGEROUS
RELIGION IN AMERICA
Homer Duncan
Christian Focus on Government

SECULAR HUMANISM
Ern Baxter, R, J. Rushdoony,
Howard Carter, Robert Grant, and
Bob Sutton
Integrity Publications and Mott Media

THE BATTLE FOR THE FAMILY
Tim LaHaye
Fleming H. Revell Co.
GOD AND GOVERNMENT
Gary DeMar
American! Vision Press
AMERICA: ONE NATION UNDER GOD
James C. Hefley
Victor Books

SCIENCE IN CREATION
William W. Broardman, Jr., Robert F.
Koont, Henery M. Morris
Creation-Science Research Center
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Academic Freedom
Acceptance
Accountability
Achievement Motivation
Program
Active Listening
Actualization
Adlerian Therapy
Affective Domain
Affective Teaching
Agents of Change
Alternative Behaviors
Alternate Economic Systems
Alternative Lifestyles
Analysis
Anthropology
Armenianisra
Attitude
Attitudlnal Behavior
Awareness
Behavior
Behavior Modification
Behavioral Objectives
Behavioral Outcomes
Behaviorism
Beliefs, deeply held
Black Studies
Body Language
Capping Off
Careers Education
Carnegie Foundation
Center for War-Peace Studies
Change Agent
Child-Centered Learning
Child Development
Choosing Freely
Citizenship
Client-Centered Therapy
Clinician
Common Good, For the
Communicating
Communication Skills
Community Education
Community Schools
Computerized Instruction
Conditioning
Conflict
Confluent Education
Conjoint Therapy
Consciousness

Consensus
Coping
Counseling, Group
Creative Expression
Creative Life Management
Creative Listening
Creative Thinking
Creative Writing
Creatlvitm
Criticism
Culturally Deprived
Decision Making
Deeply Held Beliefs
Democracy
Democracy, Participatory
Diagnostic Approach
Diagnostic Clinician
Disconnectedness
Discovery Method
Discussion Groups
Domain, Affective
Drug Education
Emotional Growth
Emotions
Encounter Groups
Enlightenment
Esalen Institute
Ethics
Ethnic
Eupsychian Network
Experimental Program
Expression, Nonverbal
Fabianism
Facilitator
Family Life Education
Feedback Mechanism
Feelings
Foundations:
Carnegie
Ford
Kettering
Mott
Rockefeller
Ford Foundation
Free Schools
Gaming Techniques
(e.g. Mood Masks, Amnesia,
Chairs, One-Way Glasses,
Dear Granny Letters)
Gestalt Therapy

Global Community
Global Economy
Global Man
Global Perspective
Global Resources
Good of the People, For the
Group Consensus
Group Counseling
Group Criticism
Group Discussion
Group Dynamics
Group Facilitator
Growth, Human
Growth, Self
Hawaii
Hawaii Master Plan
Helping Relationships
Human Development
Human Dynamics
Human Growth
Human Potential
Human Relations
Human Resources
Human Sexuality
Human Themes
Humanism
Humanistic
Humanities
Humanized Learning
LALAC (I Am Loveable and
Capable
Identity
Illumination
I-Message
Individualized Instruction
Inductive Method
Innovative Program
Inquiry Method
Inservice Training (for Teachers,
Admlnlstrarots, etc.)
Interact
Interaction
Interdependence
Internalization
Interpersonal Relations
Journals (Private or
Surveillance)
Kettering Foundation

Laboratory Method
Learning Clinician
Learning How to Learn
Learning through Inquiry
Learning to Learn
Listening Skills
Magic Circle
Mastery Skills
Measurable Objectives
Measurable Outcomes
Mental Health
Messianic
Middle Schools
Modular Scheduling
Moral-Free Teaching
Morals, TEachlng without
Mott Foundation
Multicultural Studies
Multiethnic Studies
NEA Peace Studies
Nihilism
Nondirective Therapy
Nontraditional Roles
Nonverbal Expression
Objectives, Measurable
Occult
Open Classroom
Open Concept Classroom
Open Design Classroom
Operant Conditioning
Parent Effectiveness Training
(PET)
Parenting
Peace Studies (NEA)
Performance Budgeting
Planning, Programming &
Budgeting System (PPBS)
PPBS (Planning, Programming
& Budgeting Systems)
Prescriptive Teaching
Preventive Mental Health
Private Journals
Problem-Solving
Programmed Instruction
Progressive Education
Psychometrist
Psychodrama
Psychopolitics
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Psychotherapy
Questing
Racism
Reality Therapy
Receiving
Reinforcing
Relativism. Scientific
Relevant Curriculum
Risk-Taking
Responding
Rockefeller Foundation
Role-Playing
Roles. Nontraditional
School Health Education
Studies (SHES)
Schools Without Failure
Schools Without Walls
Scientific Relativism
Secular
Secular Humanism
Self-Acceptance
Self-Actualization
Self-Adjustment
Self-Awareness
Self-Concept
'
Self-Criticism
Self-Evaluation
Self-Examination
Self-Growth
Self-Help
Self-Hood
Self-Identity
Self-Image
Self-Judgment
Self-Morality
Self-Understanding
Sensory
Sex Education
Sex Information in Education
(SIECUS)
Sharing
SHES (School Health
Education Studies)
SIECUS (Sex Information in
Education)
Situation Ethics
Social Development
Social Growth
Social Interaction
Social Problems
Social Values

Sociodrama
Sociograms
Stereotyping. Sex
Street Schools
Surveillance Journals
Synthesizing
T-Group
Taxonomy
Teacher Effective Training (TET)
Therapy, Adlerian
Client-Centered
Conjoint
Gestalt
Nondirective
Reality
Third-Force Psychology
Three-Tier curriculum
Transactional Analysis
TA for Tots
TA for Kids
TA for Teens
Transfer Leadership
Trust
Utopianism
Values
Values Clarification
Values Continum
Values, Social
Valuing
Weltanschauung (World War)
Western Behavior Sciences
Institute
Will of the People
Witch Craft
Whole Child Development
World Goodwill
World Overview
World View
Human Growth and
Development Institutes,
Curriculum Developers,
Foundations and Federal
agencies which promote
Humanistic Education:
Esalen Institute
Carnegie Foundation
Education Development Corp.
Ford Foundation
Harris Institute for
Transactional Analysis
Health Educ. & Welfare (HEW)

Institute for Personal
Effectiveness in Children
Ketterlnt Foundation
Mott Foundation
National Education Ass'n.
(NEA)
Nat'l. Institute of Educ. (NIE)
Nat'l. Institute of Mental Health
Nat'l. Science Foundation (NSF)
Nat'l. Training Laboratories (NTL)
Office of Education, U. S.
Rockefeller Foundation
Western Behavioral Sciences
Institute
Curriculum Areas where
Humanism can be most
easily taught:
Language Arts
English. Communications
Social Sciences
Art Sociology
American History
World History
Anthropology

SOURCE:

Reported in the Newsletter of the Center for Democratic
Action, as comnlled in The School Bell, a publication
of the John Birch Society.
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NEW YORK STATE SPONSORED PRAYER

"Almighty God, we acknowledge our dependence upon
Thee, and beg Thy blessings upon us, our parents, our
teachers and our country,"

VITA

LANNY ROSS BOWERS

Personal Data:

Date of Birth:
September 9, 1951
Place of Birth; Greenevllle, Tennessee
Married, one daughter

Education:

Public Schools,
Morristown College, Morristown, Tennessee;
pre-law curriculum, A.A., 1970.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee; sociology, political science,
B.S., 1972.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee; sociology, M.A., 1974,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee;
sociology, Ph.D. study (53 credit hours),
1974-76.
United States Military Academy at West Point,
New York: certification in military history,
1982.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee; supervision and administration,
Ed.D., 1985.

Professional
Experience:

Graduate Assistant, East Tennessee State University;
Johnson City, Tennessee, Taught Introduction to
Sociology and Social Problems, 1972-74.
Outreach Social Worker, Greene Valley Development
Center; Mobile Outreach work in rural Eastern
Tennessee, 1972-73.
Textile worker, Leon-Ferenbach; Johnson City,
Tennessee, 1974.
Teaching Assistant (Doctoral), University of
Tennessee; Knoxville, Tennessee, 1974-75.
Instructor, BL :k History for Law Enforcement,
Adjunct Faculty, Walters State Community College;
Morristown, Tennessee, 1975-76.
Instructor, Political Science/Sociology, Morristown
College; Morristown, Tennessee, 1975-76.
Director/Program & Human Resource Department
(College Dean), Morristown College; Morristown,
Tennessee, 1976-79,
Instructor, Sociology, Adjunct Faculty, Walters
State Community College; Morristown, Tennessee,
and Tusculum College, Greenevllle, 1979-81.
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Professional
Experience
(continued).

Instructor, Sociology/Military History, Morristown
College; Morristown, Tennessee, Department
Chairman, Title III Coordinator, 1979-83.
Teaching Background:
Courses taught: Introductory Sociology, Social
Institutions, Social Problems, Deviance and the
Social Order, Political Science (Government
& Constitution), American History, Western
Civilization, Family, and Psychology for Criminal
Justice.

Professional
Memberships:

Phi Delta Kappa
Southern Sociological Association
Tennessee Political Science Association
American Culture Association
Popular Culture Association of the South

Professional
Involvements:

Director of Institutional Self Study 1980-82,
Morristown College.
Title III Coordinator, 1977-1982, Morristown
College ($375,000 in grant money acquired).
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Delegate Assembly (voting), 1976-1982.
Morristown-Hamblen Chamber of Commerce (Education
Committee) 1976-79.
Morristown-Hamblen Day Care Board, 1977-80.

Honors and
Awards:

Doctoral Fellowship, *1984, East Tennessee State
University, Johnson City, Tennessee; Department
of Supervision and Administration; Research
Associate, College of Medicine; Drs. Leo
Harville & Russ West, Supervisors.
Internship: Johnson City Board of Education,
Policy/Regulation Analyst and Revision: Dr. R.
Mike Simmons, Superintendent of Schools,
Supervisor.
Elected President of Doctoral Seminar, Fall 1984.
Certification, Military History, United States
Military Academy at West Point, Hew York, 1982.
Teacher of the Year, Students’ Choice, Morristown
College, 1981-82.
Outstanding Young Men In America, 1978.
Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society, member 1970;
Sponsor 1975-77 and 1979-82.
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Writings and
Publications:

1.

Article presented, "Black Education In East
Tennessee," Tennessee Conference of Historians,
April 6-7,1976, East. Tennessee State University,
Johnson City, Tennessee,

2.

Article, "The Implications of Blackness and the
Generation of Cultural Deviance," presented to
the Popular Culture Association of the South,
October, 1977, Jacksonville, FL . , . published
in microfilm and in Resources in Education,
September 1978, through ERIC Clearinghouse,

3.

Article, "Social Transcendentalism," presented
to the Popular Culture Association of the South,
October, 1978, Nashville, TN.

4.

Article, "The Negro: A Cultural Absurdity,"
presented to the American Cultural Association,
November, 1979, Pittsburg, PA, published in
Black Academia. May, 1980.

5.

Thirty published poems in small collections
(e.g., Vega, Ram. The Third Eye. The Letter Box.
Bicentennial Poets of 1976. Flights of Fancy,
etc.

6.

Masters Thesis, unpublished. "Civil Liberties and
Black Religion: A Study of the Relationship
Between Perception by Blacks in the Black Church
and Their Views of the Civil Liberties Movement."

7.

Doctoral Dissertation, unpublished. "Religion
and Education: A Study of the Interrelationship
Between Fundamentalism and Education in
Contemporary America."
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